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In this chapter we have discussed issues of ethnic identifica-
tion and marginal assimilation', demog,aphic characteristics of
the SSS groups, the pattern of utilization of"counseling cer-
vices by the SSS and the.factors operating to.reduce self
referrals, and typical problems SSS clients bring to counseling
problems different from and often greater than life problems
experienced-by other Americans. ... The concluding portion of the
chapter was devoted to recommendations for the delivery of more
effective counseling services to the SSS.

Chapter

Issues in the Counseling of Spanish Speaking/Surname Clients:
Recommendations for Therapeutic Services

Rene A, Ruiz
Amado M, Padilla
Rodolfo Alvarez

Successful counseling depends upon effective communication ke-

tween counselor and client. The counselor must comprehend the needs

and problems of the client, and the client must understand messages

from the counselor. These messages are designed to help the client

achieve greater self-actualization and self-reliance as-a means of

ultimately increasing his or her capacity to function productively ,

in society, and thesetgoals cannot be met if the messages are not

understood. The precise purposes of this chapter are to provide back-
_

ground informationand techniques which will enable counselors to

Work on this paper was supported by the Spanish Speaking-Mental-
Health Research and Development'Program at UCLA; R. Alvarez,
PrincipalinvestigatOr,'XIHM.Grant

Ill - 24845 -02'. '
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communicate more effectively and to counsel more successfully with

Spanish Speaking/Surnamed clients (SSS), To achieve these goals,

we present comments organized around the following themes: A. issues

of ethnic identification and marginal assimilahon (p.3 )1-B. demo-

graphic characteristics of the SSS group (p, 9); C, a review of the

utilization pattern of counseling services by the target population

(p. 15); D. an examination of factors operating to reduce self re-
,

ferrals from the SSS (p. 18); and E. several case histories which

illustrate the kinds of problems and complaints-SSS clients typically

bring to counseling (p.24 ). In,this last section (E); we attempt

to demonstrate how the issues and events presented in the four pre-

ceding.sectiorm (A, B, C, and D) tend to create a pattern of life

problems which are different from.and in addition to life proillems

experienced by other Americans, .Simultaneously, we attempt to sen-

sitize counselors to how SSS clients are different. In the concluding

section (F), we offer recommendations for the delivery of more ef-
1
fective counseling services to. the SSS (p. 34).

Several -final comments seem appropriate to orient the reader

to the direction and emphasis of the chapter. -The realm of services

subsumed under Counseling is extremely broad. A partial listing in-

cludes the use of counseling techniques (sometimes including test

scores) to select academic majors or vocitioriar thoiCe; to resolve

specific problems (e.g., drug abuse, suicide prevention, marital



treatmentvetc.);:to facilitate personalgroWth (e.g,, selfv.actual-
.

.

ization among "normal" clients) or to treatinli4idnal psycuoPath-

°logy. Although we present principles that can be'generalizedto

a variety ofucounseling approaches, the primary orientation-of the

.chlter is to counseling as "psychotherapy," defined as a process

of enhanced self awareness leading to a more efficient, productive

and satisfying life aajustMent.' Furthermore, our comae is are de-

liberately presented in the broadest terms so that they may be

adapted by a variety of'counselors regardless of whether. theoretical

orientation is psychodynamic, behavioral, or humanistic - existential.

Finally, our recommendations for culture Specific counseling are

designed to apply to all SSS clients, regardless of sub-group dif-

ferences such as nation of origin, length of residence in thelinited

States, or urban versus rural dwelling.

Ethnic Identification and the Marginal Person

The assumptions which underlie this,section are -that everyone

is a member of at least one culture, some are members of more than

-one, degree of commitment to a given culture varies among multicul-

tural persons depending upon the degree of assimilation, and

. that culture group membership influences behavior. In the context

of this chapter, ,of course, our primary focus will be upon those be-

haviors'whichare examined in determining whether or not a person's

5,4



over-,all life adjustment is. "normal" or "healthy" Ouiz and Wrenn, in

press; Wrenn and Ruiz, 1970). Before proceeding further, howevert

certain key terms will be defined.

The concept of identification, defined-simpXy as imitation of

elders by the young, was already well known by fhetimeS.ef the
.

Ptolemaic and Greek philosophers. Its earlielit definition within

ithe context of a formal theory, however, ''does tdt.appear until about
.

1900 among pSychoanalysts. This definition w'simoditied even further

as it was incorporated into theories of social science, especially
/

..

sociology and social psychology. Easicallyi contemporary usage of

the concept refers to a.process, resulting :in an end-!state,bY which

an individual assumes a pattern of behaVior characteri tiC of other .

thipeople in his enviroment. Originally, the ,.child itates the be-
/6

e

havior of parents (called "modeling"), but" sequently models the
' . . .

behavior of other adultssuch as relatives and teachers, and of other

peers such as playmates and fellow students. Through this process,

the child gradually acquires the behavioral repertoire of the people

around him.

Although identification clearly'refers to the totality of

self- experience, the terns nethnic" identification ref rs to that .

part of the self which includes those values, attitude and prefer--

ences which comprise cultural group membership.il ThusLthe child

who speaks Spanish at home and English at scho 1 is oiiviously bi-



cultural, and by our definition, experiences dual ethnic. identifica-
?

'don. Two issues require elaboration at this point. .First, we have

selected language skill in this illustration as an index of culture

group membership. While we are codirinced this, index is valid, we

simultaneously recognize the existance of others equally valid cri-

teria: custom, traditionl law, religion, costume, dietary prefer"

ence; and so on. Thus, while language skill serves to make the

point, one musti6amine 'a number of variables in determining the

ethnic identification of 'a given client. Our second point is that

'bicultural group membership creates the potential, but not necessarily

the actual experience of divided group loyalty and confusion about

the self. This latter point is extremely important and should be

,

kept in mind while examining sections relative to treatment--especial-

ly "f. Case Histories"band "g. Recommendations for SSS 'Counseling."

The term "marginal" person stems primarily from the work. of

Stonequist um, and deriopes'bicuitural membership combined-with

the relative inability to form dual ethnic identification. This is

a complex theoretical -statement and one with significant implications .

for effective Commuilication and successful counseling of the SSS: To

maximize clarity of our. message, we illustrate 't4 subsequent
0

cussion with references to%the target population.

Most SSS are bicultural as we have defined the term. That is,

they hold simultaneous membership in.mci,different.cultural groups



the Anglo dominant majority and their particular SSS minority sub-
,

group.' Twq points are releyant here. First, bicultural membership

and dual ethnic identification are in no sense intrinsically patho-

logical. One may argue quite cogently, for example, that multi-,

cultural group membership is a normal or expected state of affairs.

This is not to imply that we are all multi-ethnic, but rather that

we all belong to a multitude of groups with different values and

attitudes.' One person may be a, practicing Catholic andibe committed

to the Women's Liberation Movement, a second may be-Catiolie'but

1

uninterested in the WLM, a third may be a Lutheran and r ftied to

WLM, and so on.

Our second point is implied in the preceding,example\ Degree

of commitment to cultural values varies. To return to the discussion

of.ethnic identification, degree of commitment marvery from "strong"
. .

to "weak." This continuum of commitment appears as a two-by-two

matrix in Figure 1.

Insert Figure 1 about here'

Note that indi,klics in cell A would manifest strong commitments ,

to two cultures- -the Anglo dominant majority and their own particular

SSS sub-groUp. Continuing to, use language as an index of ethnic iden-

( tification, one would predict both fluent English and Spanish. On the

. The inference of bicultural membership is documented, and the
various SSS sub-groups are identified in section C, immediately

following.

k "s



on.**

basis of strong commitment to two different cultures, one would ihtif,

cipate a minimum of problems associated With bicultural grout, member,'

ship or ethnic identification, Clients from_eellA seeking counseling

would probably present problems manifested in.Ae area of personal

life adjustment relatively independent of their ethnic group member-

,
ship.

Now consider individuals in cells B and D. CellB people Mani-

fest a strong coumitment to the traditional value system of their

minority culture and a *Yea one to the majority group. Continuing

to use language skill for illustrative purposes, one would predict

that fluency in Spanish would surpass English. In cell D, Of course,

the situation would be reversed. Individuals in these two cells may,

or may not, bring problems to the counselor which are related to

ethnic identification. The individual in transition from one culture

to another, that is, deliberately attempting to replace one set Of

cultural values for another, may be experiencing problems in ethnic

identification. The Spanish dominant perion who is attempting to

enter the majority culture by acquiring English fluency, as well as

the English dominant individual who is trying to regain contact with

his'cultural heritage by learning Spanish, will probably experience

stress associated with culture change. E,i t it is very important to

note that his/her source of stress does not apply unless the indi-

vidual is-in the process.of transition from one culture to another.
.

4 ri
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The SSS who have a strong commitment to one culture and a weak one

. -

to another, and who are Comfortable with this situation, appear un-

likely to present problems in ethnic identification,

People in cell C seem to represent the "failures" of cells B

and .D-that is, they have surrendered their original commitment,

whether minority ot majority, but have not yet successfully entered

their newly 'chosen culture, Some individuals, for example, might

minimize Spanish usage in social interaction to appear more "Ameri-

can." If this occurs prior to the acquisition of English. fluency,

of course; comprehension may be limited, and they will be forced tp

remain relatively silent in many situations, or appear ludicrous.

If one generalizes this example to the abandonment of one set of

cultural values prior to the acquisition of an alternative aet, one

can envision a variety of situations in which tbe marginal person

cannot cope efficiently with the stress of ordinary day-to-day life

because the values, attitudes and, social relationships of the origi-

nal culture have been left behind. Imagine the intensity of dis-

comfort experienced when a marginal person leaves one culture, tries

to enter another, is not fully accepted, and is left in limbo be-.

tween two different, and sometimes conflicting, value systems.

13
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The. Tgret, 04v,taatkon

In this section, selected data are presented to demonstrate how

the SSS are like, and different from, other Americans.

Popul-tion

The United states Qensus of 1971 presents and reports separately

datp on persons of Spanish origin, Broken down by country of national,

origin, the distribution of the total population of 9,073,600 appears

in Table 1.

Idsert Table 1 about here

Area of Residence

The 1971 census also reveals that geographic area of residence

is related to ethnicity. For example 87% of the Mexican Americans'

reside in the'southwest United States (California, Texas, Arizona,
a

New Mexico and.Colorado); 76% of the Puerto Ricans reside in either

New York, New Jersey, or Connecticut; and most Cubans are situated
,

in Florida. Purthermoreothe vast majority of the SSS dwell in

urban areas; 82.5% compared -to 67.8% for the total population and

76.0% for Blacks.

Income

The 1971 census reports that 2,4 million SSS (26.7%) were



classified as living in "poverty," Two years later, 21,9X' of the

. SSS were placed in a category described as "low income*" These'-

percentage differences over this period seem to suggest an-increased

standard of living, but the conclusion is uncertain because criteria

for inclusion in the two categories 'are unavailable and it is unknown

whether the effect of inflation was considered In any event, when

one considers that 21.9% of the SSS in 1973 were in the "low income"

category compared to 11.1% of the general population, it is clear

that the relative proportion,of SSS .poor, to poor who are non-SSSk

is about two to one.

The inference that the standard of living among the SSS is

relatively lower is supported by examination of censusdata on per-

sonal and family income (1970 - 1973). Median income -for SSS males

was $6,220 compared to $8,220 (1970). -The distribution of family

income in 1973 appears in Table 2.

Insert Table. 2 about here

Employment

The finding that personal and family income Among 'the SSS is

lower than the national average suggests that the-SSS are probably

overrepresented in menial and lower paying occupations. This is

exactly the situation as it exists. More than 56% of the SSS are

1 5
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employed in blue collar jobs. SSS males were employed most commonly

in transportation and/or asoperators,,,for example, gas stainn at-

tendants, produce,packers, drillers; and manufacturing checkers.

The second most common form of employment was as craftsman, such-as

repairmen, machinists, and furniture finishers, For SSS women,

-clerical and operative jobs were the most common.

'e

Lower annual income and.overrepresentation in menial occupations

may be assumed to be associated with lower rates of employment, and

this is exactly what one finds. A report by the Bureau of Labor

Statistics identifies 325,000 unemployed SSS during the third quarter

of 1974. This figure represents an unemployment rate of 8.0% for

the SSS, which is higher than the nationtl level (5,0%), but lower
-

han the Black rate (10.5%), These figures are even more ominous

than they appear,, however, since they reflect an increase in unemploy-

ment over a year period of 29% for the SSS, compared to an increase

.of 22% among the general population and'8%- among Blacks.

Education

Lo0 income and menial work may be assumed to'intercorrelate

with.limited education; and once again, the census data confirm this

expectation. 'As of November, 1969, the median years. of education

4

among SSS who were 25 years of age and older was 9.3, compared to

12.2 jor the general populationand 9.6.for Blacks (U.S. Census, 1969).

In this same age group, 19.5% of the SSS had.completeti less than five



years of school, compareeto 5/0% fm the general population and

13.5% for Blacks. With regard to completion of high school, and

within the same age group, percentages were as,followst 32.6% for

the HS, 56.4% for the general population, and 34.7% for Blacks.

Thus; by three criteria - median years of education, percent with

less than filie years of school, and percent completing high school--

the SSS receive the least educations compared either to the general

population or to Blacks.

Language

The 2969 census also reveals retention of Spanish fluency.;

68.9% of the SSS identify,Spanish as their "mother tongue," while

only 28.8% identify English. Within the total population, Spanish

has a base rate preference of 3,4%,.while the preference for

Engligh is 81.6%. Mother tongue preferences do not add up to

100% because. of a category entitled "other (mother tongue) and

not reported" which equals 2.3% among the SSS and 15% among the

total population. With regard to the question "language usually

spoken in home," 48.7% of the SSS report that Spanish is usually

spoken in the home while 50.3% prefer to speak'English. in the

total population the preference for English over Spanish in the

total population is 94.1% and 2.3% respectively. Once again, totals

approxiMate, but do not total, 100% because of other language .

preferences and unreported data.

1 7
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Cultural. Diversity,

At this point, we argue that the SSS are culturally h tero-

geneous. We are particularly explicit in this argument be ause

at least two sources of informatioh may mislead the unsophisticated

reader into the erroneous inference that the SSS comprise a single,

unified and homogeneous culture group. First, we have suma.ariieaN

-44
census data which, by its very nature, tend to gloss Over signifi-- ''t .V_

--;.
,',

. . ^ .

i y ;
cant differences among subculture groups, With.the exception of. .:...,,,-1 .,;.11

1(.1

'the fact that SSS subgroups_tend to distribute themselves in dif-

ferent geographic regions as a function of national origin, the

nature of the data reported impliei all SSS are alike.

Second, the common history of Spanish heritage and all the simi-

larities such as language, religion and custom, also support the

mistaken inference of cultural homogeneity, Let us 1pok.more

carefully, however, at these SSS subgroups to show thatulturil

differences are greater than are similarities.

First, the different SSS subgroups arrived in this nation at

various points in time. Exploration from Mexico began in 1528

with the crossing of the Rio Grande, and migration continues up

to current times. Within the last few decades, relatively large

numbers of Cubans and Puerto Ricans have immigrated, thus enlarging

the SSS pool.' Second, people left their homes for a variety of

reasons: exploration, colonization, economic' opportunity And

is
-13-



personal liberty. Third; genetic differences exist across the

various SSS subgroups. Spaniards in.Mexico intermarried with native

inhabitants, and their progeny formed,
/-
an ethnic.groisp which created

A new Indo- Hispanic culture. 'In -cipher parts of- the New World, es-.

pecially PuertO-Rico and.some real of South America, natives wre

slain'or driven off, the indigenous cultures were lost. To

create a- pool of chew labor, slaves from Africa were imported. .In

the course of timeo'new cultures were forMed on the basis of influ=.

.

ences from the New World, Europe and Africa. The net result is

that some SSS subgroups display marked. differences in akin color,.

ranging'from European "white," through mulatto akin tones, to

African "black."

Other factors-operate to create or maintain cultural differences

amofig,the.various SSS subgroupsupon their arrival in the United

States. Considering the long standing Aierican prejudice against

dark skin color, for.example, it should 'come as no 'surprise to learn

that blac SSS are treated differently from white SSS. Differential

treatment, of Course, would tend to isolate the two groups even

' more, Differences in employment. skills also- tend to insulate some

SSS groupi from others. Many,Cubans, for example,, arrived is the

t

United 'States. neYt in both Spanish and English, with profesatUffa
- .

.---------'--- ,
. .

.

------- degrees and an urban background including familiarity with industrial

technology. These people are quite different, to comment on the

ff



.obvious, from recent Puerto Rican immigrants who tend to be mono-

.lingual- Spanish, with fewer years of formal education, and emerging

from a rural - agricultural background.

Conclusions

Data summarized in this section support the following conclu-

sions: a) the SSS are a numerically large ethnic minority group,

sec4nd in size only to Blacks, b) the SSS consist of at least five-

Major sub-groups based on national origin alone; c) the SSS are

largely grban, but geographic distribution by state(s) 9f residence

is a function of ethnicity; d) the .SSS suffer-from the effects of

the "poverty cycle" -- low individual antifamily income, overrepre-

sentation in menial and low paying occupations, higher rates of

unemployment and fewer years of formal education; e) the SSS demon-

strata a higher rate of bilingualism than.other Americans; and

0 the various'SSS subgroups are members of uniquely different

cultures. The last point, that the SSS vary among themselves with

regard to ethnic identification, will be of maximal importance in

utilizing an appropriate counseling approach for a given SSS client.

Utilization of Services

In this section, we review literature indicating that the SSS

underutilize available counseling services.

20.



Rates of Use

A review of the scant literature indicates that the SSS have

been seriously underrepresented among the clientele of existing

mental health services facilities, For example, Ramo and Edgerton

(1969), using California census figures, estimated. that MexiOgn

Americana made up 9-10% ofthe state's population in 1962-63. They

found that during this same period the percentages of Mexican Ameri-

cans admitted for treatment in California facilities were as follows:

2.2% to the state hospital sys em, 1.4% to state mental hygiene

clinics, 0.9% to the Neuropsychiatric Institute, and 2.3% to state?,

local facilities. resident, inpatient population was' 3.3X.

Thus, underrepre ntation ranges from 6.6% to 9,1%.' j/

The si ation is similar in other geographic localed. ,For

example Acts (1960), in a survey Qi the incidence of mental

ord s from 1951-52,in Texas,also reported lower utilization of

rivate and public mental hospitals by Mexican AmerAcans. A simi-
. ,

let underutilization of a university's counseling services by.

Chicano students has recently been reported in an unpublished manu-

script by Perez(1975).

A comprehensive and extensive report has recently been published

h. -documents a-d-istress-ing4-a-imi-Ier-pleture-of-undertrtion

in state and county mental hospitals across 'the nation (Bachrach,

1975)-. This report presents a wealth of data which are invaluable

21



for the counselor seriously interested in the delivery of valid

services for the SSS. The major points for our purposes are these:

a) the age-adjusted irate -of admissions for the SSS is 155 per

100,000 population, compared to 181 for other whites .and 334 for

nonwhites; b) the agei-adjusted admission rates are approximately

double, for SSS males compared to SSS females (212 to 103 per

100,000 population); c) adjusting for population differences,

SSS admissions are relatively youthful (and are higher than other

2
white admissiong rate in the age group 14 to 25 years); and d)

the highest age-specific admissions rate is found among the SSS

aged (65 years and older), with a rate of 278 per 100,000 popu-

lation compared to 127 and 259 for whites and nonwhites.

Elsewhere we have suggested that although the SSS receive

comparatively less raental health care than the general population,

they actually need more (Padilla and Ruiz, 1973$ Padilla, Ruiz,'

and Alvarez,'1975). One. reason for. this is that the majority of

the SSSare only partially acculturated and marginally integrated

economically and, as a consequence, known to be correlated with

personality disintegration and subsequent need for treatment

intervention; include (a) poor communicatidn skills in English;

(b) the poverty cycle--limited education, lower incamg depressed

social status, deteriorated housing, and minimal politftal influ-

ence; (c) the survival of traits from a rural agrarian.culture

'2. The elevated utilization rate among SSS between the ages of 14-25
years may be accounted for by their higher rate of drug disorders- -
23 per 100,000 population--than for other whites and nonwhites,

- who had respective rates of 8 and 19 (Bachrach, 1975).

'II- 2 2



that are relatively ineffectual in an urban technological society;

(d) the necessity of seasonal,migration (for some); and (e) the

very stressful problem of acculturation to a society that'appears

-. prejudicial, hostile, and rejecting. Accordingly, we conclude

that demographic data underestimate the frequency and severity of
-

factors impinging upon the mental health of the SSS and that the

underutilization of mental health services by this population is

therefore even more crucial than we know, The latter conclusion

is particularly,telling since a wide range of mental health modal-

ities does not seem as evailible for the SSS as it does or. other

U.S. citizens.

Factors Reducing Self Referral
- -,

Here we review factors reducing the utilization of available

counseling services by the SSS.

Discouraging Institutional Policies

Certain organizational factors and institutional policies are

primarily responsible for the utilization patterns 'of mental health

facilities by the SSS. A review of the literature by Gordon (1965),

W6 was concerned with characteristics of patients seeking treat=

anent at child guidance clinics, suggests that the needs of minority

group children arenot being net (cited by Wolkon, et al,, 1974).

Primary factors responsible for this situation are defined as

23
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"inflexible intake procedures and long waiting lists," A study of

a specific 'child guidance clinic confirmed the inference base.: cm

the literatdre review Nolkon, et al,, 1974), period between

the initial self - referral for service and the intake interview ranged

from 1 to 52 weeks, with a median of 28 weeks. The four Mexican

American families seeking treatment had a median wait of 28 weeks

with a range of 24.5 to 42,5 weeks. In emergencies, patients.were

seen "immediately," At the same clinic, while the median waiting

period for Caucasians was only 4.5 weeks, the Mexican Americans had

to wait 5.5 weeks. Although these differences fail to achieve

statistical significance, it is clear that an emergency telephone

contact is not generally honored for more than a month in the case

of Caucasians, but it takes almost six weeks in the case of.Mexican

Americans. The inference that delays for ordinary and emergency
.

treatment are discouraging is confirmed by the-f7,nding that "77%. of

the total initial request for services did not receive treatment."

A study even more directly relevant to treatment of the

$SS (Torrey, 1972) describes mental health facilities located in a

catchment area of one million persons, of whom approximately 100,000

---- are-Mexican American. Torrey evaluates these facilities as "iFre-
e

levant" for Mexican Americans since 10% of the local population

generetes only 4% pf the patient referrals. The basis of his judgment

9
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is that the bilingual poor should be expected to generate a larger.-

proportion of referrals because they are subject to many stresses

known to bring on mental breakdown, His explanation for this dis-

crepancy is based primarily on the following four variables: geo-

graphic isolation, language barriers, class-bound values, and

culture-bound values.

Geographic Isolation
r - TT

Mental health services,are "inaccessible" because they are often

located at tip farthest distance possible -from the neighborhood of

the group with the higheseneed. All too often community mental

health services are attached to schools of medicine or universities

located outside of the-barrio and accessible only by a bus ride that
"ITg

is time consu g and accompanied by various social difficulties.
N\

Not only does the distance impede the frequency of self-referrals,

but both the cost of transportation and the lack of adequate child

care duiing the absence of the mother also serve to decrease the

utilization of mental health facilities by the SSS.

Language Barriers

Torrey describes the majority of local' Mexican Americans as

--bilingual-and-a-"significant mihofitTii speiffinif-FEEtle or no

English." Nevertheless, only five members of a professional staff

of'120 studied by Torrey spoke any Spanish at all, and none of the

directional and/or instructional signs were in Spanish. The inter-

2 5
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pretation.that referrals will, decrease if patient and therapist

cannot communicate is shared by Edgerton and Karno (1971) and

Karno and Edgerton (1969), among others.

Class-bound Values

Here the reference is primarily to. therapist variables,, that

is, to personal characteristics of the professional staff that dis-

suade the patient from continued mental health treatment. Abed et

al. (1974), Yamamoto et al, (1968), and Torrey (1972) all indicate 0

that therapists conduct treatment in accordance with the value sys-

tem of the middle class--that is, the client is seen indiVidually

or in a group for fifty minutes once or twice a week. This approach

has proven ineffective with and discouraging to lower-class patiedts.

FruStrated because clients fail to respond to this approach, counsel-

ors discouraged clients from seeking continued therapy after the

first meeting. These points have also been noted by the Karno-

Edgerton group and by Kline (1960).

Culture-bound Values

Again, Torrey (1972) attends to therapist variables. He

posits that whenever therapists from one culture diagnose and pre-

scribe, treatment for patients'from another culture, there is an

inherent probability of professional misjudgment. To illustrate,

he cites data indicating that 90% of Anglo residents in psychiatry

°associate the phrase, "hears voices?" with the word "crazy," whereas

-21-
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only 16% of Mexican American high 'school students make the same

association.; The concept of intrinsic culture conflict is also

advanced by Bloomliaum Yamamoto, and James (1968)3 the Kern°,

Edgerton group; Kline (1969); and Phillipus (1971).

Conclusions

Although all four factors operate to minimize self,referrals

to mental health centers by the SSS, the last three (language, class

and culture); seem to interact in such a way that the SSS are

largely discouraged from utilization of mental health services A

review of studiea,of low-income patients, both white and non--white,

who apply.for mental health services is particularly relevant here

(Lotion, 1973). One major conclusion Oat emerges.from this review

is that middle class therapists are typically members of a different

cultural group than are low class patients. As a consequence; patient

and therapist experience all the difficulties in communication which

occur whenever members of two cultures interact. This "culture con-
.

4flict" is described in much greater detail in a second psper'by the

same author (Lorton, 1974). Therapists, and particularly therapists

in 'training, tend to -be "turned off" by low-income Patients. because

the patients are perceived as hobtile, suspicious; using .crude lan-

guage; and expecting merely symptomatic relief.

Studies reviewed by Lotion reveal that the success of a Olera-

pist in working with low .-income patients is due more to personal

-22 -
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characteristics of therapists than 'to experience level or treatment

'approach. Lorion also reports that therapists from low socio-economic

backgrounds are equally successful with patients-froth all social
ti

classes. The reverse does not seem to be true, however, that is,

upperclass therapists cannot deal with equal'effectiveness across

social classes. More interesting is the fact that low income pa-

tients engage in significantly more self-exploration early in treat!.

,ment if matched with their therapist on race and/or socio-economic

background. -Cobb (1972), in a review of similar literature, supports--

an argument made earlier in this article that therapeutic expecta-

tions vary to some extent as a function of social class. Low socio,,

- economic status patients. seem to expect therapists to assume a more

active role as physicianstypically do in dealing with medical prob-

lems, rather than a passive or talking role, As a result, Cobb

concludes that'such patients will probably respond better to there-

pists who are more active.

Taken together, these authors (Cobb, 1972 and Lorion, 1973,

1974) agree that race and social class of the therapisteaffect.the

patient's respOnse to treatment. Thus, it seems reasonable to infer

that en efiective and appOpriate "solution" to a problem, proposed

by a white, middle class counselor and based upon middle class

values, may be inappropriate and ineffective for a patient coming

.from, and'returning to, his lower class eflviroment.

-23
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In eas section we present a series of autobiographicalstate-

ments, accompanied by our observations and comments, compiled from

SSS clienti seeking help. We have taken two gtepsto preserve the

anonymity of these clientdt we withhold all information concerning

the sour,*pf these case histories, and we have'altered drastically

any personal information that might have the potential to serve as

identification.

:These case histories are introduced to sensitize the counselor

to the unique aspects of the problems presented by SSS clients. To

varying degrees the effect upon life adjustment.by socio-economic

factors such as the "poverty cycle" is illustrited. At a more sub-
,.

tle level of analysis) note how some of the chief complaints may be

conceptualized asmaladaptive responses to societal stress, whereas

. .

others Oppearto reflect-personal problemslivadjustment. Maria,

for example, is clearly experiencing problems in ethnic identifica-

tion (Spanish versus "Chicane), and'is, inCeerrain 'regards, a mar-,

ginal person. Aside from that available informakion.suggests that

her overall life adjustment is satisfactory. Antonio, on the other

hand, has clearly made a strong commitment-to Chicano culture and

has thus reduced problems in ethnic identification or marginality.

He seems to be 4hat'we termed earlier a "Cell B" person (see.Fig.

29
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His personal jusgment and social skills are so poor, however, that

he is in constant trouble with his parents; neighbors and th.1 police.

Reynaldo manifests both societal and personal problems in adjustment.

In reading these three case histories, attempt to discriminate be-
.

Omen societal and intrapsychic sources of stress, and begin to for-

mulate counseling programs based upon information available to you.

Case ill; Maria

This first statement was elicited from 0 young woman whose

ancestors had resided in northern New Mexico for.generations, In

that area, self'-attributed-ethnic identification among the SSS is

commonly described as Hispo in Spanish or as "Spanish American"

inEnglish. Maria has resided in relative socio-cultural isolation

until she moved to California to attend junior college. There she

encountered, for the first time. Chicanos and Chicanes who were more

liberated, political and assertive. Maria was treated with scorn,

suspicion and even hostility when'she described herself to SSS class-

mates as "Spahish American" rather than Chicane. But het greatest

,shock came in trying to adjust to. new behavioral norms in the ab-

sence of the emotional support and guidance customarily provided

by her parents, family and friends at home. Here are her words.

'Moving away from home had a great psychologiCal

impact on me and my ideal. I had some difficulty ad-

justing myself to a completely new and independent- form

-25-
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of life. Being Spanisfi,Americani I was always closely'

bound to the family. When I tried to deviate.from the

norm, I was reprimanded and reminded of the obligation

I had to the family. Living away from home taught me

to appreciate them (family)' and their conservative values

more than t had before...but we sure are different from

the people in California!

At the time that Maria soughtcounseling, she could not com-

pletely verbalize these disturbing incompatibilities between her

cultural upbringing and that of her peers. Who was she? Was she

Spanish as her family had told her, or was she Chicane as her

friends insisted? How involved should she -become -in the Chicano

-

movement? She brought these questions to her counselor. These are

a

difficult counseling problems for one who is sophisticated and.

knowledgeable, but much more difficult for anyone unfamiliar with

the historical context in which Maria was reared.

Case U2: Antonio

Blinded by a belief that he is destined to become a great Chi-

cano leader, Antonio (he hates to be called "Tony") is a member.oi

every Chicano organizatiOn in his community and attends every Chicano

function within a two- - hundred mile radius of his.home.. He is so

active politically lie rarely attends class, and has difficulty keep-

ing a _job 'because of absenteeism or arguments with -Auglo co-workers.
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He has become a nuisance on elementary school playgrounds where he

tries to instruct his "little brothers and sisters" in Chica.:,) cul-

ture.. But Antonio is a grown man in his late twenties. His appear- -- -7-

on,

once is unusual for his neighborhoodhe wears denim jaaets`with
)

embroidered political slogans and his long hair is-held ba4,0-it
"h

a decorated leather thong in "Indian" fashion. Pvetifs and school

'officialshaveexpressedconcernabouthi" sIbitering
00'

near play-
,'

grounds, and the police have questi.pngd and warned Antonio more-

than once. Listen to Antonio as he refers to his ethnic identifi-

cation and decide for yourself the nature of his problem.

Because of Mexican. American descent my parents wish

to see their son attend college or University and further

the Chicano cause. We speak Spanish frequently at home

and maintain the Mexican heritage. We a_a a proud family--

of our home, community and heritage...I wish to become

somlthing proud, an example to my thousands of little

brothers and sistens- in the barrios./across the nation.

Clearly, Antonio has a problem. His parents are, pressuring him

to become more conscientious in dollege and work, and to be less

active politically. 0.31 relations have become strained with neigh-

bnrs, school officiatt; lnd polie. Obviously, Antonio agrees h

needs help since he.reforred himself for:counseling. His presenting

'complaint is that "people do not understand." Re is quite insensitive

6
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_to_his-impact onotherso but his low insight does not appear psychotic. -

-How could you counsel.Antonio? Do you think he would respond dif

ferently to an Anglo or Chicano counselor? How could family and

community support systems be mobilized to facilitate improved ad-

justment for Antonio?

Case #3: Reynaldo

Here we have a young man, obviouily bright and ambitious. His

,

motivation is to become an "intelleCtual," but as yet, he.has hot

decided upon a course of study, His college educationis being de-

layed somewhat because he typically responds to evaluative situations,

such as course exams, with attacks of anxiety accompanied by out-

bursts of non-specific somatic symtomatology. He has been hospital.»

Azed ow'seversiottasions, but. fairly extensive work-ups have failed

to reveal any organic pathology, Reynaldo referred himself for

treatment at the StudentiCounseling Center because of burgeoning

recognition that his anxiety and hypochondriasis are psychogenic.

Here is a statement he made during a group counseling session with

Anglo and SAS clients.

My pa ents are native Spanish speakers, with limited

English fl ency. ft! English is much better than theirs;

which' real y helps out' in school, They have enconroged (

:my college education and with their financial support t

will make through, but it won't be easy. 1'm dedicated

1

4

t
e
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to school. .1 want to become an intellectual,

to learn skills to help. my people. My major problems

are that I "blow up" on exams and can't show my teachers

what I've learned. . plus the fact that my doctor

bills have been so high my parents dre.beginning to

worry where the money for my tuition is coming from.

As group counseling progresses; it became clear that Reynaldo'

had a more serious problem in ethnic identification than these ex-

cerpted remarks'reveal. He mocked the broken English of hid parents,

even though, their English fluency was-superior to his comprehension
,)

of Spanish. He scorned what he termed the "disadvantaged culture"

of his parents even though, as other SSS members of his counseling

group were quick to point'out, he was almost ignorant of the history,

tradition and language ofj his ethnic group. His strong identifica-

tion with Anglo-- American values and norms was recognized by his

tendency ti refer to other SSS as "those, people."

Reynaldo's personal:problems are no less severe than. his Con,

fused ethnic identification. 44b stated earlier, he is excessively

.'./dnxiety-prone and somatkzes in response to stress. His self-explora-

tion during group counseling revealed underlying feelings of'per-

sonal insecurity combined w'th a.barely recognized reluctance to

`assume responsibility for his own life. Fellow group members ad-

vised Reynaldo to get a job; even if only part-time, and 'to help

-29-



pay for his schOol and medical expenses out of his earnings instead

ofAepending so heavily on his parents.

You have been deliberately' deprived of information concerning

specific SSS sub-gro4 membeiship or socio-economic status. Reflect

upon the case of Reynaldo, manipulate ethnicity and demography, and

contemplate how various combinations might.influence the 'Severity

of his maladjustment and the type of counseling program that would

seem most appropriate. If for example, Reynaldo were an iipoverishe4

Chicano residing in an urban barrio, then his maladjustment seems

maximally eliere. His relatives, neighbors and peers would probably

be bilingual and much less motivated to achieve assimilation than

Reynaldo. In such an enviroment, Repialdo would be perceived as

weird and his rejettion of Chicanos and Chicano culture wouldbe

interpreted as a personal insult and ethnic slur. It seems more

likely that the familial and neighborhood responsevould represent

some combination of social isolation and overt aggression. It

appears equally likely'that.one goal of high priority in counseling

would be to help Reynaldo understand, accept and integrate those

aspects of self he seems to be striving to deny.

Suppo"se, on the other hand, that Reynaldo, is the offspring of

an upper-class, well-educated refugee Cuban family that has deliber-

ately decided to make the United States a permanent home.
3

Now, it

3. Nothing in'this example or the preceding one should be misin-
terpreted as implying the authors share the commonly held, but
M44 taken, notions that all Chicanos are impOverished and.ig-
nurant while all Cubans are wealthy and educated at the pro

. fessional level.
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seems at least possible, though some may disagree, that Reynaldo's

attempt to assimilate may be adaptive,- rather than pathologi-al.'

Considering that his adoption of new cultural values is consistent

with family wishes, and remembering that loyalty and obedience to,

the family are highly valued SSS traits, Reynaldo's behavior appears

lees inappropriate. Notice further that ethnicity and Socio-

economic status also influences our opinions concerning the degree'

of-patholoty of other behai6rs. We implied quite strongly, for

example; that a poor Chicano youth who, expected his parents to sub-

sidize his college education wasalmost certainly lacking in personal

autonomy, but the same expectation in an upper class Cuban youth

might be normative. Note also that this upper class Cuban youth is

much more like an Anglo middle class youth than a lower Class

Chicano. youngster.

Suppose,. as a third alternative, taht Reynaldo'is a dark-
.

skinned Puerto Rican from a family of moderate means. Ony may

speculate whether theielexists any connection between.his rejection

of his SSS culture,his feelings of personal insecurity, and pos..

Bible formative experiences of discrimination and prejudice., If

such a connection-exists--that is, if Reynaldo is trying to pretend

he is white by minimizing his SSS ethnic identificationthen his

behavior is clearly pathological. He is doomed Co a lifetime of

-chronic frustration. If such a connection does not exist, then his

3 '3
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,behavior assumes a much less pathological connotation. ,Like

Reynaldo.:.the -Cuban, Reynaldo,theuerto Rican may be involved in.

a healthy transition from one;culture to another, Since Reynaldo's

parents have been described in this instance as being of "moderate

means" financially,, it is not entirely clear whether the subsidy.

of Reynaldo's education would represent a hardship for the family.

It is equally difficu to determine in this instance on the basis

.

of the sparse information provided whether or not'Reynaldo'sex-

pectation of such support reflects excessive dependence.

37
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/Recommendationf_forpspaing

As indicated earlier, we believe it is unrealistic and ._onnter-

productive to separate tips for the counselor and recommendations

for institutional change in the gaencies where counseling occurs.

4

Both must go hand-in-hand if the SSS are to receive more adequate

counseling services in schools, places of employment,- or clinics.

A comprehensive` set of recommendations for institutional change in

community mental health organizations appear in Alvarez et al. (1974).

In what follows we offer recommendations for counseling improve-,

.men is around seven theme. The first four of these themes pertain

mostly to the organization of .counseling service facilities, while

the last three apply more directly to the individual counselor.

1. Access to Services

The first recommendation concerns the geographic location of

the counseling services. It is logistically sound, as well as logi-

cal, to place service agencies in the neighborhood of the target

population. If for any reason such a suggestion seems impossible

to implement,'then'Ehe second preference would be to Ibcate the
.

agency in an area serviced by rapid, dependable and cheap trans-

portation methods. After all, many of the SSS are members of the

lowest SES groups and do not own cars. It goes without saying that

people who are pinching pennies to feed theirchildren are not going

38
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to spend money on cab-fare to a distant agency to obtain counseling.

If the counseling agency is located far from the neighborhood of the

target population and public transportation is unavailable, then it

becomes incumbent upon the agency to share some of the responsibility

for the solution of the problem. To some extent locally situated

"storefront" or "outreach" centers can help. Another alternative

might be to create a transportation system by combining- a telephone

call -in service (monitored by bilingual workers) with a car or bus

pick-up System..

2. The Delivery of Personal- Services

While it seems,unrealistic to expect a service agency to pro-

vide a cadre of counselors to wait around to offer, immediate services

. for clientele without appointments, we are suggesting the creation

of some mechanism whereby a client can be seen immediately if at all

posiible. The counseling staff might agree to schedule their time

so that one or two counselors are always on call. Thus,. at least

theoretically, a counselor would almost always be available for

immediate consultation with a walk-in client. If the entire on-call

staff becomes-accup-ked7-we-suigest that some form of back up ser-

vice be provided for the unexpected Client. The receptionist could

be informed ()reach counselor's schedule to determine who might be

available the soonest, This counselor could be notified of the

o
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situation, interrupt the ongoing counseling session if necessary,

and take a minute to meet, greet and shake hands with the rm.:- ar-
.

rival. The counselor could explain to the client the attempt of

the agency to provide immediate services and the nature of the cur-

rent situation. The client could also be informed of the exact

length of time necessary to wait for his "immediate",consulfation.

In addition to the personal greeting and hand shake, we also

suggest self-introductions and conversation based on first names

rather than on. more formal titles, such as Mr., Mrs., MS., Miss,

Dr., or Nurse. These stiategems are important primarily because
6

' of their demonstrated success in increasing self-refetrals from

among the Spanish speaking population, It is of equal importance,

however, to note how knowledge of the value system of a specific

sub-culture can be manipulated to modify the behavior of its mem-

bers. In this case, the Latino preference to interact with people

rather than institutions, combined with the greater importance of

. phydical contact, is being exploited to increase the quality of '

counseling serviaes delivered to the target population..

In this general context, the reader is reminded once again that.

the majority of the SSS population are working class people with a
0

commitment to a.usual work schedule of Monday through Friday, 8:00

a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (if not longer). 'Thus, any agency operating on

a congruent time schedulemill autom-tically be open while the majority

0
:1

10
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of the SSS male populati6n.is working andwill be closed when

.these potential clients are available. Our next recommendation_

emerges logically from this situation. We suggest that the coun-
.

.%

seling agency offer services during the free, .-time of the potential

clientele. This requires staying open after hours or a full-work

day on Saturday, but such a schedule seems necessaryto serve the

'SSS community. Staggering work schedules--foT, example, serving

clients from-1:00 p.m: to 9:00 p.m. rather than the usual 8:00

to 5:00 p.m.-- is tone effective solution that might even be

more attradtive:to staff.

suggestion concerning structural informality seems

warranted, although the data -base for the recommendation is im-

presslonistit rather than experimental. Because SSS clients seem

to prefer reception areas with-informal decor, we suggest that

counselofs consider furnishing their treatment space like a family
'... . . .

:

room.or den - -with sofas, chairs, rugs, pictures and live plants--

rather-than like a moretraditiOnal office with a desk, chair on

.wheels and several hard chairs.

3. The Business Model

Members of helping professions are accustomed to providing

services w thin the context: of a value system. Sometimes our

values are explicit and codified; more often they are unstated.
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Seldom, howeVer, are they questioned publicly, and that is''pre-

6

cisely what we intend to do now.

All professionals:Nahare a body of knowledge and.a code of

ethics. Nothing in the recommendation that ensues should be in-

terpreted to connote that we faVor counseling services stemming

from ignorance rather than fact, or that we propose unethical treat-

ment of clients. We do question, however, the widely accepted

idea that the profession should maintain an attitude of aloof dis-

tance from clients--and should never advertise the availability of

ameliorative or remedial services. It has been demonstrated fact-

ually and is beyond dispute that the SSS pgpulation are not re-

ferring themselves for counseling services that possess the poten-

tial to minimize some of their distress. As an alternatiVe to the

traditional "professional" stance of not advertising and waiting

for clientele to refer themselves, we propose an aggressive "busi-

ness model" of advertising designed specifically to inform a po-

tential clientele of available

/

ervices. To be more specific, we

, . .

advocate the use of advertising media to disseminate relevant infor-
/ ".

mation--any combination of b lingual announcements' on television

programs or radio stations which cater to the SSS; ads in Spanish

and English language new paPers; posters at comMunity gathering

places or at events which will attract people; and finally, infor-

4 2
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Tuitional programs,,ar educational institutions. Some readers may

be offended by a.recommendation perceived as abreach of traditional

professional, ethics. We can only point out. that the .recommendation

makes most sense for community agencies; few professionals in pri-

4vate practice would find it commercially feasible to iaunch.an ad-

ver'tisinecampaign to attract an impoverished clientele. Further-
.

sore, this is exactly the model adopted $y the U.S. health pro-
.

sions to draw attention to other serious social problems. Re-

flect, for-example, upon the well-advertised campaigns to eliminate

drunken driving, todessen the use of addictive drugs, or to warn

teenagers of the danger signs of venereal disease: Consider further

how the public is bombarded with information about the incidence

of lung-cancer among smokers. And finally; consider the .enormous

publicity promoting examinations for breast cancer following the

illness and surgery cd the wife of the Presidentof.the United
.

States:

4. Community Involvement

The significance of this recommendation cannotbe over-

estimated; it is crucial to the successful operation of any program

desigfied to motivate greater numbers of the SSS, to seek counseling.

services. The basicissue_is that the target population must sin-

cerely believe and feel that the agency offers relevant services,

operates in their best interests, and is really theirs. The

43
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criterion of relevance is best met by assessing the counseling

needs of the local popplation--and-on the basis of pre-con&ived

notions appropriate for similar groups, Such services are discussed

below in section 6, "Traditional counseling methods with the SSS,"

and 7, "Cultural-innovations."

To convince a clientele theta given agency operates.in

their best interestsrequires,'at.a minimum, that,the appropriate

services be offered, Second, the "good news" must bedissemi-

.

nated.among the potential client population broadly, rapidly, and

using the socially acceptable techniques of propaganda and public

relations. It makes good sense to post announcements printed in

two languages in neighborhoods where the potential clientele is

heavily SSS. In the centers theMselves, of course, directional

-signs should be bilingual.

A third recommendation is to employ community relations and

ethically similar personnel at admiiiistrative,'professiSnal, and -

para-professional levels, and to appoint these persons (without
0

pay where appropriate) to policy making positions where they can

contribute to.major decisions concerning the counseling services',

This includes Governing Bodies or Boards of Directors who set

general policy, as well asspecific committees that make day-Lo-

day decisions, such as whether or not a given research project or

service program may be launched or supported. It is' our belief

I.
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-that community people will be convinced that a cOUngeliig.iervire

delivery agency is re lly theirs only when they possess the power

to make these of decisions.

We rec end that community mental health- centers and other

counseling facilities located in areas with a high proportion of

SSS should organize "alumni" groups of ex-clients. -Groups such as

"Friends of the, Center" could be organized from - community residents.

One, major objective of these groups would be to recommend the cen-

ter to.community residents and to encourage use of its services.

This procedure may be viewed as a creative use of cultural values

because it responds to the SSS' need for a more personal matching

of services to potential clients. Personal sponsorship could be

developed through bi-monthly orientation meetings at which the

friends and alumni would be brought up-to-date on new developments

by center staff. Friends and alumni could recommend staff mem-

bers, by name to community residents' in need of help. The potential

client would be less inhibited and more likely to approach the

center if he knew he was coming to meet a specific person by re-

ferral from an acquaintance, rather than becoming another faceless

number in the center's computer.

Our.. final recommendation for making community residents be-

lieve that the agency is really theirs is to encourage the use of



agency facilities for community activities. Organized groups within

the community could"be permitted, or even encouraged, to use agency

facilities for meetings. Whore such groups do not exist, the agency

could help create them. The agency could combine open house opera

Lions with festivenctivities on holidays important to the bi-cul-

tural populationb that is, not just on the Fourth of July or Memorial

Day, but also,on Cinco de Mao and el 16 de Septiembre. It is our

belief--based on our knowledge of Latino culture and demography

rather than on any experimentally based data--that modification of

these types will Motivate4reater numbers of self-referrals.

5. Training Programs

We assume that most* counselors maintpin professional standards

by constantly s triving' to improve the quality of their skips. They

!usually accomplish this informally by keeping up on the literature,

consulting by tell'phone and in person with colleagues and, of course,

remaining active in counseling relationships. Some agencies offer

seminars, workshops, lecture series'and consultant visits as a more

formal means of facilitating this process; and some counselors take

advantage.of these educational opportunities. We support whole-

,
heaxtedly the continuation of such approaches, but ask only that
,. .

; 4

such,programs be tailored to the specific needs of the Spanish-
. - 4 .

speaking population.

The first point is that the SSS population has a somewhat

4
"6
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different pattern of social and personal problems and a vastly

different response to tandard counseling methods,, Thus, counselors

should obtain special training to deal with the high frequency

problems which afflict the SSS as a result of high rate:ref un-

opployment in combination with low levels of educational aChieVe4

ment. Unskilled workers with minimal education *ill ;find it

-difficult.to find employment.

The second point ofrelevance is that SSS are vastly under-

represented in disciplines which deliver counseling services or

which conduct the necessary research. Thus, the situation which

prevails ds that the SSS require special counseling methods re-

lited to their culture-specific value systems; yet, the number

Of professionals that are skilled in counseling and who are also

tz,

knowledgeable e-abOut the SSS; culture groups is very small.. The

ideal and ultimate solution is to educate the SSS in counseling,

both service and research. Even a crashdprogram.tocreate SSS

professional counselors, however, would require at least, a decade

from the point of inception to the point at which the SSS would.

0

be able to receive culturally relevant-counseling. ..Elsewhere, we

document our opinion that it appears unlikely that much significant

change will. occur in the foreseeable future (f cedilla, &

Alvarez, in press). What seems much more likely is that the SSS

population will continue to receive counseling services from:
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(a) traditionally educated Anglo professionals whose knowledge of

SSSculture (if any) comes from training programsi or (b) SSS

professionals whose knowledge of counseling comes from sub-doctoral

training programs.

Relevant training programs must-be created for specific needs.

We have advocated'earlier the employment of community residents as

paraprpfessionals, and it appears that these people could form a

training cadre to educate non-Latino counselors. A variety of edu-
.

cationil approaches exist for teaching counseling skills to SSS

paraprofessionals. These include one-to-one supervision, group'

supervision 'using audio or video tapes, bibliographic references,

,group discussions and seminars, and formal lectures and workshops.

Both professionals and paraprojessionals can simultaneously acquire

skills from each other when matched pairs function as therapist and

co-therapist in the actual operation of a counseling group. Ruiz

and Burgess (1970) discuss how these and-other methods can be used

to teach such skills.

6. Traditional Counseling Methods with the SSS

Traditional counseling methods have proven relatively inef-

fectual for SSS clients. It is extremely difficult to state why

this would be so, but any one or more of the following reasons may

provide a partial explanation;
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a. Measurement problems in outcome research on psycho-

herapy are not yet unresolved, which means no

agreed-upon criterion e4ists to denote "success."

b. Counseling is, yin general, equally ineffectual with

the lower SES classes. Because a high proportion of

SSS-are low SES, this confounds the problem of ex-

plaining iherapetItiC failure.

c. Many behaviors manifested by the'SSS (and the poor)

in response to-counseling can be construed as indices

of-counseling "failure" or as reasons for failure -by

those who do not tailor therapeutic programs to fit

the needs of different Culturtigroups. These indices

include such behavior as failure.to. keep.'appoint-

ments, premature termination; or failure to follow

advice.

d. inadequate attention is paid to cultural and sub-

cultural differences.

Despite these conceptual andmeasurement difficulties, and even

in the absence of-research showing that counseling really works, we

recommend that effort be expanded to modify traditional methods so

that they become more culturally relevant. For example, attitudes

toward time seem to vary across cultures (Stone and Ruiz, 1974).

Thus, counseling might become more effective if the concept of the

49.
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50- minute hour was de- emphasized, if greater latitude was exercised

on beginning or ending the session promptly, and if maximum tten-

tion was devoted to prodess and outcome. After all, the ultimat-

goal of counseling is constructive behavior Change and the temporal

context in which this occurs is only secondary.

As a second example, patterns of social interaction vary

'across cultures and the SSS will be particularly sensitive to social

behavior. Thus, the cdunselpr is advised to shake hands, or even

embrace clients occasionally, because the SSS emphasize physical'

contact in social relations. go-called small talk might be per-

. mitled or even encouraged with SSS clients more Uo than with non-SSS

clients.410Rocial chitchat' is not necessarily defensive, but rather

seems to reflect the greater value the SSS plade upon casual social -

interaction. 'At the of promulgating gross over-generalizations

with potentially racist overtones, many of ihe SSS appear more
4 '

extroversive, or people.oriented, than many members of other cultures.

Go to a Latino wedding, a baptismal party; or a fiesta and you will

obserye people standing Close-together, often touching, and conversing

in animated tones. The sensitive counselor will try to incorporate

these'.observations into counseling procedures and practices.,

It is essential.to keep in mind other culturally and demo-

graphically unique aspects of the client group. Among the SSS,

families are larger, younger, and appear more cohesive than among

50



other groups; thus the incidence of divorce, separation,-or single-

parent fathilies is lower. The family assumes greater importance in

the dap.to-day life and overall general adjustment of SSS clients,

The extended family systen is typical; amd as expected, sex roles
o

are more rigidly defined, greater respect is shown for the aged, and-

; fathers typically enjoy greater authority and/or prestige, These'

factors suggest the general recommendation that family approaches

be used with greater frequency--for example, in cases where indivi-

dual counaeling is more typical for specific problems such as drug

or alcohol abuse, criminal recidliism, and so forth. Group approaches

would probably be less efficient in other cases such as vocational

or academic counseling.

In fathily counseling it makes sense for the counselor to listen

respectfully to opinions voiced by SSS fathers and eiders, thus

emulating_the behavior of other family members. -While elders are

speaking, the silence of the young, and their tendency to respond

rather than initiate conversation, may be interpreted as respedt for

the wisdom of age. We are not deluded into assuming that Latino

0

young are paragons of virtue. Silence will occasionally denote dis-

traction or low-interest, as it does among other clienis,' If the

counselor needs to validate this hypothesis, he may attend to body

language and re-focus theattention of the young by asking questions

such as, "How would you summarize what your Papa just said?" Deference
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towards males does not mean that mothers and other femaleg are mute

or without influence withiu SSS families. Rather, their

dons to decision making -are more subtle. If the non-Latino counselor

attends carefully, he will observe how SSS parents cooperate in

decision making; the skilled counselor will employ these cultural

styles for therapeutic benefit.

Counselors in,general, and non-Latino counselors in particular,

may experience difficulty dealing with certain aspecti of inter-

generational relations within the SSS family. Children typically

. retain close -ties with parents and the' extended family even after

marriage. Counselors unfamiliar with this cultural attribute may

misinterpret such behavior as immature dependence (a "liability"),

rather than as adaptive re-affirmation of a'source of current and

future emotional support. We suspect, but lack experimental or

empirical docuLentation, for our conclusion. The historical cohesion

of the extended. family is breaking d as the SSS young become more

familiar with the newer American ways.

Another source of conflict and one rarely mentioned in social

science literature is that younger, more assertive "Chicanos," in-

sisting upon rights of citizenship, often disagree.witholder,,less

assertive "Mexican Americans," who sometimes complain that the young

,

are excessively aggressive (Alvarez, 1973). This discrepance between
4

labelssand the, correlated behavioral differences -- illustrates once

5 2
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again the critical significance for successful counseling of ac-

curately assessing ethnic identification, even within the same ethnic.

group.

Couraelors should be alert to the fact that many of their SSS

clients will prefer, and sek; a counseling relationship in which

they are given advice and instructions to resolve specific problemd.

Their analogue 3.44.1 be the-medical model in which the patient pre-
.'

cents a.pr6hlem, then assumes a passive role as the doctor prescribes

medication' or some other form of organic treatment/. Thus, when the
. .

SSS client is requested to provide a review of childhood experi-

. .

ences,,or when the counseling interview is structured "to 'that the

client is expected to reflect introspectively, the SSS client may

be confused. This observation does not'impii.that the SSS are.

passive-dependent, or incapable of introspection, but rather that

the.customary non-directive counseling interview may violate their

expectations. Thus, the sophisticated counselor will be. ore active

with the SSS client, both in terms of explaining why seemingly_

irrelevant information may help resolve a given problem, and in

providing advice and instructions where such intervention seems-
.

appropriate.

7. Counseling. Innovations`

In this concluding section, we pregent recommendations for the

counseling of SSS clients that are innovative in several senses.
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These recommendations have seldom been tried before.;-perh'aps be- 45

cause they do not flow smoothly from traditional or common colnFel-

ing practice. Some recommendations concern bbth theory and'mathod.

For example, earlier we suggested that the culturel SSS clients

is such that approaches drawing on the unity and strengths of the

extended famil/ system should be applied with greater frequency. .

Other recommendations are programmatic. We urge that counseling

agencies relax their institutional rigidity by altering schedules,

changing priorities, and introducing new counseling programs to

deal with some of the problems of the poor and of ethnic.minority _

group clients that have been largely ignored up to now. Finally,

we present these recdhmendations despite the fact that nobody of

empirical evidence exists to validate their application in any .

. . .

rigorous psychoftetric sense. Nevertheless, we feel justified in

tial solutions to social problems of significant severity, but

also because older methods have failed. Our intention is to set in

motion the process of creating innovative counseling mettiods .fox'

offering these recommendations, not only becauseihey Offer,poten-
,

the SSS client.

The next two recommendations form a thime which will character-"

ize the spirit of the remainder of this chapter. First, we strongly

urge a needs assessment program prior to the iystematic delivery of

any counseling services to any SSS1neighborhood. Residents of the

5j
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SSS community, as well as SO'piefegsionals and paraprofessionals,

must share in the planning. and execution of the needs assessment

program. Otherwise measurement may occur which 'is culturally ir-

.

relevant or inaccurate and will result in the creation of Counseling

programs which are inefficient and irrelevant. The suggestion that

community residents participate in research. dovetails perfectly

with our earlier recommendation for training.programs in research

skills for paraprofessional staff (See 5, !FrainingRrograms").
t .;.-... :-...,,.....,....,.., --i . L..., .;, .,--. ;:-

'The second.iffethatic suigestiOn;hag already.alipeared in various
,..,

. . f .

-. --.., _
A

aections of the preceding discussion. Here we,expand upoh theidea

.

that people will be more likely to refer themselves for counseling

when desired-services -as revealed by a valid community generated

needs assessment program -are offered.

Let us assume, for-example, that a needi assessment indicates

abuse of addiective drugs among teh young. All the resources and
J

potential treatment methods we have discussed up to this point can

,be applied. ,y4 suggested earlier (see "Buiiness Model") that a

multimedia advertising campaign be initiated to disseminate infor-

mation:about available programs. Culture specific treatment pro--
. 4

grams with drug users and addicts can-be launched using community

. residenti aaparaprofessiOnal counselors. If mori_culturespecific

information of an empirical nature seems necessary, then relevant

data can'be generated by social scientists,working.in collaboration
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with community residents trained as researchers (see "Ttaining

Programi"):

One pOssible finding might be that experimentation with drugs

begins at a relatively young age. In such a case* counselors could

create and deliver informational and drug abuse prevention programs*

_possibly coordinating these programs with curricula- involvifig pri-,

marry and elementary students and with school activities involving

'..teachers and parents. A second possible research finding might be

that drug abuse and addiction can be minimized using an approach

that exploits the strengths of the extended family. Such a finding

would obviously support the expansion 'of family counseling services

Cor potential and identified drug users. The model being proposed;

involves the identification of a specific problem among a'specific

sample.(drug addiction among the young); the creation and dissemi-

nation of the_approPriate.information to the target population

(i.e., "Druge are bad," and "If you are hooked we can help you,");

the application of cultiiie specific treatment methods (e.g.* family

oriented group treatinent); and finally, an on-going researchpro-

gram to determine whether t1 target population is being contacted

and if the treatment methods are successful.'

These two hypothetical instances of drug abuse among the young

or alcohol addiction among male adults are common to a variety of

cultures and communities. Furthermore, results of treatment approaches
. .

r
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have been disappointing because rediciviim is high and success rates

are low. Let us therefore apply the model to some social problems

which are somewhat more unique to the SSS and which may prove more

.responsive to therapeutic intervention.

One major problem of the SSS is related to academic-vocational

behaviors. We know that SSS. students are older in grade, perform

poorly on tests of general intelligence and academic achievement

(and subsequently_ are ovii-representid in special education classes),

are more frequently counseled into vocational rather than academic

curricula,and terminate theri education at an earlier level than

the general population. As noted before, SSS adults subsequently

work in occupations that require little education, have minimalop-

',

portunities for vocational advancement, and possess high unemploy-

ment rates (especially during periods of economic recession). Any'

agency offering counseling services has the potential to offer

youngsters relevant information (e.g., available scholarships).,

and to provide them with the incentive necessary to remain in

school and advance themselves through education. It seems feasible
7

to create counseling programs which combine, for example, parti-
,

cipation in athletic activities at the counseling agencywith

periodic visits from renowned sport personalities who can en-
.

courage achievement through education. Young SSS clients could

be encouraged to participate in educational programs dealing with

0
1.
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psychological tests so that familiarity through exposure will-come

to equal that observed in middle class individuals. If necessary,

remedial education and tutorial programs.can be integrated w.Lth more

traditional. counseling services. Agencies can be modified to pro.-

vide counseling which lessens some of the social stresses experi-

enced by the SSS when they are mis-classified by teat seores achieved

on culturally biased. measures.

Continuing in the spirit of recommending programs designed to

maintain personality integration by minimizing social stress, we

.advocite intervention in'client employability. Some adult clients

could be encouraged to return to school. Advice to pursue. a given

course of study should, of course, be integrated with the'cIientls

skills and the disseMination of accurate information concerning the

probability of employment and opportunity in that particular field.

..ncillary programs designed to help Jon applicants become more at-

tractive to potential employers are highly useful, e.g., teaching
SO

barrio p3uth.how to complete application forms and how to conduct .

themselves during job interviews.

Counseling techniques and, agencies can do much to make the de-

clining years of the SSS elderly more comfortable. Imagine the in-

tensity of their distress. First, they experience all the problems

of the old--declining health, decreased vigor, restricted mobiliLy:

lonliness and boredom. Seconds they experience all-the problems-of

the poor--incomes remaining low and fixed in an inflationary economy,



resulting in a declining standard of living. Finally? many SSS

elderly are monolingual or dominant in Spanish, less acculturated

than younger SSS, and therefore removed even further from sources

of community support available to the non-SSS elderly,

To be maximally helpful with this group, counseling services

can be extended to cover both physical and psychological needi.,

Agencies-can monitor dental and medical problems, can.make sure

living conditions are healthy, and can help maintain. nutrition by

providing a daily hot meal. The mealtime can be combined With in-

formal counseling.sessions.designed to help people get to know

each other better, share successful problem solving mechanisms,

interact, and combat lonliness. In addition, the elderly could

be offered age-specific opportunities for recreation, entertain-

t and education.

Our final recommendation concerns the establishment of a

culturally relevant crisis intervention service, possibly-including
L.

twenty-four hour phone service by bilingual operators. Problems

that appear trivial and are dealt with easily when occurring in mid-

dle class settings frequently loom as crises of major proportions
%

to the monolingual SSS poor or to.highly marginal individuals. An

'approaching winter combined with a landlord who charges exorbitant

rents but refuses to repair broken windows can throw an SSS ctelf are

mother into a panic of perceived powerlessness, An unemployed SSS.
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widow with poor English fluency can be catapulted into a life

threatening crisis by harassment. from monolingual Englsih crc4itors

if at the same time the landlord threatens eviction and the police

arrest her son for reasons she does not understand, Problems of

this complexity and severity are unfortunately much too common among

the SSS poor;

Note immediately that traditional theories' of counseling do

not readily accommodate real life problems such as those described

above. As a result, counselors and agencies may be slow to react

because appropriate therapeutic responses do not come to mind easily.

These particular clients do not need insight, psychodynamic explor-

ation or enhanced self-actualization. Sipportive responses might

minimize their immediate distress somewhat, but their basic problems

remain untouched. They need bona fide crisis intervention: someone

to ...ontact the police for further information, 'to arrange legal

consultation, to obtain emergency funding, to expedite a'delayed'

check, to intercede_with impatient creditors, If and when indivi-

dual counselors and service agencies develop the flexibility needed

to provide,these kinds of'services, we may be taking the first

steps toward the resolution of major problems among the SSS..

O 0
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Table 1. U.S. population of Spanish origin, subdivided by country

of origin (numbers in millions).

Country of Origin Totals

4
Central-Southi-America 0.5

Cuba 0.6

Mexico 5.0 .

Puerto Rico 1.5.

.

Other 1.4

Totals 9.0

.

Adapted from table with similar title in; Selected Characteristics

of persons and'families of Mexican, Puerto Rican, and other Spanish

origin: March, 1971. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population

Reports, Series P-20, No. 224. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government .

Printing Office, 1972, p.3
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Table Z. U.S. Family Income Among General and SSS:Topulation.

Family Income General Population SSS Families

Under $5,000 14,7% 23.0%.

$5,000 to $10,000 23,3% 35.0%

$10,000 to $15,000' 25.5% 23.7%

Over .$15,000 35.5% 18.4%

r
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Figdre 1, Degree of Ethnic Identification Among Bicultural SSS Americans.

The Majority Anglo Culture .
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In this chapter some of the unique social and cultural
factors currently influencing the work of counselors in
Alaska are described, These include new developrents An
transportation, communications, economics, population
growth, political organization, and in the delivery
system for mental health services. To make'relevaht
interventions in this unique setting, counselors are
having to develop new roles and techniques. Some
examples from clinical practice are presented that illus-
trate the kinds,of counseling problems that might be
encountered, followed by a discussion of.the implications
for counselors.

Chapter II

Counseling Alaskan Natives

Bill Richards, M.15.,

Alaska is unique today,becaus>of the pace, scope, and

complexity of the social and cultural changes it is experiencing.

These changes are leading to new types of counseling problems

for-Alaska nativesthat are not easily classified or studied,

and to new'types of counseling roles and strategies. Socio-

cultural change is, of course, not the sole explanation for be-

__havior. One has to consider physiological and biological

factors, psychological factors, situational factors, and

historical factors, among others, in trying to understand why
A

persons act as they do-. Moreover, no one really knows very much

about'the impact of socio-cultural factors on behavior. The

fields of social and cross-cultural psychology are still in

early stages of development. This.sociorcultural dimension of

-
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behavibi;'however, is the key to any discussi9h of counseling,

methods appropriate for Alaska natives.

"

Socio-Cultural FOrcet at Work in Alaska in 19/5

Diverse Eo-Systems
s:

Up until very recently, many.places in Alaska were extremely

isolated because of the harshlimate, long distances involved

in traveling from place to place, lack of rough terrain,

and infrequent or non-existent fir travel. 1n addition, the major

groups of Eskimos, Athabascans, Aleuts, Tlingit-Haida, and

Shimsham have had widely'varying regional and local customs.,

The state, therefore, consisted of a number .of ecologicaf systems

that uniil-'recettlyperated relatively independently (Figure 1),.

Transportation and Communication Developments

Rapid developments in transportation and communications in

Alaska are causing abrupt and significant change. For example,'

in 1966 a mental heath consultant-would spend nearly

flying from Anchorage to Bethel. This trip now takes

six hours
1.

only an

.

hour. some parts ofthe state--Anchorage, Fairbanks, Fort yfikon--
,

now have the capability of instant visual,and udio communicatioA

.through communications satellite (Wilson and Brady, 1975). It

not be long before almost every village in Alaska.will haver

reception. These developments mean that parts of the state

that before were relatively inaccessible and "rural" will become

increasingly "suburban" in character.

6 3
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With'these changes will come major shifts in nearly every

aspect of village life. Vill'age people that before would have

gad little exposure to non-native mental health concepts or

access to professional counselors will soon be watching Marcus

Welby and other TV d9ctors counseling their patients, and will

be only a short air hop from professional help.

Pipeline Boom

.._

Another major,deve illopment is the pipeline boom, which is

bringing tremendous economic development to the state. 'Th4

a

pipeline impact, like that of the transportation and communication

developments, is difficult to quantitate but seems to,lpe having

, far reaching effects. These effects both resolve and create

counseling problems. For example,men formerly depressed because

they were unemployed may have emerged from that depression because
IV

they now hold high-paying jobs. Others who were formerly well-

adjusted may now be facing a major disruption in their lives--i.e.,

their former hunting land may 'have been taken.ovei by the

state as "oil property'."
V

Our suspicion is tha't many of the Changes taking place in

Alaska will prOve ultimately to have been connected directly or

-indirectly to the pipeline impact. The discovery of massive

oil reserves in locations. where title to the land was unclear

undoubtedly influenced decisions both, about Alaska's becoming

a state in the fifties and about the Land Claims Settlement with-

Alaskan natives in 1971. As "the world!s largest private

construction effort" (Time Magazine, June 1975) goei into effect,

tremendous' financial inducements are being offered to §roups
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within the state that are. changing their customary way of operating.
...

For example, Alapkan natives are told they can receive larger

sums of land claims money, provided they organize into corporate

structures to manage the funds. 'A "corporate culture" is' thus

being imposed on the diverse cultural groups in the state, and
.

no nativeEip unaffected. Besides hunting and fishing, natives

now need to know about such things as proxy votes, stockholders'

meetings, and oil lease arrangements All sorts of psychological

stresses'are created by the conflict between traditional ways and

"sophisticated money" ways, and counselors in Alaska will

increasingly have to contend with these.
.

Population Changes

Associated.with the pipeline' boom is a very rapid population

growth (Alaska Review of Business and Economic Conditions, March

1972; Alaska Natives and the Land, 1968). For example, Alaska's

population in 1973 was about 300,000 people. In 1974, the figure
.

shad risen to 324,000 and it is projected that by the end of

1975 the figure will be close to 424,000. Of this total,
.

roughly 75,000 people are Alaskan natives. Compared to the

1940s, when the Alaskan native population accounted for nearly

half of the total state population, counselore are obviously

working in a considerably changed environment.

Alaska is also experiencinj.an influx of psychiatrists and

other mental health professionals. In the 1950s and early 1960s,

only one or two*private psychiatrists were practicing in the

whole state. 'Now, in .1975, there are 14 private psychiatrists,
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, and 16 psychiatrists in the public (public health service, state,
.11

military) programs. Close to 40% of the total psychiatric

manpower in the state has arrived within the pait two years.

Mental health problems that were not even addressed in the past

may soon be receiving attention as a result of this LIflux of

professional manpower.

Many of the psychiatrists in the past have concentrated

on working in the largest city, Anchorage, .and Alaskan natives ip

villages have virtually been ignored. This situation is now

starting to change, and could change even more depending on

what form of National Health Insurance is eventually_ adopted.

Alaskan natives who now have to utilize public programs for

counseling may have an option of consulting private practitioners

or professionals under contract to their native organizations.

Legislation and Political Reorganizations

Two very importdnt recent legislative decisions are also

affecting health delivery for.Alaskan natives. First, the Alaska

Native Land Claims Settlement Act of 1971 (Alaska Native Claips

Settlement Act: House of Representative Report No. 92-746,

December 1971) has resulted in the formation of twelve native

regional corporations in the state. Each of these corporations
11

'has two major divisions--one profit-making, to manage land

investments, etc.,; the other a non-profit wing to deNelop* health,

education, and social services for the residents of the region.

We are thus seeing the emergence. of regional health corporations

in these non-profit wings that are very actively committed to

developing rural health programs, and that have access to
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substantial financial resources to do so (Figure 2).

The second major legislative enactment that promises to have

a major impact is the Self-Determination Act of 1975 (Puttllc

Law 93-638.93rd Congress, S. 1017 January 4, 1975). This Act

provides for contracting with Indian Health Service and BIA

programs for services to tribal groups, and detailing personnel

from these agencies to work directly under' native leadership.

The goal of this legislation'is to make it possible for Indian

and Alaskan native groups to take over direction of their own

health programs. -Because of the organizational developments

spurred by the Land Claims Settlement Act, regional native health

corporations are in an excellent position to take full advantage

of this new law.

Changes in the Mental Health Delivery System

4

Counselors probably find it as difficult to appreciate these

-kinds of transportation, communication, and oroanizational
.

breakthroughs as blacksmiths must 'have experienced in responding

to the invention of the horseless carriage. It can be rather

unnerving when doiag a tele-medicine consultation with Fort Yukon

to find oneself nodding one's head and saying, "umhum" to a TV

set! Videophone and computerized information capabilities will

probably radically change our mental health counseling operations

in the state within the.next few years. Counselors of the future

are going to need a bewildering range of skills, including

knowledge about such things as computers,telecommunications,

and corporate law.
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To expand just a little on the significance of these changes

for counselors, we need to examine a bit of history. In the

past mental health services to. Alaskan natives were delivered

mainly by government programs. Alaska was a territory until the

.1950's, and this meant that numerous federal programs vft.lva:

developed to ddliver services in the state. When Alaska became

a state in the 501s, numerous state agency programs were quickly

developed (Schrader, September 1973). The tax base was in-
.

adequate to fund the state programs, since oil revenues had not

y't started to come in. Alaska was left, then, with a very poorly

planned, non-system of federal and state programs, with over-

lapping jurisdictions, poorly defined' responsibilities, and large

areas of coverage.

Attempts to unravel these over-lapping, confusing responsi-

bilities are compoundedbecause of transportation and communication

problems in the state. As an example, Figure 3 shows some of the

different "planning 'regions" or Cachement Areas used by different
r

programs in the state. One can easily see that an individual

patient or client'could be obtaining public health nursing

from one region, medical care from another, and.alcohol counseling

from still another. Counselors experience difficulty in trying

to work out coordinated service's for patients, or follow-up

activities,for patients who may be counseled briefly in the city

and then return to an isolated village thousands of miles away.

It is not uncommon to see patients who are trying to contend

with ten or eleven agencies at once; and counselors who have

been trained to do "one-to-one insight-or:kented counseling"

may experierice great difficulties in dealing with all of these
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various competing groups. One of the most common counseling

problems that we run into is the patient with "too manyounselors,"

all working in an uncoordinated fashion on a part of the

patient's problem, and often giving conflicting information or

advice.

Implications for Counselors

Listed below are a few examples that illustrate in some

detail the sort of clinical problems a counselor may expect to

encounter when counseling Alaskan natives. This is followed by

a discussion of new counseling. roles and techniques-that are

evolving to respond to these.problems.

Example .1

Frances is 13 years old, Eskimo, and in the seventh grade.

She was put up for adoption at an early age, and then transferred

from one foiter family to another. By age 13, she had had many sets

of foster, parents, multiple counselors and welfare workers, and

was considered a "behavior problem" in school.

Because her community did not.have a school, she was sent

several thousand miles away from her, current foster family to

'attend a boarding school. Communications difficulties prevented

susofrom immediately communicating with her foster family or

her current welfare worker to get information that might help us

to understand her counseling needs better. Hospital records

.and school records fiom her previous schools were also not
0

immediately available because *of these' same transportation and

communication problems,. In addition, political reorganization
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in the area where' the girl was currently going to school had

just transferred the school from management by the state to

.management by a local native corporation.

Because the native group had not had previous experience with

managing boarding schools, procedures were not well oi.;nized
ll

for providing counseling to students, and many of the staff were

unclear about who was supposed to do what. The nearest professional

counseling resources were also several hundred miles away from

the school. Because of overlapping responsibilities, it was
,..1

unclear whether the State Mantal Health Clinic, a federal mental
1

healthprogram, or school counselors from another school should

pee the girl. Here is what Frandes had to say in her own words
.

about how she saw her life and her current problems:

!I was born in a town and I was put in a foster home when

I was just a child. 1 lived with them for about six yeais and
CI

the welfare took me awayfrom them and put me in another foster

home. I lived with her in one town for a.year and we moved to

another .town and lived with her for another two years._ Then
.

welfare took me away from her because I 14as getting a little too

bouncy for her 'cause she was getting old. Then when welfare

took me away fromher, a welfare officer drove me down to a big

cityand brought me down to the Children's"Home, and I stayed"
. 0

there until I was ready to go to another foster home.
.
Then they

-started to let me visit a home every welkend, and after a while
, /

I moved in with them and I lived with them for one year and three

months because they got a divorce and I didn't want to live with

them. Them I was put back in the Children's Home, and after a

while I was put in with another couple for about eight or nine
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months and didn't like it because I didn't like the way he handled

the faitily. I can't explain it. I was put back in the Children's-

Home-again-. Hefoie I moved in with this family I was put in

another foster home and I was forced, to leave them. because he

was a State trooper and the State said he.was transferred-to a

village and I couldn't go there because there wasn't a welfare

office'and if any welfare Officer wanted' to see me he'd have to

drive all the way down to see me. Then I was put in another

foster home. 'And that's the story of my life."

Frances considered that she had no individual problems-And

that she was'coping as best she could with a "sick" welfare and

school system., She thought that the school teacher who was

concerned about her schoOl behavior--truancy, not paying attention

in class--was "crazy" himself.

How would you, as a counselor, try to help Frances? This

sort of situation is not uncommon, and there are obviously no

-easy answers.

Example 2

Peter is a 21-year-old Tlingit boy in the twelfth grade.

As with Frances, he was attending a boarding. school far away

from his home and family. Although this school was better managed

than the one described above, classes were large, no native

teachers were on the staff, and no'Special counseling arrangements

were available for students. The federal and state agencies

in the area had unclear, overlapping responsibilities, and each

assumed that the other was providing counseling services to the

school. The boy was in classes with students from Quite different



backgrounds, with widely varying interests and abilities.

Solite were upper middle-,class white students who had lived

all' their lives in a big city,and spoke English fluently.

Others, like himself, came from small villages many miles

away, and experienced confusion and anxiety trying to (Idjust to

city life and to speaking English..

The young man was highly respected in his village because

he was such a.good hunter and fisherman. He was considered a

failure and a "counseling problem" by his teachers, however,
'

because'he did not appear to be. interested in school subjects,
t

never did his homework, and spent most.of his timeein class

seeming to day dream, doodling pictures about fishing and

hunting baCk home'. He got into fights with other students who

teased him about being "slow."

Here is what Peter had to say about how he viewed his

current situation:

"Well, to make a long story short, I'll start how we lived

different from different people of.AlaSka. All people put up

food for the winter or let me put it this way. They start in

the spring time like we pick seaweed, put them out in the sun

to dry, then put the seaweed in.bags or can. Then the big hunt

in the spring is 'seal. We go hunting for maybe four-five days

and troll same time for king salmon. Maybe we would get really
0

lucky for the hunting and trolling. We skin all the seals.

Give all the seal meat away to all the people that live in the

village or most of the seal meat. to the old timers that can't

go hunting or sick. The fish that we catch we sell to tfieCold

Storage. Maybe make about couple hundred bucks a trip.
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The summer coming up we make fishing in the summer we go seining

for the fishing company. I think we got the biggeit fishing

fleet in Southeast Alaska. Hunting, trolling all in the fall

because everything open then. Winter comes; then we eat all

the.foOd we put up. co hunting for deer until reason is closed e.

-December 31. Do all sorts of things like sports in winter. Well,

nothing really talk about our way of living but been proud Indian!"

How would you approach this situation? Here again, there

is no easy answer. It is probably realistic to view the boy's

school behavior as a normal adaptation by a "proud Indian" to
4

a system that is not-responding to his needs or a conflict

'between cultural values, rather than as a "counseling problem."

The fact remains, however, that if you begin to,"counsel"

Alaskan natives, you will soon run into many very similar

situations labeled "counseling problems." Many cases do notfall

into well-accepted "syndromes." Data collected on "mental

health problems" may also not fully document complex situations

such as those described abcive.. This makes'it difficult to

outline systematically "counseling-methods&-for-Alaska natives

since it is often unclear what is meant by a "counseling problem."

Some Approaches to Counseling in the Unique Alaska Environment

It would be unusual to encounter any two counselors who

,-view what they are doing in exactly the same way or who respond

to complexities within the counseling environment with exactly

the same techniques; but it is even more rare in Alaska. What

follows, then, are descriptions of various approaches to the

unique social and cultural factors in Alaska with which counselors
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have to deal.

Circumventing Transportation and Communication Problems

The Flying Counselor To circumvent transportation problemp,

"some counselors take flying lessons and buy their own planes.

Others fly on commercial aircraft,. alone- or in-multidisciplinary

teams, thousands of mile's each year. Still others-are experi-

menting with counseling by telephone, video, or by mail, but

these efforts always seem less effective than- ,face -to -face

'personal communication.

Decentralized Services Another approach to the problem of
4

decreasing distances between people and counseling resources is

the development of local mental health teams: A variety of

"store front operations," staffed by native counselors who live

in the region, has-now been established in many parts of the

state (Bloom and Richards; November 1974; Coleman et al., 1974;' Feigin,

July 1974; Kraus,. ; Stillner, July 1974). Typically,

overall direction for these programs is provided by a board of

older, experienced native leaders. A native person manages "ttm---

mental health team. One or more non-native professionals.may be

on the staff to serve as trainers or backup for native counselors

in the'villages. Screening, early detection of counseling.

problems, brief counseling, or follow-up treatments can be

carried out at the village level with this sort of system. More

sophisticated diagnostic procedures can be conducted by tine

backup professionals
'

as well as more intensive treatment.

Some patients will still need to fly many miles under this system
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if they need very specialized evaluation and treatment that

can only be provided in AnchocageAor if they need hospitali-

zation. But the majority of patienXs can be treated close to

their homes.

Communications As far as communication strategies are concerned,

the range of responses varies from cussing the telephone after

the thirty-fifth try, to get through, to working with groups

trying to establish telecommuniCations satellite projects in

the state. By 1980, many si;t6ations now handled by a time-

consuming airplane.flight.may be solved by an instantaneous

satellite videophone call. Some counselors are planning on

getting specialized*aining in communications technology,
/

computerized data 4ystems, and telemedicine, so that they Will

be able to be knOwledgable about and take advantage of these

developments.

Training for Work in Isolated Areas Some counselors, realizing

that they may be working in places with limited resources and

may need additional skills, try to get additional training as

generalists. For example, a psychiatrist planning to practice

"in the bush" ithe,Alaskan name for remote areas) may take

refresher courses in general medicine, knowing that he/she may

be the only health professional in the area. Husband-wife

teams--for example, a nurse and a doctor7-can also be more

responsive-to the health needs in an isolated area than can a

single specialist. Being in good physical condition may also

be an advantage so that one does not become physically run down

with constant travel during harsh winters. One also may need
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10.

strength to cope with a violent patient when the nearest help

is a state trooper one day away by charter bush plane: Some

counselors have even worked out rigorous training programs for

themselves, or have enrolled karate classes, to develop

and enhance their physical condition(Stillner, July 3574).

Working with Native Regional Health Cprporations

t
With such far-reaching political reorganization taking place

in the state, non-native counselors are learning to operate,

increasingly within,the framework provided.by native.regional------
-

health corporations (Bloom and Richards, November 1974). Some new roles

are-emerging as counselorS' attempt to work within the new

structuring,, such as trainer/trainee, counselor; broker/organizer/

health politician, and systems clinician.

Trainer/trainee One may need to be "trained" as well as to

serve.as a "trainer" for others. Some corporations are now

organizing workshops with older people from the villages to

learn about traditional forms of healing used in their region.

Various training programs are being organized to train white

."experts" about the cultural with whom they will work.
.

Non-native counselors may be expected _to work under the direction

of native leaders or to work withAlative co- therapists to help
k

adapt their general knowledge of counseling to the specific

needs of the community. They may need to learn a whole new .

langqage as well as a new style of relating.' In one parts of

the state, shamans or local healers still pra tice, and much

can be learned from working side by side with them.
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In these'sorts of programs, the only aommon denominator

is the need for flexible, creative behaviors. So'me counselors

attempt to prepare themselves for these experiences, through

activities designed to sharpen their creative skills--sculpture

classes, photography, music, psychological "growth" exercises,

and the like. Others take courses ig grant-writing, adminis-

tration, or contracting, depending op what the situation will

r equire of them (Sexton and Zinser, Juna 1975).

To respond more effectively to the problems caused by

cultural differences, non-native counselors may seek to train

native counselors to assist them. Efforts have ranged from

attempts to train native paraprofessionals or, auxiliary

helpers to attempts to develop options within the state-for

advanced formal training of hatives'in mental health adminis-

tration, medicine and psychiatry (Schwarz, October 1974). As a

long-range strategy, preparing native counselors to assume

professional responsibilities of various types is certainly

needed. Counselors who wish to be involved .n these areas,

however, will often need more training themselves before they

can really implement thier desires--in such subjects as cross-

cultural education metho4 and curriculum design.

Counselor This is the role that many readers may have expected

to be the main subject of this chapter--that is, the role of a

person who tries-to help others through such counseling techniques -

as- talking with another person, providing support, attempting

to give insight, etc. This is just one of many functions,

however, that are included under the work "counselor." For
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non-native counselors, at least, this sort of work may be only

a small part of their total role, sincethey will often find it

more effective to have paraprofessionals perform these tasks than

to do them directly.

Even when counselors do thee more traditional.coanseling

activities directly, however, they may have to make major changes

in their methods. For example, a patient who has Overdosed and

needs an emergency medical checkup maybe located in a village

1,500.miles from the nearest hospital, with the telephone system
0

inoperative due to bad weather. Or a patient may barricade

himself/herself in a house and threaten to use a gun if he/she

is bothered. Obviously, ,a "counselor" called on to help in

these kinds of cases is going to be in trouble if he/she says,

But I only do Gestalt therapy," or has some other_ limited

conception of his/her role. Many psychological concepts such

as "transference" or "acting out" come to seem rather academic

when one is struggling to disarm a violent patient! In t: tse

situations, what needs to be done may be clear, but improvising

a wdy to do it may be difficult. These is no substitute for

experience, and. counselors can gain this only by "paying their

dues" of working A. least several years in Alaska.
4

Because of transportation and communication problems, and

lack of professional resourcest it may be possible to see an

client only a limited number of times. Self-helpmethOds can

be useful for such individuals. For example, clients can be

% encouraged to express themselves through a variety of avenues--

autobiographies, drawings, poems, dances--to gain as much

insight as possible through-self-analysis, and then be encouraged
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. to develop their own treatment programs (Bloom, et al.', July 1974).

.Other helpful methods include crisis and brief treatment

counseling. One can establish a treatment contract with some

clients that sets a definite limit on how many times they will

be seen, and outlinei.very limited objectives. One may also

seek to identify the healthiest member in a given family and

enlist that person's aid as "co-therapist" to help others in

the family, and to follow-up on the treatment plan after the

counselor has "flown away..."

What the most effective counselors seem to have in common

are not specific techniques but personal qualities such as warmth,

a tendency to be action- oriented, a sense of humor, and enough

flexibility to adapt to situations where ordinary counseling°

rules may not apply (Kleinfeld, 1972a; Kleinfeld, 1972b). Such

personal qualities may have little connection with formal

education or schooling. And it is not enough for a counselor

to try to mimic these kinds of personal. characteristics. For

example, a counselor who tries to smile a lot atO act warmly

towards a client when he/she does not really feel this way will

be perbeived by the client as non-genuine. Or a counselor who

'tries to help others when his/her own personal conduct does not

exhibit much wisdom will-not be thought effective by clients.

Because of the mixture of old and new in the state,-many

clients are ambivalent about counseling--simultaneously holding
.

traditional and modern concepts and values about mental health.
0.

They may therefbre consult modern counselorsfor some types of

concerns, and local healers or wise people in their village for

ethers. Moreover, non-native counselors often serve in a variety
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of roles due 'to scarce professional resourcesA.,44us, it is not
,

uncommon to,have a patient who may also be one's boss.in an

organization, another who. is one's student in a training program,

and another who is a. contractor receiving money from the counselor

for a mental health project. Personal relationships 071.r time

seem to be the main therapeutic ingredient in such complicated

interactions.

A major barrier may occur in counseling interviews when

differing value systems of counselor and client are in_conflict.

For example, assumptions about individual responsibility for

behavior marvary from culture to culture. Many Alaskan natives

seem to be especially sensitive to group processes, and often

seem to prefer reliance ongroup solutions to problems rather

than on individual solutions. A'counselor who believes that a

client should take individual initiative for 'handling his own

concerns may tend to de-emphasize group or family solutions, .;

without being fully conscious of what he/she is doing. When a

client, therefore,,interprets the reason for part of his diffi-

culties as somebody else's fault, the counselor with a more

individualistib,set of values would be apt to label this

"projection."" .A client who is very closely attached to other

family members and relies heavily on them -for. advice and support

all of his life may seem "dependent" or "immature" to a.counselor

whose own culture discourages, and may even look with suspicion

on, iptense family ties.

Sorting out-these issues is especially 'difficult in cases.

like that of the schoolgirl who had been bounced about from

one fdster home to another. Her misbehavior in school was



partly the fault of others in the school and in the foster

home system. It would be hard for a counselor, even of the

-40m -culture, to help this girl sort _.out the projections and
. _--

defensiVe r tionalizations frOm the realities of her life.
_---

When the situation is further complicated by different cultural

assumption about individual versus group responsibilities, a

counselor 111 al find it next to'impossible to reach the client

effectively.
O

Another example of this same sort of dilemma concerns

differing time values. People from villages where the pace of

'life_is relatively slow may. be put off by urban counselors used

to tight time schedules and fifty-minute hours. A client who

comes latto appointments or'who often misses appointments may

simply not be proceeding at the same pace as the counselor. Then

again, he/she may be angry at the counselor or feel that the

connseling is not worthwhile. Or he/she may just be.having,

.

realistic probleMS in arrangirig transportation and babysitting

so that he7s4e can even appear at the counseling session.

Examples like these can be duplicated in a number of areas.

The important point is that when behavior does not fit What the

counselor %..:-Ye,cts, the counselor may jump to the conclusion that

the other ,.arson is exhibiting defensiveness, resistance,

projection, lack of cooperation, or similar kinds of negative

beha4iors. The client may pick up these feelings from the

counselor and begin to react to them, setting in motion a

vicious circle where lack of understanding escalates on both sides.

Counselors, therefore, need to try to sensitize themselves
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to values implicit in their counseling style, and to be aware of

. potential conflict areas with clients-from other cultures. The

process of counseling people from other cultures tends in itself

to highlight.some'of these value conflicts, and the counselor

must attempt to keep communication lines open with th

and avoid'stexeotyping or prematlare labeling of behavior as

abnormal. Here again, consluting with relatives of the client

or members of hispeer group may prove invaluable in making

a decision as to what is or is not a problem. Would this

particular person, from this particular subculture, feel more .s

comfortable with a male or a fer&le therapist? Is wife - beating'

really a problem( behavior for this particular patient*irom this

particular subgrnup? These are the kinds of questions relating

tobasic values.that a counselor in this sort of work soon A

°

learns to ask.

. To complicate matters even more, non-verbal behavior may

have quite different meanings an different cultures. Again,

the number of possible variables makes generalizations difficult.

An experienced, counselor, however, can sometimes establish

communication with a native patient in a way that will seem

almost miraculous-to a less experienced counselor. When asked

to describe the secret of success, he/she may'often be hard-
.

pressed to Rut it into words. Often the non-verbal behaviors--

body position, facial expressions, rhythm and tone' of speaking,

type of eye contact- -are the critical factors in pUtting a given

client at ease and helping him/her to communicate more easily.
O

8 7 '
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Some experts on non-xterbal communication have estimated'

that 80% to 90% of all communication takes place non-verbally,

with only 10% to 20% thr4gh words (Birdwhistellt.1570) -. One"

can see the special impor ance of non-verbal behavior in Alaska,

where language barriers ar often a given, and the counselor

frequently finds himself/h kself.trying to work with a non-
Q

talkative patient. The process of learning about these behaviors

is similar to.the process qf learning a new language. First,

one learns the words of th4 language, and only later does one

learn the accents, intonations, and styles of phrasing Ihit

make one sound like a "native." Correct accents are learned
la

not by reading but by observing local people speaking 'and trying /

to mimic their phrasings and ways of speaking. In t e same

way, cross-cultural counselors need to cultivate the art of
/

observation in these non-verbal areas, try to adopt some ofthem

into their own style of behaving, and be aware of potential

communication blocks that can result if they are misunderstood

or misinterpreted.

A patient who had recently experienced the death of

someone for whom she cared deeply came to group therapy sessions,

but always seemed quite guarded. When the counselor urged

her to express her feelings, she stopped coming to the group.

She 'telephoned later to'explain that she was afraid to return to

the group because she might have broken down and cried,'and then

th,- other patientt would have thought she was crazy. :The

counselor was caught, completely by surprise, having had no clue

that the patient was experiencing such feelings, His definition
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of appropriate and acceptable expressions of non-verbal behavior

("working through" of grief by crying in public) had clashed

with the patient's feelings that such actions in front of others

would bevery shameful. He had misread her reluctance to speaK

of her grief as guardedness, and had misjudged the dey:ee of

stress she was feeling by being in the group.

With time, this counselor- learnedto tune in with great

accuracy to the non- verbal signals from similar patients, is

now able to establish easy and immediate rapport with them,

and h4s become most effective in helping them. When asked to

define how he accomplishes this, however, he has difficulty.
0

Again, the crucial factor appdars to be sensitizing oneself

to non-verbal cues so that one automatically reacts in a way

that will facilitate communication. Literature is growing on

"Kinesics".and the scientific study of non-verbal behavior

(Scheflen, 1972). But so far, Alaskan natives have not been,

included in such research'. Counselors, therefore, need to become

intuitive artists with their., Alaskan clients and need to

strive to decipher the 'non-verbal signals communicated by

their patients.

Broker/Organizer/Health politician Another role about which

counselors in Alaska need to be knowledgaple is that of
t.,

"broker," organizer, or health politician% Because of the

large numbefOf federal and state funding sources for mental' .

health programs in Alaska, it,can be a full-time job just keeping

track of various funds, helping native persons write grants to

obtain these funds, or helping local groups in other ways to
0



obtain mental health resources: Many counselors accordingly

become kind of middlemen between funding sources and counseling.

programs. Often they are also involved as prOgram administrators

or as politicians trying to influence the development of certain

types of programs. Again, becauie of the number and variety of

programmatic efforts underway, a counseling program may have
0

to compete with all sorts of other programs for funding. As

a result,. counselors tend to become more politicized than

they might be in other parts of the country. A term beginning

to appear in the literature forthis sort of work is that of

"culture broke" (Weidman, March, 1973; Lefley, NOvember, 1974;;

Sussex, 8 August, 1975).

Systems clinician A final role that can be identified for

counselors working in the newly emergifig health corporations

is that .of 6pystems clinician " (Curtis, July,' 1973). The.

counselor tries to catalyze the. group with whom he works into

peak performance, improve staff morale, increase productivity,-

improve coordination with other progams. To accomplish these

tasks, he/she may need, continually to be switching gears-- .

N \ functioning at one moment as4ark individual counselor tp'a fellow
.

. .
.

Xi staff member, at another time as a trainer,' at still another
.

.

;.4I ..

time as an administiator or broker. Some systems seem to be
'

.

I
"sick"--with high staff turnover; alienation or constant friction

<'* -

,
.

.

. 1
among staff members, gold bricking, or fragmentation of efforts.

Other,systems seem much healthier, with happy, productive staff.

Some counselors seem to have the leadership abilities to be ablo

to Improve\the health of the system in which they workvothers
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do not.

This is another area that is difficult to describe precisely,

but it is vital to an understanding of the kind of situation with

which counselors in' Alaska will need to cope if they are to be

effective.. The skill involved here has to do with colib.ining

very heterogeneou elements in a group of people into a blend that

maximizes staff morale and productivity. Every ounce of one's

clinical skills may be required for this type of activity,

for.the.people one works with will consider themselves peers

and resist any attempt to label therif as patients or clients.

Need for Research

Data are extremely scarce in virtually every area discussed

in this chapter, and what statistics and studies there are on

mental health in Alaska are open to a variety of interpretations.

We need more research involving a very close collaboration

among and .between cultures in all phases of the study, to explore

more systematically the "frontier" zone described here where

social psychology, cultural psychology, and applied counseling meet.

Summary

.Alaska has many unique features--vast area, ecological and

cultural diversity, severely limited transportation and

communication facilities, and a rapidly changing political and

economic situation. Some sample counseling situations have

been described to illustrate how these unique factors relate to

the counselor's role. Also discussed were some approaches being

developed to.adapt counseling methodsto this. unique setting,

-86-
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methods to overcome transportation and communication prob ems,

and some of the new roles and techniques used by counselo47s in

the newly emerging native regional health corporations.

:
14

All in all, it is an exciting time to be a counselor lin

Alaska, but also a confusing and complex -t:ime, where many i:1
I.

the situations one encounters do-not fit establishedlheorles

or models of counseling. 1

t

1
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Figure 1

Counseling in Alaska requires a fundamental rethinking of

such concepes as distance, environment, time, communication,

resources, cultural heterogeneity, and community suppL.rt.

A map of Alaska that-would show the m.ajo4 cultural groups

will be prepared to convey the above.

O
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Figure 2

3

Counseling in Alaska is being very much affected by

political, economic and organizational changes resulting from

the Alaska Native Land Claims Settlement Act and Self:I-Determination

Act.

A map of Alaska that would show the area's of organizational
-,--,----.

.

jurisdictioris will be prepared to convey the above.

0
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Figure 3

There are multiple overlapping cachement a as for mental

health related services in Alaska.

One of the most.common counseling problems e sb:_, is the

patient being counseled by too many agencies at ce, all

___working_in_iragnention
--_

Counselors need to familiarize themselves wit

variety of agency programs, and put special efforts i

multidisciplinary coordination Of treatment plans andfol

A figure to illustrate this will be drawn.up based on'Ahe

following.pictures. '

.

.)
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Because of a variety of nistorical and cultural. factors, Necks
cannot be effectively counselled by using the same technilques
that are appropriate for white clients. Counselors-, eszecially
white counselors, must overcome their biases and dei/c10 a genuine
understanding of the special needs o Black clients.

Chapter III

Blackinsenn.
Dr. William David Smith

Introduction

Tne phone rang. Seconds Later -I was informed that It was for me.

The voice on the other end asked if-I would write a piece on counseling

.Blacks. "Do you think that there are some different things that should

be known when working with Blacks?" The caller asked me a Very important

question. The voice continued: "Is the counseling process different.

for Blacks?" I answered "yes" to both questions. By'this time my mind

was racing with thoughts on understanding the "total situation" centered

around Black Americans and counseling. What follows, then, is an attempt

to present the main issues ti one is likely to encounter when dealing

with the topic of counseling Black Americans.

.1 shall begin by trying to giire the reader a,brief history and over-

view of the vocational guidance movement and some of the movements of

Black Americans since 1619. Neither time nor space permits a detailed

historical account of both movements. Hopefully, however, a succinct re-

view will give the reader some idea of the prigress made by each movement.

9
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In my opinion, it is difficult to analyze the problems of concerns

encountered with counseling Black Americans without reviewing both

movements.
o

Thts be

training programs,

as they work with

followed by a discussion on counselor educational

the counseling process, things counselors should know

Black clients, and a qet of recommendations.

TerminolRgy

I have not used such terms as culturally deprived, or culturally

disadvantaged, or
.
culturally different, or culturally underprivileged/Or

. ..,,"
. .

inner city residents, or cultural minorities, or urban disadvantaged, or

societal minorities, or low income residents, or colored folks, or people

o1 color,'or Afro-Americans to denote people of African descent. 'I am

painfully-aware that a large portion of the people of African descent

prefer to be labeled Negroes.. Another large portion of the people -of

African descent have decided to label themselves Blacks. Still another

segment of the- people of African descent really don't seem to care what

the -whole thing is all about. Nevertheless, I have chosen, throughout

this article, to-refer to the people of African descent as BlaCks or

Black Americans. My reasoning is simples I refer to myself this way.

Historical

Guidance

Guidance, of which counseling is a part, has been a natural, everyday
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process in the life.of the family for hundreds of thousands of years.

White families, general.f.y, and Black families, specifically, did what

they had to do according to the norms of society.

In 1881, a little book was published that is perhaps the first

book wholly devoted to the subject of choosing a vocation. Lysander

S. Richards, the author, attempted to coin the word "Vocophy" for the

'title. The tone of the book can best be shown by extracting a piece

from .the preface:

All we claim to perform is to bring order out of chance and
chaos and form or establish a system to enable a person to
find the most fitting pursuit in which he can reap the greatest
success tnat is possible for him individually to attain
(Brewer, 1918).

This book does nothing more tnan to point out the need for vocational

guidance. There is no mention of any type of guidance for Blacks who were

then known as Colored folks, Negroes, and niggers. Richards made few pro-

visions forinvestigating odcupaiions and, even in his study of tneindi-

vidaul (excluding Blacks) he*talks primarily about. what.occupations to

avoid, rather, than which ones to follow.

Professional literature mentions the city of Boston most. frequently

as "the cradle of vocational guidance" (Humphreys, 1954).. An experiment

in Boston sponsored by a wealthy philanthropist; Mrs. Quincy A. Shaw, and .

directed by Frank Parsons, introduced the first nationally recognized pro-

gram in guidance. This was the Bread Winner's Institute, organiied in

1905-06. Through this organization, Parsons began to develop vocational

a



guidance on the basis of a planned' program. He stated the basic prin-

ciples of- this program in a book, ChooSigg a Vocation (Humphreys, 1954).

In 1%0B, Parsons used theterm "vocational guidance",and gave his

official title as "director and vocational counselor." It is said that

this was the first time on record that the terms "vocational guidance"

and "vocational counselor" were used.

Just as Richards gave no reference to race, this writer has found

nothing wherein Parsons discusses vocational guidance or vocational toun-

lseling for Black Americans. It is quite possible that both men either

ignored the race question or believed, as so many people have fof years,

that whatever works for whites will also work for Blacks. Other movements

that occurad in the early 1900's were the mental hygiene, the child guid-

ance, the ppychologY and educational, and'the economic or lab-6r movements.

Guidance and counseling:as we kilow it today has drawn from the knowledge

and techniques that were developed by these related movements. More

specifically, the central core or foundations of most programs in coun-

seling and guidance are based on:

1) Theories of personalities

2) Theories of learning

3) Tneories of vocational choice

4) Measurement and evaluation

5) Practicum experiences.
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All of the teachings and learnIngs that are imparted to the student

or future counselor traditionally. originates from the areas just cited.

In every instance, so far as this writer Is aware, these'subjact rltters

were developed according to the norms of white society by white profes-

sionals with no real consideration given to the behavior of Black Americans.

Concomitantly, as the vocational guidance movement was developing,

and as othar rated movements were lending their concepts to educational

institutions that train future counselors, there also developed the need

to admit candidates to these programs. Admissions personnel in higher edu-

cation elected to use screening tests to select program candidates. Ad-

missions personnel for most counseling and guidance programs being white,

they have regularly employed tests based on the majority population. The

'problem is that is has been assumed that these "admission tests," usuallyt

the Graduate.Records Examination (ORE) or the Miller's,4nalogy, predict

the success of Black graduate students also. This assumption is erroneous.

The best single predictor of future academic success is past academic per-

formance, i.e., GPA, However; many Blacks who have high GPA's have been

denied admission to counseling and guidande programs because their test

scores did not satisfy the personnel in the Office of Admissions. This,

then, is a geniral accou4,of the vocational guidance and.related ,move-.

ments, and of the acute problem of the admission committee.

Black Americans

The majority of scholars of Black History.are in agreement that in-

10.3
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1.

Augu6t, 1619, when Captain John Rolfe made an eichange of-human cargo for

food, and,Antony, Isabella, °Pedro, and 17 other Africans stepped af-t-be

ship in Jamevown, Virginia, the history of Black people in America began.

For well over he next four decades, there was no racially -based class

system. Togethq, Blacks and whites lived, worked, died, accumulated land,

voted, and owned 4ervants, among other things. Blacks owned Black and
1

white servants, jukt as did whites. .It has been stated by many historians

:that

problems began\for Black Americans when decisions had to be made about
`4+

who were to be the servants. The need for labor had increased--due Co the

increased demand for fotton and tobacco throughout Che world. Profit

oriented people asked' "How can we force people Co work?" The answer

wasn't simple. India4s and whites, respectively, were Cried as servants.

Indians were abandoned because Chey easily became ill. The use of whites

as servants was also sbandoned because Chey often ran away and easily

blended in with other'whites who were either masters, plantation owners,

or freemen. After the use of these two groups of people failed, Che

spotlight was focused on the American Blacks, who were, at the time, Af-

ricans. Blacks were used because they were strong, their color made it

impOasihie to blend into the mainstream, and they were plentiful. That is,

they were easy:to get from Africa. Thus, the rulers of early America

established taws to make,Blacks permanent'servSnts. Virginia and Maryland
4.

led the way' in the 1660's. With Che establishment of these laws, Virginia
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and Maryland set the legal precendet that bperatedand influenced the

. lives of Black and white Americans for well over the next two centuries.

For well over. the next two centuties, Bladks experienced conditioas more

!dehumanizing than any in the history of this country, and perhaps the

world (Bennett, 1969).
r--

Blgcks were raped of their history and culture; were told that they

were worthlessrwere told they had no legal rights; were lynched; were

forced to hate other Black6;wre tofu. they Should not or could not own

pro) .ty; were told that they were 1aiy' arid uneducable; and were discrim-

inated against in the educational. system, Lhe economic system, the reli-

gious system, the psychological system,-the medical system, the political

system, and the social system. It is against this background of deceit,*--

oppression, misuse, exploitation, enslavement, court battles, sit-ins,

freedou) marches, freedom rides, jail-ins, stand-ins, marches on Washington;

of witnessing the killings of common Black Americans, such as the Tills,

the Parker's, the Chaney's; of witnessing the killings of noted Black

Americans, such as.Hedgar Evers,Malcolm X, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.; of

witnessing the killings of White people who tried to help Black Americans,

such as M,-Schweiner, Anderson Goodman, Mrs. Viola Luizzo, John.Kennedy,

and Robert Kennedy; of-participating in 'Black is Beautiful' movements;

and of watching white public officials in the nation's. capital cut or

elimirpte federal and local programs that are designed to helpblzick

Americans, that we, Blacks and Caucasians,; have arrived where we are in

the United States today.
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Counselor Educational Training Programs

Generally, counselor education provided'trainees with few or no

educational courses that deal with counseling Black Americans. Almost

always, as was discussed in the aforementioned information about the

history-of the vocational guidance movement, the graduate schools teach'

techniques and impart information that has been prove:loco work with

whites, and assume such techniques and information will be elualy rele-

vant to Blacks, also. Such assumptions-have proven to be false.

Counselors are taught by the ,:raditionalsits'that the Black cliept's

concerns can -be labeled as vocational, personal, educational, or-:social.

Since "counselors rely on previous training when counseling Blackcllents,

they (especially white counselors) discovei that what they have been

' taught does not permit them to work successfully with their clients.

Counselors learn that 1) their theory courses are obsolete, 2) they

have not been given the kind of practical experiences needed to under-
'

stand Black clients, and 3) their experl!enceswith tests in graduate

schools do not help them to deal effectively with BladvAmericans (Gun-

nings, 1971; Bell, 1971; Mitchell, 1971).

Counseling Process

We have reviewed the vocational guidance movement-and have seen

that in the development of that movement there was "inadequate or no

concern given to BlaCk Americans." We havialso reviewed the history
a
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of Blacks in America for well over three centuries and the resulting

evidence also suggests' that "inadequate or no concern has been given

to Black Americans." And we have reviewed graduate training programs

in counselor education, again finding that "inadequate or no concern

has been given to Black Americans."

Is it any wonder that many counselors in,elementary school, junior

high school, high school, college, and in the community exhibit little

"" concern for Black Americans? Are these,counselors, be they Black or

white, just a reflection of the values of the larger society? The ob-

vious
.

answers are "no" to the former question and "yes" to,the litter,

question. .

We have Seen, from the evidence presented in this paper, that the

experiencds of Black Americans have been and continue to be different

from the experiences of white Americans. Thus counselors, both Black

and .white, must necessarily have some experiences in their graduate

training that will make it possible for them to relate positively to

tneir Black clients. Later in this article, I shallladvance a set of

recommendations.for all counselors and counselor education programs.

For the moment, let me raise a key question and propose some answers.

What are some of the things that counselors should know when counseling

Black counselees?

All counselees are the sum of their experiences. All counselees

bring their experiences to the counseling setting.. In all probability,
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the future experiences 9f Black counsilees in America will continue to

. -
be different from thieexiieriences of white counselees in America. As a

result of these different experiencds,"Blacks develop a different set

of valuep, needs, aspirations*, cultures, and outlooks on life. Despite

what some counselors may have been told or may believe about Black court-
,

selees, the facts are that all Blacks do not think alike, look alike,

sing, dauce,.play sports, etc. Blacks..are "individually different."

It follows, then, that if counselors are tosbe successful*with Black

counselees, they should use the "different model" not the "deficit model"

when interacting with Black clients. Counselor\s\ st do whatever is

necessary to achieve a successful relationship with *ack counselees.

Counselors Need CSBKS

What is CSBKS? I think that all counselors shoul have or learn

how to acquire what I call "Counselor's Sensitivity and Black-Knowledge

Style." CSBKS is especially important for all,counselors who are working

with Black clients. If counselors have CSBKS and the usual competence:

to deal with ersonal.;

concerns,.then they ate

seling Blick Americahs

social, vocational, and educational problems or

likely to be useful

If. counselors have
0

amdfauccessful when coun

CSBKSwand not the usual tom-

petence, then theylnobably.-will.achieve some quccess but should return
.1 -

to school to get the necessary information to become more proficient.

Howe

counselor

f a counselor doeinot have CSBKS'while working with Black

failure is inevitable.
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Does the race of the counselor make a alfferenCe when working with

Black counselees? Yes! But, Black and white counselors must possess

CSBKS if they are to succeed with Black counselees. Black counselees

can.more easily identify with Black counselots tharitheican with White

counselors. Thus the.Black counselor is more likely to have a positive

relationship and a better outcome with a Black client thane: white

= . .
/ cou" nselor. ,I,However, if a Black counselor apes the traditional white

-counselor, then the outcome will probably be failure.

What does the research indicate? The literature reflects a dearth

of research.- although there have been many discussions - that deals with

the impact of-race on counseling. However, two questions are raised in

the liteiature which are relevant to this paper: 1) what effect, if any,

does the race of the counselor have on the interview behavior -of Black

clients, and 2) what are Black clients' racial.preferences'for counselors.

A review of. the research on both'questions was
.

done by Don K. Harrison

(1975)d Do white counselors obtain positive results when counseling Black

clients? Phillips (1960) researched this question and-reported in his

/conclusion that white counselors could not counsel Black students eLfective-

1Y. Adair (1972) found 'that Black counselees expected white counselors tO1

.:render less unconditional- positive regard than Black counselors.

Do Black clients prefer Black counselors or white counselors? In

researchirig the relationship between what Blacks prefer-to'be called

add their preference -for a.Black counselor, Jackson and Kirschner (1973)
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concluded that students who call themselves Afro-Americans or Blacks had

preferences for counselors of African descent more than those who referred

to themselves as,Negroes. Grantham (1970) reported in a racial study of

client and counselor similarity' that the Black college students preferred

Black counselors over white counselors.

In another study Banks, Berenson, and Carkhuff (1967) investigated

the effects of counselor race and training on,Black counselees in the initial

interview. Four counselors were involved in the study: one Black and

three white., Eight Black counselees (four males and four female's) also

were part of the study. The investigators reported that all of the coun-
,

selees indicated they would return to see the Black counselor. Two thirds

of the counselees indicated that they would not return /e) see a white

counselor.

In response to the two questions that were raised, the research in-
.

dicates .that: 1) white counselors are not as effectixe In the counseling

interview interaction with Black clients as are Black counselors, and

2) Black counselees consistently prefer Black counselors over white coun-

selors.

What Else Does 'CSBKS -Entail?

Generally, counselors know that a requisite for a good relationship

with their counselees (which leadt,to effective sessions), is the

establishment of good rapOort with their counselees.

1 iO
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CSBKS entails (1) rapport. Rapport is defined asthe-ideal rela-

tionship between counselor and -counselees (Arbuckle, 1965). It isql,

harmonious relationship that exists between the client and the cnnselor

in the counseling dyad (Vontress, 1971)..

CSBKS also involves (2) understanding the possible language barrier.

The basic tenet of counseling is based on the notion of the counselor and-

the counselee being able to communicate with each other. The spoken word

is the main vehicle employed. If the 'people in-the dyad cannot under-

stand each ocher, then nothing is achieved and the counselee.usually has

an unpleasant experience and negative perceptions of counseling.

When I speak ofcounselors understanding Black language, I certainly

mean an understanding that As deeper than the venacular, although the

understanding of the vermicular is essential.. For example, as a counselor
/

you should understand the meaning of such words or phrases as "deuce and

a half," "dig it, brother," "down," "downer," "grapes "here comes Abett'i.

"hit on," "hog," "hemp," "joiz6c-,2L4Later_on102l!nr.ill& " "shucking," "split,"

"stomps," "strung out," "the man," "upper," "waste'd," and "what's the

deal." How many of these-words do you know? Their meanings appear at

the end of this article. Counselors must begin to understand, if they

are really to help Blacks, the theOry of Black Communication. The

theory ". . . is a perspective; and it is therefore a comprehensive ex-

planation of communication is Black America. . . the constituents of

the metatheory are a frame of mindscope of context, structural Lode and
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delivery of message" (Asante, 1975). Those .interested in more elabora..

ticin of this theory are referred to the original source.

(3) CSBKS involves leaping and understanding Blacks' "special"

community environment and the significance of the Black community as'it

relates to the behavior of the Black client in and out of the counseling

situation. It is difficult, if not impossible, for a counselor to suc-
.

teed with a Black client to a significant degree unless.he or she under-

stands and appreciates those Black environmental influences surrounding

Black Americans during their maturation.

(4) It involves genuine empathy.' -This point is'highly related to

point three. Sothe counselors, 'more white than Black,'-simply can't iden-

tify
, .

iwith Slack clients. Other counselors, of both'races can empathize

with Black clients on an intellectual level. However, there are few

counselors who can empathize with Blacks on an intellectual and a feeling

-level. Genuine empathy necessarily must include both, As you-read this

article, counselor, do you have genuine empat'h'y?

(5) It involves understanding the Black client and the "hesitant i

self disclosure".§ehavior:- Many Black -clients and most. Black Americans

keep-their "antennas" out and functioning. Blacks, by nature of their

survivai.experiences, have had to be cautions about 'exposing themselves

to white peciple and,_ 'in soak cases, to non-white people. Many Black

dlierits,refuse to or ar hesitant to
.

bad vibes from their ctiunselors trout

expose themselves because they .get

which they conclude that the counsel-

ors can't help them or are unwilling to. help them. Secondly, Blacks must

Et

1.12
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protect themselves' or get ripped off. How do we know that this is true?

The answer to this question is simple. Our life experiences have dic ated

this truth incessantly. Therefore, many clients will never expo: - them-

selves to their counselors.

(6) It involves understanding the meaning of "Blackness." Blackness

is a state of mind. It is-the way some Blacks have chosen to label them-
,

selves. The notion is that no one can label Blacks, certainly/not "the

'nano." but Blacks themselves. Generally, the term suggests that "Black

Power had a few simple but powerful tenets for Black people:; (a) the

United States of America is institutionally racist, '(b). American society
. /

is materialistic, (c) America has a paternalistic sttitude toward Black

people, and (d) Black Power believes that 'Black is Beautiful'" (Wash-
?

ington, 1968).

(7) It involves the need for learnift and understanding.teets and

Blacks; aa,owdll as the ability and strong commitment to interpret test

resuItaas,they relate tp Blacks. Counselors must be very sensitive, to
o

and knowledgeable about the iiay they-handle test results with their Black

counselees.' A case-study follows.
. ,

A Black graduate student at a predominately white university was

called into the graduate office by the white admissions counselor.- "SIt

down," saidhe counselor,. "I want to talk to you about your test results."

The counselee sat dawn. The counselor explained, "the results of your test.
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scores on the writing test are bad. Youvnly acored at the 50th percentile.

That means that you will have difficulty writing papers in your graduate

courses. I recommend that you leave,this university. It is too tough for

you.!' Said the counselees "I have,been here for almost three quartets

and have written 11 papers. I have received an "a" on every paper."

"Well," said the counselor, "you may make it but don't count on it." The

student did graduate.

Intelligence and aptitude tests, generally, do not predict with any

degree of accuracy the 'success of Black people. Counselors must under -
.

stand this as well as communicate it to the Black client andOthers who

are seeking test results'about the client.

'To some, this information may seed unbelievable, toothers, it may 1

seem typical, but tome it is a case of incessant racism that Black Amer-
.

1.

icans experience daily as we ;ry 'to achieve. You see, I was that graduate

student. For otherqnformation the reader is referred to Mathis (1969).

. -

(8) It involves underStanding-the Black selfconcept. This means
;

that the counselor must promote and foster a positive self-concept for

his Black, clients. He or she, then, strives to give the Black clients-

good vibes about thempelves. Thecounselor must free himself or-herself
1 -

.from any hang-lips about the Black clients' self-worth. Black clients must

be'iiewed externally on the basis of Afripan heritage and not the EurOpean

,model. Thus the counselor, if he or she is to relate to -Black clients,

must see-the beallty'in kinky hair, large noses, thick lips, black. skin,

0 and the Black clients need to promote Blackness.

-109 -.
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(9) Ii involves a thorough understanding by- counselors that.in Amer-

ican society most BlaCks must be bi-cultural in order to survive. And

he or she must know when to use the knowledge to his or her advantage.

The situation is certainly different for the American culture majority

wno, until recently, knew almost nothing about Black American life. White

Americans have had to be'only uni-cultural (Williams, 1971).

(10) It involves the understanding by counselors of what Hayes and

Williams in separate writings refer to as the different model vs. the de-

.

ficit model of orientation. Counselors, especially white ones,often

view Black clients as inferior rather than as different. .Blacks-are dif-

ferent due to the forced experiences to which we have been exposed from

the American society (Hayes: 1971.; Williams, 1971)i,': 't

(11) Finaily,,it involves being a Black studentadvqsat4;.; The ten.
. .

. , .
.

points above will not be effective.unless i.he counselor is Awgdvocate '

.

--.,!

of Black students on an unconditional basks (Williams,'19744,
.

' .4 .
. ::.

----tihat-art-some-things that "you" as a counselor may do t4acquire
.

CSBKS? Several recommendations fall which' are offeredin response to

this question.

- s.

Recommendations

No set of iecommendations that I could or shall advance can be .

substituted for the intuition as to what works best with Black clients

and under what conditions. Obviously, some techniques will not work for
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some counselors. Equally obvious is the fact that some techniques will

work for some counselors. What is not so ,obvious is what techniques are

neer'ed for what counselors to be used with what Black students. It be-

comes imperative,, then, that counselors who work with racially different

students develop a repertoire of appropriate counseling techniques. 'Coun-

selors, when dealing with Black students, should cease being similar to

_A-tabula rasa. Counselors should build a mental file of techniques and

ways to achieve success when working with Black students. If his or her

mental file is accurate-and complete, thenthe selection of the correct

file of-information necessary td deal with Black clients 1.441l be an easy

And rewarding experience.

".- .

/Just as tlie'technique.question is not clear'
9

it is also not clear as

3 ..-
t/O what counselineStyle(s) should be developed by what counselors to be

used with what Black clients. Should counselors be passive, assertive,

. or aggressive when working with Black students; Or a combination ofcthese?-

Each counselor must learn what techniques and styles:are best to use when
1*

counseling Blacks:

Below is a gee off' practical recommendations that, if implemented,'

will aid counselors in acquiring.Couilselor Sensitivity.Black Knowledge

Style (CSBKS), ad,will aid counselors in their general understanding of

key issues related to counseling Blacks and will be especially useful.'for,

white counselor's.
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Smoot

Many Black students do not necessarily come or care to rome to tne
4

counselor's office. Therefore, counsalois can perform a service to Black

students by. counseling or advi'sinL; them on the spot That is, help them
,

f
wherever they are. Thus, counselors can be effective in the hallways, on

the playgrounds and, in some cases, in the toilets or in the gyms after

school; or at various athletic events, such as*basketball games and foot-

haIl games; or at various clubs, such as the French Club, or the Spanisn

Club; or just standing on the campus rapping. 'Of course, there may be

times when you have to ask the client to come to your office. The ob-
.

vious point here is that counseling can take place in a setting other than

the .counselor's office.

Employ Black Students

Black 'students are, very sensitive.' They are incessantly "checking

out" counselors to see if counselors are sincers.in their efforts to.

-t

help them as they say they are. One of the best ways for counselors to
0 0

t.

get their messages across is to use black students in their offices as
=

helpers. In'the public -schools no pay is necessary. If it is done cor-

rectly, Black studnts will be honoreCto work in the office with the

counselors. On the college level, some pay might be involved, but the

dividends that will be received will make the small investment well worth

the efforts. Black students will te1lRother Black students about Life

sincerity of the counselors_in the office. Students tend to believe

117



other students before they will believe counselors.' A counselor's

best bet is to'develop Black students who are "counselor advocates."

Blelcpsrierc4j_ckltreciation .

Counselors must develop a new "learning set" so they can appreciate

the Black e perience. The majority of counselors in, these United States

apprecia the white experience.. Conversely, they have difficulty legit-

imatizing the Black experience. Counselors can learn'to appreciate the

Black experienc'e br,understanding it. This means,thatitspecial efforts

must be made by counselors to read many books, papers, etc., about Black'

,
life in America. .cReading1,4 few books will not be enough. If counselors

learn tb apiotOiat,e theiBlak experieweAnMeri-C.4,..they will In turn
0 I1,0

appreciate their ilack clients and thus be positive toward them. Hence,

they will be successful in most of their counseling relationships with
;

Black clients. r

Another way to learn to appreciate the Black experience is to enroll

4

in a course for credit, i.e., Black history or Black lite4ture. -Counselors
4

should encouraged -rather than discourage,. their Black clients to enroll in

f i

tourses'in the Black experiehte.' When counselors react/negatively toward
41 / i

a Black course they are also reacting hegativ*Iy towirdtheir clients . . .

. i......
.

whether they know it or not.

Still another thing. that counselors can do to gain an understanding

and appreciation of the Black experience is to aqendspecific functions

118
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that are important to Blacks. Counselors should attend Dr. Martin

Luther King Day Programs, Black History Week Programs, Black cultural

arts programs, Black movies, Black churches,anl other Black ev,h N.

This type of behavior will unquestionably demonstrate to Black clients

that you as their counselor appreciate and understand what Black people

are'all about.

Office ReadingZaltELEI

All counseling offices should house Black reading materials. Cowl-

selors should purctiase Jet, Bbony, The Black World, The Black Scholar,

Essence, Black ziports, Black movie star Magazines, Black newspapers, 'es-

pecially local Black.puolications and othfr Black materials. Not only-

should this information be available ferBlack counselors, but for cairn-

selors as well. It is imperative that counselors read and be inf6rmed

about what is important 'to the Black community. Having material avail-

able in the counseling office will help Black clients identify positively

with the counseling office. And it will nelp the teaching staff learn

about Black people.

Special Conferences
.0,

Counselors should attned all' conferences (or as many as budget will

allow) that deal with counseling Black students. White counselors who .

attend' these meetings need to observe and listen more than they have at

past conferences. White counselors also need to ask more quetions about

their whiteness" as it relates to failure-inrtheir attempts to work'with

Black students.

11 9
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Black Acceptance,

Counselors must accept Black students at they &re. This means that
ss.

counselors must accept Black students'who come to their offices with

plaited or braided hair, with hats on their heads, with long Afro's, with

beards, with "hip walks," with many finger gestures, with dashikis, with

combs in their hair, with shirts outside of their pants and with bright-

colored- clothing.

Immediate Gratification

Counselors should engage in counseling sessions with Black clients

that have fairly quick payoffs. Many Black clients, due to their exper-

iences with the "system," are tired of delayed gratification and there-

fore are seeking quick gratification of their chosen goals. Counselors

must identify with these needs of their clients.

Black Vocational and Educational Counseling

Counselors, especially white counselors,\ should not prejudge what

Blacks can do when they are seeking jobs or when they are seeking college

or other' forms of post high school training. Counselors must be positive

as they give advice to Black youngsters. Many Black students with average

grades do quite well in their post high school training programs.

a
Cdunielee Preference

Black: counselees, specifically, 4nd clients, generally, should be

given the opportunity to select a counsel-or of their choice. The prac-
4

tice, in moss: schools, of assigning students to counselors by grade levels

.2



and not giving them any other options is in dire need of charge. All.

educational: settings should have Black counselors and counselors of

other minority groups in proportion to the school population to .L..ommo-

/ date this choice. /

Counselor Educational Training Program

The curriculum must be changed to include learning that will help

the counselor work effectively with Black clients.. Future counselors

should be required to take courses in White Racism, the Black Family;

Black Identification, Black History, Psychology o! Oppression, the Black

Child, Sociology and Psychology,of the Black Community, Black Psycho-

\
logical Behavior,. ',-kd the BlaCk.Woman. Counselors should alsobe required .

to-gain some practi47, experiences in the Black community. If courses

such as these were in4ude4.in the curriculum of all counselors,, then the

percentage of. :eOunselor failures with Black clients would be drastically

reduced.

Research

There is 0. need to conduCc research and establish some theories on

Blackbehavior, particularly by Black psyznologists (Chimezie, 1973).

Personality thdories advanced by Freud, Jung, Adler, Sullivan, Rogers,

and others generally do not work-with .Blacks. We also need theories

of vocational choice that are more related to Black AMericans. Such
.

information that has been written by Williams needs to be increased

(Williams, 1972).



Tests

2

More tests must be:developed that accurately predict Black American

potential for success. This recommendation is extremely significant albeit

difficult, to implement. The question that is asked so fluently is:

What tests should be used with Blacks? No one realty seems to have the

answer to this question. D . Norman Dixon and Dr. Robert Williams of

Pittsburgh and St. Louis, respectively, and others are doing research
.

that is expected to answer this question more definitely. In the interim;

many tests will be used with SIsck Americans. During this period, how

aoes one gdiabout selecting' tests that are suitablefor Blacks? One sug-.

gestioh is to read through the manual and be certain that Black experts

were used e9 evaluite the items thai are used. In some cases.it may be

necessary to write bp the.test publisher to ascertAin whether or not you

should uce certain tests with Blacks. 'A second suggestion. is to use the

Comp'endium of Tests (Samuda, 1975). Another suggestion would be.to con-

suit with the Association of Black Psychologists by writing to the Pres1:-

dent at 14 T Street, N.E., Washington, D.C. 2047. Still another suggestion

no .employ a Black consultant to advise as td what tests' should be used

with Blacks.. This Black test expert could also be used to conduct work-

shops.

In-Service \Trainink and Workshops

= In-service training that deals with h4,to counsel Black.clienta is

. needed immediately for counselors and cOunselot educators. These programs

.
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might consist of theory courses in the urban school of- the 70'b end 80's,

Black_communities.and the role of the. counselor,. and counsel;:ng Black1

; students and their parents. Field placement (all in inner citycsett- g-si, -;c1
1

:--

practicum experiences (elementary, intermediate and advanced), and group

.\ practicum experiences would be an essential part of such'S program. Th

7
..

k---*195r city experiences supplied to counselors through this program mu t
l -.I

1 r.,

Lbe highly supe iced.

It is imperative that WeLdirectors of such programs get-concrete
1/ .1..

.

suggestions from ehe anticipated participants rthese programs. Other--
1

i

wise not only is an important resource loit.completely or underutilized,,

but the programs may'fail wittout this input. The selection of staff and

participan its s vital to the Success of in-service progrgms; therefore,

careful screening of both.grdAps is a must. I prefer a year-long in-service

training program; however,. this may not be feasible for some. What is

feasible for .ell, though, is some type of program that helps counselors

better understand the Black clients that they counsel.

Race Counseling

More investigations are needed that isolate and quantify those

specific successful techniques that are employed by Black' counselors as'

they work with Black counselees. Similarly, more studies are needed to

'determine-the role of white counselors with Black clients. Can white

counselors achieve a minimal degreeof success with Black clients, or

should their role be"oneof. . . . change agent an4 interpreter in the ,71

white community" (Kincaid, 1969)?



sI

Jnstitutes

s-

Summer and year-long institutes that specifically prepare counselors

to 4/ark_with_. Black_ clients need to be established immediately..

Recommendations Specifically for White Counselors

,Open Admission ---White'counselors often do not hear what their ack
.

.clients are saying, and even those counselors who do frequently don't

understand what their Black counselees are saying. Counselors should' use

the technique of repeating or summarizing what they think that they have

"heard their clients say. Counselors should wait for verification from

their clients before they proceed. When a counselor does not know or

understand where Black clier,!:s are-coming from, they should .-openly

that they do not understand and ask their counselees to repeat or explain.

Black clients usually know when their white counselors don't knew-what's

happening in an interview anyway. Secondly, you must admit openly to
4>

yourself and to your counselees that in almost all cases, if not all, Black

clients, and Black Oeople in general know more about the Black experience in

America than'white counselors

you can learn from your Black

and white people in generals This means that

counseleei if you Allow your client to act '

ash teacher. This open admission technique will help you achieve. greater

success. Try it today.

Modeling -- White counselors should not refer to themselves or other

whites as models for. Black clients, but should continually refer to Black

models for their Black clients to_emulate. And I do not necessarily mean
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referring to super Blacks either. There are Blacks who are successful,

but who axe not super.

Other Suggestions -- White counselors should:

1)- Investigate their uWn historically-Tooted role in
- r

the vast amount of racism that exists. in America today.

2) Create ways to combat rampant racism in the white

community and in their work settings..

3) Request that Black and African history and culture

courses be taught in the school systems at every level.

4) Associate themselves with thinking Blatk people who ac-

cept their own Blackness. In, this way, white counselors will receive,

inputs that are different from those that, they have traditionally received.

5) Recruit and hire better trained white counselors who
9-

understand howto work with Black people.- This should be done only

when it is impossible to find Black counselors to work with Black pegple.

6) . Devise avenues by which both the imagt of Black people,

(especially the clients) not only among others,.but also among them-°

selves' will be improved. In completing this task, white counselors

will change or ilinprove their own images of Black people.

7) Support organizations suet) as the Urban League, CORE,
6

NAACP, SCLC,PUSH, and other local organizations.that are fighting to

improve .the status of Blacks in'America.

8) Accept their own inadequacies as white.counaelors. Only

in tills way may they grow into better understanding of themselves in rela-

tionship to Black people.

15



In summary, then, this paper has dealt with: the history of the

guidance movement and its relationship to Blacks;'the history of Blacks

in America since 1619; -the Counselor educational training programs; the

counseling process; the counselors' need to acquire Counselor Sensitivity

and Black Knowledge Style (CSBKS); the reported research on two questions:

1)'What.effect does the race ofthe counselor have on Black clients? and

2) What are the racial preferences of counselors by Black clients?

Finally, recommendations that will help counselors understand and

work better with Black clients were provided..

The words referred to earlier in this article and their meanings

are listed below:

Deuce and a half -- large Buick

Dig it, brother -- I understand

Down depressed

Downer -- drugs that put you to sleep

Grapes -- wine

Here comes Abe -- Lincoln

Hit on -- to. talk to or ask for

Rog -- (Cadillac

Hump -- working

Joint -- marijuana

Later on -- see you after awhile, or bye

Ride -- any car

Shucking -- a waste of time

Split -- to leave

Stomps -- shoes
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Strung out confused

The man Caucasian

Upper drugs that keep you awake

Wasted drunk

What's the deal -- ;low are you feeling
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Trans- cultural training experiences should be an important pelt
of ,the staff deielopment or counselt?r,education program. Special
consideration for planning such experiences are disolssed it '11.444

chapter.

chapterali,
I

.

, Tra erince ;

Joyce M. Chick.

America has often been describe& as the 4Meltint pot of-the_%

world" or as the "homogenized society," However, there isample

evidence on radio and pelevision broadcasts, in the newspapers, aid

fetekal legislation of the past decade that this state of cultural

.

unity has not been 'achieve. sAJrbough all minority .groups aru:a
. .

of American society, most remain apart from it. This fragmented

social structure'has resulted in cultural developmentswittlin the

various subgroups of society that tend to make communication betwden

r '

these subgroups-more difficult. One reason-for this is the intolerance

.

of anything different on the part of many people. An'equally serious

,reason is the lack of a proper understanding of cultural differences

that is important to -genuine communication, Even the most 'well-

meaning. people can .Iack this understanding.

.

4

O
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Since their jobs require developing a deep level of communication

and empathy with their clients, counselors need to pay particular

attention to cultural differences and how they may affect the

counseling telationship. Trans-cultural training groups represent

attempts to train counselors to deal with cultural differences by

promoting.understanding, sensitivity, and an awareness, of how these%

differenCes interpersonal relationships. This chapter discusses

means of planning and:implementing such training experiences. These

training groups need not be restricted to counselors; but are appropriate

for teachers, paraprofessionals, administrators, and related,professiOnalS:`

In the Beginning

\

'There must be a- Aid of personal-professional motivation to

plan and implement trans4ultural experiences. Ideally, this motivation

will Stem from the convictfbn that such experiences can bring about

desired changeS in people's understanding, attitudes and behaviors.

Trans-cultural behavioral changes can-only come about through trans-

cultural learning experiences--formal or informal. No amount of

empathy,'knowledge, or experience wj.11 ever enable an individual to

transcend his'or her own experience so completely.as to comprehend

fully another person's life patterns, even inssimilar cultures.

However, we move closer to this knowing when we are able to Aare

experiences with others, including all the aspects of their lives that
o

verbal skills, body language, and the mental and emotional limi-

tations Lf being human allow us to communicate. To.thiS end, trans-

cultualstraining experiences should afford individuals opportunities,.

37
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to come as close as .possible to feeling what it would be like to

live as a member of a different class or an ethnic group in our society;

tobe different from the Majorities and from the "homegeniz,A whole"

of predominating,cultural groups.

historically, many, of the laws of our society, as w411 as dc.

traditi9ns and cultiRal Mores, reflect the cultural values and be -.

haviors that have been developed by a caucasian majority. Minority

and ethnic populations have been either igno;ed or surpressed to

silence until the last decade. Now theseonce voiceless groups are

.beginning to express themselves and seel, their right to human dignity.
4

To implement this process and promote progress, any of the-

following might be identified as target populations for trans-cultural

training experiences: Mefican-Americans, Eskimos, American Indians,

BlaCks, Cajuns of French ancestry in the'Bayou Country; Latin

American immigrants (Chicano), Cuban exiles, and other ethnic pope-

lations such as the hyphenated ethnic groups, e.g,, Polish-American,.etc.

All have at least three needs in common: 1) to be recognized as people

with human needs; 2) to be understood in terms of their different

cultural-ethnic heritages and to be helped in understanding the

cultural-ethnic heritages. of others; and 3) to be respected as people

of dignity and worth.

In identifying trans-cultural target groups to be brought

together, a second target popthlation must also be identified, i.e., the

professional group for which one wishes to provide tram -- cultural
../

training experiences. This group may consist of counselors trbining

experienced counselors, or counselors functioning in large multi-ethnic-

.-
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school districts or areas in which integration programs or foreign

immigration are occurring. The professional training group might

include administrators, teachers, teams of pupil personnel workers,

or any other mixture of*professional workers that are providing

helping services to ethnic groups. In some instances, the pro-

fesSionals being provided the training experiences may themselves be

members of ethnic groups.

.It should be kept in mind that the composition of the training

group will determine to a large extent the types of training experiences

' that should and can be provided. AlthoUgh there may be some merit

in 'nixing professionals within a training group (e.g., counselors

with administrators), similar professional training work roles allow

for the "Triple 1" effect to occur as- participants return to their

regular jobs and share learned skills and changed attitudes with

other professionals. Such "spin-offs"_can be planned in the actual

c4rriculum context of the trans-cultural Jearning experiences in
-.: t-

the\form of activities to be implemented. in job settings. The impact
1

of the training in their own work settings will be greater if training

.paracipants are selected foma small', well-defined geographic

are , rather than from a widespread area. Five participants from1

theisame school district should have greater impact on others in
P

.

'that area than .five selected from five diffrent school districts
.

-.

would have in their areas.

ti
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The Next Steps

Once the target populations have been identified, the next

steps are critical to the outcomes and value Of the training

experience. Perhaps these steps can be most appropriately gnd

explicitly outlined in questions that should be answered at thig

stage of the planning process.

C

Why were these particular cultural groups identified?

Generally, ethnic groups are selected in response to specific

social and/or educational concerns 'that are confronting the school..

These may be concerns with'implementing racigl or ethnic integration

in a community or school and with providing helping personnel with

the learning experiences and skills that will enable them to serve

as facilitators in this process; there may be a sudden influx` of

an ethnic group which is creating community tensions in a predominantly

,caucasian locale; or there May be an unanticipated outbreak'of ostility

between ciatiirifiTaikferent groups that had previously co-existed

in relative peace. In addition, an:awareness may come to exist of

the value of trans-cultural training experiences as a way of promoting

the social. and educational welfare of minority group students, even

in. the- absence of particular crises.

What'are the major objectives and goals to be accomplished through
r

the trainimexperrience?

The changed or new behaviors that are desired should determine

the objectives of the training experience. In planning, "objectives"

140
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are viewed as intermediate attainments that are projected towards

more long'range global behaviors or "goals." For example, a goal

ofa desegregation training institute might be to enable blaCk and

white counselors to broaden.their knowledge of the-black and cau-

casian races in our culture, with particular emphasis being given

to cultural dissimilarities.

What kinds of learning experiences will be needed to help bring

about.the desired objectives and goals? 3

The kinds of learning experiences that need to be provided foi

the participants are very directly related to the desired objectives

and goals. I was involved in a training group in which three

academic and iracticum7based experiences were provided for the

participants. A course taught by a black .sociologist entitled Sociology:

Race and Culture gave participants an academic basis, for, understanding .

racial issues in America. Each participant was allowed to develop

a sociological case study through community contacts in homes of

the other race. A practicum in Inter - racial Group Processes aided

participants in experiencing each other as people of similarities

and differences and in communicating across racial lines. An Integrative

Seminar was designed to expose participants to current social issues

,.and to allow for free flowing discussions to enable the integration

of many of the learning experiences staking place. Racially balanced

Personal Encounter Groups provided oppOrtunities, foi'.the participants

to explore their attitudes, prejudices, and personal feelings towards

themSelves and each other. Without question, learning experiences

1,41
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in the affective domain are highly effectiVe and extremely important

for most individuals in Trans-Cultural Training Experiences, This

is not to de-emphasize the value of cognitive learnigg experiences,

however, it is quite evident from previous training programs that

Andividuali need help.in exploring their personal value systems..,

Learning experiences in the.affective domain help persons to get in

touch with their own belief systems and to take ownership of their

sovin behaviors, In trans-cultural workshops or institutes, it is often:-

necessary tb design special curriculuMs utilizing a wide variety of

human resources as well as material, field and community resources,

In this respect, the workshop or project director has the oppor-

tunity to be both artist and architect;, creating and planning towards

,- specific outcomes.

How can the training experiences be most effectively and accuratel

evaluated?

The success of a program is a measure of how well its objectives

.have been mot. If the'objectives are well-defined and measurable,

then the program's success - -or lack of it--can also be measured.

Care should be taken that the evaluation methods are appropriate to

that which is being evaluated, A variety of methods can be used

IACluding open-ended questionnaires, objective tests, point-rating

scales, personal'interviews,.judges panels of audio and video

performance, recordings, and peel and trainer ratings.
5
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What kinds of follow-up activities should be planned as post- evaluation

measures?

. Finally, foltow-upactivities can be of immeasurable value as

a sharing and learning activity for the participants when they are

brought back togetheror a two or-three day post-session. Enthusiasm

for such an opportunity is likely to run high among the trainers and

the participants. Indeed, such an experience can be-heart warming

as well as intellectually rewarding. A three- to six-month post-time

frame is suggested for such an activity. This gives the participants

sufficient' time for implementing what they have learn0 as well as

for.self-integrating their training experiences. By all means have

recording equipment available to use 'in post-follow-upessions,

since it is here that growth and wisdommly unfold, spurred by the

excitement of comradeship returned and skills that have now been

1

field-tested. It is also in post-evaluation sessions that participant

feedback can enable the planners to appraise which were the most or

the least meaningful training experiences. This feedback can also

provide a sound information base to be taken into consideration '

and used where appropriate in planning more effective training experiences

for the future.

Planning and Organizational Structure

In the planning. and implementing of any type of educational

program, administrative management, organization, and structure arse
.

i,. . /

important for successful outcomes. These facets take on. eveh gre ter
....-....."

....'

importance when more intense and compact types of learning experilh^r ces
.

.

_....--

--------------7
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are being planned and implemented, as is often the case in trans-

cultural workshops. In'fact, the key to success in many endeav6rs

. is coordination.

At this point, administrative leadership and adininistrative

management should be differentiated. Management is the ostabliAment

and supervision of operational processes the emanate from the ideas,

philosophies, creativity and intellectual pursuits found in leadership,

Although the two are often inextricably ehtwined, one should not
ZJ

be mistaken for the.other:

Effective leadership is the "seed component," as well as an
1

on-going ingredient in planning for and carrying out a'trans-cultural

learning experience. What then are the nuts and bolts that must be

the concern of administrative management in such programs?

Essentially, the planning and implementation of a trans-cultural "

workshop or institute can be divided into three broad categories to

reflect needs in administrative management:

1) Planning and Organizational Structure

2) Program Operation

3) Program Evaluation and Follow-up

Categories two and three have been previously discussed. It seems

appropriate now to direct attention to cateTit one: Planning and

Organizational Structure.

What does it cost and who pays for it?

N major consideration that generally comes to everyone's

attention very earlyand very quickly is how such learning exper:ences

can be financed. Education is costly, and unique workshops or

144
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institutes usually require special funding.,.

There are a number of ways to meet the, costs of'such,prorams,.

and possible funding' sources should be idintified and explored in

the very early stages of planning. The types of funding that may

be available, in the absence of internal resources, include awards

or grants from private foundations, business corporations; pro-

fessional organizationg,siate legislative programs, and programs

operated by the federal government. Funds from the latter may be

allocated to states or grants administered at the state leVel.

4

Directories of funding sources are usually available in university

libraries and offices of public school systems.c. The federal government

alsO sends out announcements relative to funds available under.

specific titles or acts and announcements' for special projects they

wish.to fund to meet specifically identified societal needs. If

outside funding is not sought to support.special training programs

there are several other options.. The cost of a program could be

pro-rated to the participants in the form of a tuition. Another option,

though not one of high probability in days of austerity, is support

through in- service. training budget allocations within educational

systems.

The cost of such training programs will be directly affected

by the resolitceavailable without cost in the system in which they

are offered. For example, a large university or a large city public

school sygtem would logically have many internal resources upon which

to draw charged costs. The latter is often referred to as "in-kind"

or internal matched resources.

145
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Although it 4 impossible to identify all expenses that should

be included in budget planning for such special programs, one might

! ;

wish to consider the following as potential costs:

Physical Space
Special Equipment (Video-Audio-etc.)
Instructional Staff S laries and Matching Benefits
Special Consultants and turers
Secretarial and Sup ort Staff
AdministratiVe Staf =1 Overhead
Instructional Materials, Books and Supplies
Office Materials and Supplies
Extra-Curricular Activity Funds
Stipends for Partipants
Travel and Per Diem for Participants, Faculty and Consultants
Printing, Publications and Publicity
Needs for Local TransOrtation

.

ks,

budgetary planning, expenses to be incurred for pre - planning

and post-eitaluation periods should not be overlooked for these, too,

require personnel and resources.

Selecting the participants

The sele.ction of participants for a trans-cultural training

experience is directly related to identified needs and the desired

goals. It may also,. be related to a geographic locale and a specific

concentration of ethnic groups. It seems logical to assume that

such training experiences would be designed not only to facilitate

change in the participants but also to train them to be facilitators

of change.

Other factors that may be considered in the selection process

include: participant ixtures, e.g,ltwo or more ethnic groups;

'educational fields and levels of specialization.and.traiing;

employment settings; age; sex; and institutional admission requirements

146
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where necessary,

It has been helpful in prior selection processes to obtain

brief summaries from program applications explaining why they wish

to participate in the training experience.

Publicity

Publicity should serve two very well-defined purposes: to

inform and to create interest and awareness. Once a special

training program has been designed and funded, it should be publi-
, .

cized to target populations to inform and enlist the interest of

potential applicants. This can be achieved through letters of

announcement, specially designed brochures with tear-off return

slips requesting.applications, professional journal announcements,

newspaper feature articles and through radio and television stations

which will often allot time as a community service.

Newspaper feature stories and radio and television arethe

most 'effective means of communicating with the general. public;

however, announcements can alsobe made in civic clubs and various

other public meetings. The value of informing the general public

:is in creating a heightened awareness of,special social issues and

concerns and of-existing efforts to alleviate-them.

Publicity should not end with pre-announcements. Frequently,

some of the activities in the on-going training experience will be

'"of general public interest. Follow-up publicity -can also be valuable

in any of the previously mentionedmedia or in the form of professional

pubitcations. The latter may be formal summary reports for externally
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.funded projects or articles for professional journ9 s.

Frequently, in the zeal of persbnal motivat/n and belief in

what we are-doing, it is easy to forget that most of the real meaning

resides within us--the "doers." The trick is to share this meaning

and awarenes3 with others. The only means to this end is in co

of communication--an often elusive-accomplishment but one worth striving

towards.

.Physical facilities

The types of training experiences' one wishes to offer determine

the types of physical facilities needed. One should distinguish

between those facilities that are highly essential to accomplishing

. ' instructional goals and those that are highly desirable tosthe physical
. .

comfort-and. .emotional attitudes of the participants.

Prior experiences - suggest that,a. "home-base" room reserved

exlusively for participants in the training program is essential.

This room can also serve as a general'resource, room where materials

can be displayed,, distributed, exchanged, and utilized, and where

participants can congregate in unscheduled time to exchange ideas

and cultivate pers.onal-social and professional interactions. Daily

_announcements, calendars, and appointments can also be posted in

specified locations. This room should become the "hub" of-workshop

activity and house a special resource library.

Other types of physical facilities that should be given con ideration

may include video and audio rooms for observation and participation

(individual and group); small group meeting rooms; faculty offices

148 -
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for work preparatl u and conferences; and various-size classrooms.

ACcessibilit to meeting rooms for physically handicapped

participants is a frequently forgotten consideration.

Schedules: clock and calendar
0

Special training programs frequently are offered in the summer

in three, five, six or eight week courses. ..,The job'commitments and

geographic locations. of the target participants determine to a larg

extent when where, and for how long ;raining programs can be effic ively

offered. These factors can be accommodated by holding training 0

sessions on weekends or evenings.. Outreach programs also require

4
special scheduling considerations since they usually take place in

the work setting of the target population during work hours.

If participants are to be reimbursed for travel, thought must

be given to tne training site in budget construction.

Training programs in which participants attend full time often

tend to be intense and highly demanding. There is a mental and

physical limit to what a learner can absorb and emotionally cope with

in highly valUe*-laden training experiences. Caution should be

exercised to avoid going"beyond this-saturation point.

Scheduling that incorporates and coordinates both structure and-

flexibility is extremely desirable. The structure should provide the

direction and shape the activities of the training sessions, but

flexibility is needed to allow for meeting particular needs that may

arise during the course of the sessions.
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Using .consultants

'

.. .

' The use of consultants has tIcisely
.

paralleled the flow of

0 -
federal dollars in the vast decadc. -Prior to this period, 2w. invited

0 . , .
.

. . .

expertise of the-consultant was indeed
,

'specialspecial privilegp.for all
..

parties concerneo, 'As externarfunding for education is' now

decreasing in proportion to national austerity so too are the"
'

freedom and finandial resources to use consqtants.

Consideration should be given to tfite and federal. agencies,

as'well

special

as national organizations$,',tWat will 'frequently provide

consultants without cost or `for Only travel.reimbursement.

The expertise that is available in local civ4c.groups.,,communiiy-

organizations and within local eduoatioq4 Anstitutions could also

be used effectively. The use of outside paid connUltants is

justified when the desired expertise that is ne;dpd is not availabl-6
,

4
internally, whenethere is a person in the identified speciality that

is known to be outstandingly good, and where the objectiivi(ty,of a

person external to the training system is .desred.
;

Prior experience in administering trans- cultural training...

workshops-offers the reminder

given to,the coordination and

regular program. Consultants

in a natural and relara way.

4
-that carefulconsiaeration should be

4,

sequeniing of consultanti into the

should fit into the training sequence'

.

Therefore, timing and planning for

their partici); ition is important. ",'

.0.

Ektra-curricular activities-

\

Manned into trans-cultural training experiences. Should- thei e

*/1,

It is highly important that social'-interaction

150
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participants themselves be from selected ethnic groups, it is #11

the more important to provide opportunities for interaction outside

the formal learning environment. It is here that many mythical

stereotypes can be brokendown.

In a previously mentioned desegregation training institute

that had fifteen white and fifteen black counselor participants,

it was. discovered that the majority had never been inside a black

person's homeand none of the fifteen black 'participants had ever,

eaten a meal in a white person's home. .None of the participants

had ever walked on public streets with someone of the other race.

One of the activities for this training was an invitation
o

for the total group to the home of a black professor for a water-
.

.

melon cutting and picnic. It yeems humorously worth sharing that

at this event a black female,spit out a watermelon seed that was a

"bullseye" tothe forehead of a white male counselor who was also

a practicing minister from a small rural commanity where congre-

gations were indeed segregated. A chase began between,the'twoin

fun and jest, Tesulting in both tripping over each other and

falling to the-ground'.. Laughter was everywhere and suddenly the

white. counselor realized this fun was O.K. He looked up in

astonishment and said, "Why don't you come hear me'preach next

Sun*? I've4got a feeling worthy of a sermon about human beings."

It was at this activity that the whites realized that blacks also
4

r-.nave nice homes and attractive, clean bathxooms,..'"

Lunth hOtirs also provided opportunities to eat in mixed

/ ' 4

racial groups in publicestablishments, Dormitory housing for

G
1
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all who desired it was also arranged by racial mixtures,

To experience. is to begin to truly internalize what' the mind

may have known but the human emotions- have refused to acknbYledge

in feelings and behaviors. The four walls of a classroom may

frequently be a very constrained learning environment,

The learning atmosphere,

In condUcting trans-cultural training experiences, every

effort should be made to provide an atmosphere for learning that

is as non-threatening as possible. Just the title of "trans-

cultural" or the wordS "ethnit" or "racial" can carry charged

emotional overtones for some individuals.' Although the true test

of the meaning of words' is not so much how we use them as whatpwe

do about what they convey, participants all have their personsal

"semantic wonderlands," Hopefully the training experience will

alleviate some-"word. association fears" frequently related to

stereotyped- images,

b
Other fears may be associatedwith participationin affective

learning experiences, such as personal`grOvith groups jor Mixed
t

ethnic discussion groups, In fadt,'fears may be prOent in just

attending and being a part of an ethnic blend. Time, exposure;

and experience usually lessen all of the4 fears if an atmosphere

of patience, warmth, and acceptance an be maintained,

Instructors and workshop lcaders need to .make every effort

P

to keep in their awareness the "group pulse-beat" and tenor of

the experience as it progresses, It may be necessary to alter

1 2
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develop new strategies and learning experiences if the training

sessions become too threatening. Although a degree.of anxiety

can facilitate learning, intense fears can literally paralyze

effective learning. A delicate balance, therefore, must be sought.

4

The greatest value that could possibly be derived from this

summary of thoughts and ideas is that they would serve as a

beginning for others in planning and implementing trans-cultural

training experiences'. Altholfigh this nation hasmade great techno-

, fogicai and scientific,strides, there is still a human need to

help people grow in their acceptance, caring,' and love\for each

other. A personal definition of "acceptance" is feeling tokerance

and a willingnessto give. recognition to others. Acceptance des

not necessarily mean approval, but it does imply being open to and

recognizing others.

Gilbert Wrenn writes that "your own perception of caring is

a reflection of the person that you are.". Thefe-are hundreds of

:definitions of "caring," but I define it as an extension 'and

giving of one's self to others. In greater depth, caring is not

without respett for self, but it is without thoughts related to

self_

The most complex and least understood of all human feelings

is "love." Wrenn cites Robert Heinlien's definition that well

reflects a meaning appropriate to the present context: "Love is,

that condition in which the happiness bf another person is essential.
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to your own.". Wrenn then asks the question: "DO we' care for

another because we should or because we cannot help caring?"

Trans-cultural learning experiences may provide bridges to

acceptance in helping people to discover that the happiness of

others is essential to their own. pilogues to transcending

cultural barriers are not yet ours--but prologues- are ours for

the caring.
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We all lead groups. We all experience in some way
in our associations with others the feeling of providing
direction or making -decisionsifor a group. Classes, teams,
staffs, counselors and clients, families, dinner companions,
gathfrings of friendsor co-workers, and clubs of various
kinds are all groups. In this paper have c,.been asked L
share what I know about planning and leading groups.in genera]
with attention to transcultural groups in particular. Trans-
cultural.means across ethni:, racial, or socio-economic
boundaries, and almost everyone, in some aspect of his or
her life experiences, belongs to a transcultural group that
fits this basic definition.

Chapter V

1.

Planning and LeadingTranscultural'Groups

Clell C. Warriner, Ph.D.

Transcultural means communication across differences

in age, religion, intelligence, mental stability, sex, education,

financial status, occupation, and marital status, as well as in 8

physical characteristics like height," weight, and visual and auditory

acuity, as well as communication across differences in culture.

Every group is transcultural in' that the members of every group

have hundreds of similarities and differences, both actual

and imagined. If, a group leader makes the error of approaching

a multi-racial or multi-ethnic group As though that difference

were the only or even the most important dimension of

difference within the group, he is asking for ,trouble. In

every group people arrange themselves and each other along a

variety of4different dimensions: the insider and the outsider,



the talkatiVe and the quiet, the thin and the fat, the dark

and the light, the intelligent and the dull, the old timer

andthe newcomer, the well-spoken and the halting, the private

yersonand the sharer, .the poet and the pragmatic, the

outgoing and the shy, the beautiful and the ngly, the rebel-

lious and the conforming, the braggart and the humble.

Knowledge of a person's cultural or ethnic back-

ground does not enable one to predict accurately where that

person belongs in any of the above dimensions. An individual's

' view of himelf varies depending on his or her personality and

the context or frame of reference within which he is functioning.

There is no such thing as a homogeneous group - there are

only greater or lesser degrees of variance anion group

members.

My goal in writing this fiaitr, therefore, is to

set forth in a useful way some ideas about planning and

running groups, at-well as to provide descriptions.of some

techniques that I have found especially useful in groups

where serious communication problems exist between and

among participants (members and leaders). Although the

focus will be on'transculeural groups from the traditional?, .

definition of the word, it is hoped that the reader will
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find the principles and approaches broadly applicable .

th'e writing I have relied heavily on Ruth Cohn's "thew-

centered interactional method" of group leading. I have

found it to be simple, useful and complete and would invite

the reader's study of her theory and technique in her forth-

coming book which is not yet titled. The present, most

complete presentations of her ideas appear in Confrontation,

edited by Leonard. Blank, et.al.

Preparation of the Leader

Many professionals were probably

trained ,as I was, in the notion of leading groups "by the

seat of the pants." At the time that T was preparing to

become a psychologist, it was almost sacrilegious and cer-

tainly laughable if an individual spent much time preparing

to lead a group session. Heavy emphasis was placed on

interpersonal dynamics, openness in communicatiot-1-,--and-n

"doing what came naturally." I have found,, however, that

lack of preparation for group'leadership is irresponsible,

and generally indicates either the group leader's urwillingness
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to undertake the task of preparing for the group or an

ignorance of how to go about doing so. Particularly with

multi-racial and transcultural groups, and groups that are

made up of inexperienced participants, the leader must

provide a format within which the group can interact with

a sense of direction.

With this in mind, I would like to mention a

number of considerations that I believe'a group leader

should try to understand before a group begins. Let me

make it clear that it is probably impractical to consider

every one of these issues. Let me also emphasize that

the group leader's understanding prior'to beginning the

group can often be in error and may need to be corrected

through experience. after the group begins. However, that

does not preclude the leader's responsibility for making the

attempt, and the following factors are highly influential-
.

variables in the globe or setting of any live and worth-

while group. It is important to know as much as possible

about each before the group convenes.

1. Whose idea is it to hold the group.? The

pntext and atmosphere of a group in which the idea came

from the administration will be sipificantly different
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from the one in which the idea of having the, group came

from the_earticipants themselves,

2. Who is coming to the group? The variety of

people willing tb spend the time in this way can tell. the

leader much about their expectations and wishes.

3. Who is not coming and why? Many times key or

important people are omitted from the group. membership either

by their own choice or that of someone else.

4. Who is paying for the. group and the leadership?

The responsibility for or receipt of payment yields either

real or imagined power and influence.

5. What have the group members been told about the

group? Did they have forewarning of the group's formation?

Wete they pressured? Is attendance mandatory? Were the

announcements candid or devious?

6. Who has the clout? Will persons in the power

structure be represented either directly or indirectly

within the group? What is their attitude toward holding

the group?.

7. How does

group- feel about you

tiveness, as well as

the boss or

as the leader

enthusiam and
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an influence upon the way the leader is seen by the group

members.

8. What is the best estimate of what the group

members suspect and/or expect from the group? Members almost

?always bring unrealistic positive or negative fantasies.to

the group based on what they have been told or have imagined.

9. What is the group's associat4on with others out-

side of the group?: How does this group relate to what is going on

in the neighborhood or organization? How may these factors

influenCe the group's reaction and/or behavior in the group

experience?

10. Where is the meeting? Why is it there? What

effect might the selection of the site have on.the members

of the group? The physical setting of a meeting always sets

a mood which must be taken 12.nto'account.

11. How can distractions be minimized? There will

always be distractions of noise, interruptions, scheduling,

emergencies, temperature control or, commitments of members

3

outside of the group which will influence the flow and inter-

action within the group; Unless.n discussion of these dis-

tractions is a major purpose of thegroup, some means of

minimizing them is necessary.

12. What are the facilities? Are the facilities

lapproptiate to the theme or the task of the gioup? It is
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as hard for a group of business executives to warm to the

task of sitting on the floor and discussing the state of Lite

economy as it is for a group of ghetto residents to warm to

the task of .meeting in the sterile comfort. of a large conference

room to discuss crime in the ghetto community.

13. What are the folkways, mores and codes ofthe

group? If the leader's style of dress, speech or mannerisms

are foreign to the group,he leader need not necessarily

adhere to the group's standards; but the differences will

undoubtedly be factors to consider and possibly discuss within

the group.

14. What are the big "hidden agenda" items? What

can you find out before the group.starts about negative personal-

-dynamics? Who hates whom? Who is about to be fired or asked

to leave? Who 'is snubbed or thought to be stupid or unto-

operative? -Who feels. unappreciated? Who are the known big

talkers? In any group where the members know one another,

individual members may become trapped in their. reputations

and find it difficult or impossible to escape these precon-

ceived images held by other group members. If improved
,.

communication is one of your goals as.a grout' leader. your

planning should include these factors.
0
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The leader will want to keep in mind that the group

organizers with whom he/she will be conferring prior to

starting the group probably :.do not have totally accurate infor-

mation. They may be blinded in their perceptions by their

own biases and prejudices, as well as by inaccurate assessment

of individual styles and personality patterns. The leader

should listen closely, include their views in the'planning,

andthen be prepared to change and/or modify his original ideas

and directions. Group leaders should also bearin mind that

-it is generally much easier to be compassionate, understanding,

and open minded when one does not have to live or work with

an individual on a regular basis. The leader need not be

blinded, by other ,people's perceptions and projections, but

it would be fallacious for him or her to believe that other

people's perceptions of their comrades, fellow workers or

family members have no validity.

The Theme-Centered Interactional Method.

a. The Triangle Within the Globe. The theme-centered

interactional method (TGI) conceptualizes group process as

having three main elements (the triangle), all contained within

the context or frame of reference in which the: group functions

103
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(the globe). The triangle consists of: (1) the task or

theme of the group; (2) the "we" factors or interpersonal

flow between and among group members;. and (3) the "I" factors-- -

the idiosyncratic, unique factors brought to the experience

by each individual group member. The globe includes all of

the factors, both physical and emotional, that surround and

intrude upon tile participants in the group. The group leader's

tasks are to understand and anticipate as many globe factors,

as possible; to comprehend the group dynamics so as to formulate

a ask or theme in a way that conforms to the purposes of the

,.. ,
group; and to balance the.group interaction between the task

Ci
.,

.
,

. ..

or theme, the interpeisonal communicition,factors, and the
2

.

individual, : "I ",. idiosyncratic factors thap preoccUpy each member
. , s

49

, of the group. .

4,

b. Theme Setting. A major contribution of the

.theme-centered interaCtional method of group leading is its

emphasis on the importance of a theme to a group. A theme

serves as a generalroad map describing in broad outline the
0

territory the group is to explore. It includes in its structure 4

and wording the leader's best appraisal of the ,genera]. direction

in which the group is to move: The theme also provides a
,

foundation to which to' return when a group becomes stagnated, ,

.
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or when it has sufficiently finished one taskand seems ready

to turn to another. The setting of a theme and the contempla-

tion of it before%the group starts talking exert a great in-
.

fluence over the direction and content of a session, often

without any conscious recognition by group members that they

are attending to the task or the theme at hand. ,

Group leaders who have not tried the theme centered

approach may find it' awkward at first to set an appropriate

.

theme with the group. Leaders may make mistakes in the way

that themes are worded, and may occasionally misread the flow

and interpersonal relationships already present within a

group, attempting to head it in a direction that is completely.,

inappropriate For example, if feelings of animosity and

resentment are running high, a theme such as "Caring more for

nnp AnpthAr" will probably cause the group to bog down'com-

pietely? for the interpersonal feelings are so strong in the

opposite direction that they need to be worked through before

caring can take place. A simple change in the theme to

"Discovering how we avoid 6.rine foi one anothPr t "Dis-

covering how I avoid caring for you" will zero in on theI

.problem and be the catalyst for dramatic and growth-producing

1
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interaction. Leaders should be willing to experiment with

theme setting, for themes can be used in any kind of grol..p meeting.'

The reader is referred to Mrs. Cohn's article in Confrontation

fOr some specific principles of theme setting.

Kinds of Groups

Task Groups. Groups can form or be formed for a

number of different pu,,odses, and these should .be reflected

in themes.for the group. A task oriented group might have

as its theme, "Teaching English 101," "Planning a class party,"

"Preparing abudget," "Planning our weekend," "Assessing our

commvity s needs," "Deciding on a new building," and the like.

In each of these focused themes, the main purpose of the group

is reflected in a task that the group has yet to accomplish.

"We" Groups, A second major type ofrgroup la a "We"

oriented group. Themes In such a group are interpersonally

oriented and are designed to increase the flow of communication

and understanding between and among group members. Examples

of this type of theme include, "Sharing our troubles," "Finding

friends, " "Discovering gaps between us," "Pulling apart -- pulling

together," "Overcoming barriers between us," "Appreciating

differences," or "Sharing our similarities." Here the main
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focus of the group is on fOcilitating interpersonal under-
.

standing and communicatio,4. Generally speaking, as a result

of these groups, a considerable decrease in hostility,

petitiveness and .misunderstanding among gr0up members occurs.
r

Hitt

"I" qs920. A third group is more individual or

oriented. /4emes for this group focus primarily upon

individual nderstanding and personal growthh. Examples of

themes in'this type of group would be, "Helping you understand

me," "Sharing my shyness," "Being a leerier of myself,"

proving my life," "Looking at me thiough your eyes," "Showing

you my distrust," "Opening myself Ito play," or "Sharing my

goal." Such themes are most appropriate in therapy groups,

counseling groups, ChurZh or Sunday school groups,irehabili-,,

tation groups, personal growth groups and others where the

primary emphasis is upon individual self-understanding, ex-

pending capabilities, and enhancing self-awareness and personal

growth.

Disturbances

A group leader must, recognize that

disturbances and passionate involvements take precedence over

whatever else is transpiring.inthe group: Disturbances can
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take the form of physical disruptions, such as noise, temper-

ature variations, or other outside enviromental factors that

make it difficult for individuals within the group to attend

to the task at hand. They can also take the form of personal

discomforts, such as being hungry, having to urinate badly, or

sitting too close to someone who is offensive. Disturbances

can also be mental or psychological, such as feeling depressed,

feeling worried about or preoccupied with some private condern,

feeling intensely angry at someone else in the group, feeling

bored or being unclear about procedures.

A rule of thumb is that any disturbance which makes

any group member unable to lttend to the task at hand needs

to be surfaced and discussed. Often' this procedure is all

that is needed to 'take care of the problem. Op occasion, how-

ever, the disturbance may be so compelling that it needs more

attention. Always, however, dealing with the disturbance -

'oUld only continue until the people involved can return to

the task or theme. Disturbances can usually be ascertained

by watching for signs of physical discomfort, asking the

group directly if there is-anything that is keeping thein.from

being tnvolved in the theme, and paying attention to side

conversations which often contain the essence of what the.

leader needs to know in order to understand rhe.group process

C
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at that moment. Often a simple "go-round" r asking each group

member to retain what he/she was thinking or feeling when the

leader stopped the group process, and restricting each one to

a single, simple comment - will allow the leader tu pick up c

disturbances and factors of which the leader was unaware.'

thing to- remember, however--when the leader conducts a "go-

round," he /she should be prepared fur surprises and consider-,

able individual differentles in the kinds of comments and

degrees of involvement. Even.though individuals have been

trained to ignore disturbancesoi.the fact is that disturbances

usually supersede and interiere with any but the most dramatic

and involved tasks.

'Group Themes and Techniques

In many transcultural

groups the primary goal or target is increased feelings of

"Groupness" or "Weness." This group feeling can only be ac-

complishedtfirough increased sharing, increased communica-

tion and increased understanding betWeen and among group

members.. Listed below are several themes and procedures that

are particularly, useful in working toward increased - feelings

of "Weness" anethat help to enhance understanding, openness

and sharing.
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-1. Recently, I conducted a group where the eleven

members were the profession]- staff in a public school sysl.L.,.

A great deal of antagonism, alienation and poor communication

was reported to exist among the various staff members. in

addition, a budget cut had just occurred which would"necesei-
.

to to the removal of three of them (yet to be announced). The

workshop was planned for just one-half day, and one of my

tasks as the group's leader was to promote increased inter-

personal understanding, cooperation and communication.

- I

First!, I made a brief introductory comment, focusing
. 4.

on my feelings of being over-awed with -the responsibility of

conducting this workshop with a group that appeared to be,under

ti

so much stress. I then suggested "Looking at me through ypur

eyes" as a theme for our first session. I asked the group Nto

pair off with spaces between the pairs throughout the fair*

large room in which we were meeting. I then asked them to

spend two minutes in silence, deciding what they believed the

other person saw in them and believed them to be. When this

period was over, I asked one of them to volunteer to share

f
with his partner what he/she believed the other person saw in

him or her. The recipient was simply to listen. At the ea

of the first sharing, the roles were switched and the individual

1 7 0
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who had been listening shared with his/her partner what he or she

believed the other person thought him to be, Following the

second periodpf sharing, time was left for the couple to

interact.

This is an example of a theme that seemed to be

exactly right for the, group at that moment and worked exceed-

ingly well to focus on projections and imaginary images in

quite a helpful way, When we gathered back together, the

feeling of "Weness" in the grotip had grown considerably, and

sharing was much easier than it had been before, although none

of the reality problems had changed.

2. Because in transcultural groups suspicion, fear,

.misunderstanding, a:ncrefforts at personal and emotional sur-

vival are often present, a theme like "Sharing suspicions"

sometimes will. get the interpersonal ball rolling quickly.

When such a theme is used, after a period of silence to allow

people to get in touch with their feelings and suspicions,

the leader can start °if by sharing his of her.tuspicions in

as honest and straigWorward a.manner as possible, without

being accusatory, attacking or devastating to group members.

It must be remembered that the leader's opinion is usually
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more highly regarded than any other group member's, and the

leader has some responsibility for being selectively auClentic -

certainly much more so than 'any other group member. Even if

the leader suspects that one of the -members is being tostiously

'and maliciously belittling or humiliating of another orris

being a "phoney friend;" it may not be helpful or wise to share

those perceptions in just those terms. One may be honest

without saying all he knows or all he suspects, but a group

leader's willingness to share some of these suspicions whether

theybe right or wrong will generally encourage others to.be

honest and'open about their own feelings.

3. In every group of any but very brief duration, there comes a

time when negative feelings have accumulated to the point where

they become inhibitive and a stumbling block for the' group.

The negative feelings can represent the range of human exper-

ience, because some people find love feelings, sex feelings

and joyous feelings just as negative as.those of hostility,

jealousy, resentment, envy, or sadness. Often when a group

ems stagnated and vibrations of negative feelings and

animosity are clearly evident, a session should and can be

devoted to "Dealing with negative
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This is a theme that many group leaders avoid, Row-
.

ever, t have consistently found it a theme which, by encouraging

expression within the group context of these important feelings,

4

moves the group toward increased understanding and communication.

Working with this theme usually uncovers a variety of feelings

(many of which the group leader was unaware) which may include

a liberal mixture of projection, bitchiness-, impatience, and

boredom, and many messages that imply that in TA terms, "You're

not O.K." The airing of such feelings with opportunity for

feedback is an essential step in any but a superficial group

relationship. Unverbalized and unexpressed negative feelings

always constitute a powerful hidden agenda, and no group that

has the purpose of becoming a well-functioning interpersonal,

Communicative group can' achieve its goal without working through

these inevitable feelings of negativism.

4. one activity which helps people to become aware

of other people's impressions of them is called "Sharing my

impressions." The group breaks itself down into units of no

more than four to six people. Within each small group, indi-

viduals use pencil and paper to share various types o'f im-

pressions, depending upon the purpose of the group. The

reactive questions can vary. "What is your impression of
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each group member?" "What was your first impression of each?"

"What is your impression of how each would serve as a le4der

if this group was involved in a task?" " How do

you feel you might encounter difficulty with this person as

a leader'!" "What would be your impression of this person as

a mother? ...as a dhiid? ....as a business companion?" After

a silent period while Ampressions are being written, group

members can either read their impressions aloud, or they can

give all impressions of individual A to individual A, of

individual B to individual B, and so on. Individuals fan theft

share these impressions aloud or not, depending on the con-

dition ef the group and leader's desire either to increase or

decrease stress and open sharing within the group. Impressions

given this way almost always provide food for thought; and

although group members' pictures of themselves are often jolted,

seldom does this technique become a disruptive influence.

This technique would have been totally inappropriate, however,
--N)

for the group mentioned earlier in which I used the "Looking

at methrough'your eyes," for the hostility and the mutual

mistrust were already so pervasive in that group that open

negative comments would have simply fed the fire.

5. Almost always a feeling of "Weness" or "Groupness"
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will be enhanced or developed if a group building technique

is used. A theme like "Exploring what I've always wanted to

know about you and never dared ask" is inappropriate for a

large group, but it can facilitate building of venemm4 when

only two people are involved in a face-to-face situation.

For example, if fnte rsonal communication is the major con-

cern in a group and if aifeeling of "Weness" seems_ to be

lacking, any excellent techniqUe.is to break the large group

into dyads and" let the two individuals pursue a themes like
--

the one statedtated.above for a period 41 ten -to thirty minutes.

/

At t end. of that time, each group of two chooses another

7
group of two to become a- group of four using the same theme.

When all members gather together in the last part of the

session, they will ordinarily experience a period of stiff-

ness following the intimate sharing that has occurred in the

dyads and the quartets. At this point the leader can help

reduce this feeling of inhibition by asking individuals to

reflect on how they feel about coming back to the larger group.

Sharing these feelings brings the small groups together and

helps promote°Weness in the large group. This technique is

mu superior to asking for a report of the experience in the

small up, for that usually turns into a dead re -hash rather

j than , lively, present-minute situation.

0
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6. In every group, but particularly in Frans --

cultural groups, there are individuals who feel as though they

have a lot to offer and thern are others who feel they have

little to offer. One very nseful theme for dealing with this

situation is "Teaching you -- letting you teach me," A group

of six to eight members is ideal for this exercise. Each

individual is given a slip of paper for each other group mem-

ber. On one side of the paper the individual lists a few

things that he/she would like to teach each other group mem-

ber, Members do not actually have to know how to teach what

they list. The number of items listed for each group member

will vary considerably, but whatever the person chooses to

list is sufficient. After this task is completed, individuals

are asked to turn the pages over and to list on the other side

what they would like to learn from each group member. At

the conclusion of the exercise each individual in the group

has a slip of paper for every group member, indicating the

things he/ghe would like to teach each other person, and on

/
the othet side, the things he/she would 1.1.1 to learn from

the other. Next, individuals volunteerflo have the group- share
/

aloud at the group would like to each them. Or, individuals

vo nteer to call uponthe group/members from whom they would

like to hear. Then, individuals share what they would like
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other' group members to teach hem. This exercise is an

_ 401Cf

excellent one for incretslow interperdonal understanding and

communication and oeigiVing individuals a view of themselves

from the out is best done after the group has met

for a fewitiedgions and individuals have 'had a ch-ance to learn

about achI,Zther, and it should always be fpllowed with an

-oppo'kuidty for discussion, review and feedback to allow

P
expre5Aion of the
/ .

;6 terac tion ,

4)*
aq-

1f

,Iftechnique
i 11a

attitudes

feelings that were.generated during such

7. The Social Thermometer, Let me describe a

which allows group members to express differing

and shades of viewpoints on any topic, This

approach can be used in any size gxoup, 6 to 10 active

participanti being an ideal number. Larger groups can

select or 'self-- select group members to participate, w

the exact number dependent upon-such factors as e

:h44eof time ailable. The group leader
- formulates -

,tre.. dc"

ment such as; "/ believe'Vies,should be incre a44" "I

.... ,.:,i

.4$...co

believe this group is404te of tithe," or b lieve

1,
women need more 1pyl:tnan

AiP
want to,clarifyAe statement

. tr ,

g'..'

men." The par ants usually

''

in some WOr make it more

/
/ --$

7
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explicit, but"the lead &r asks them simply to think tt over '

and decide how they feel or think abtut thag particular

statement. They are then asked to arrange themselves along

an imaginary line drawn down the middle of the room with

total agreement represented at prie 7fid, total disagIdement

represented at the other end and. a neutraLposition inP

the middle. Simultaneously, all participants then move to

the point. which represents the degree

or dis agree with -the s tatement Once

to whial. they agree,

every member is stangliatic,-...:;.:zzlczy

in his or her position, they may ask only one quesEion,

"Why are you standing where you are?" The person answers ,

V 4

but no debate or argument is allowed. Following the ques-

tioning of as many members as is feasible, those .stifillirig

1

are alloKed to change positions if they wish as a result of
::-... . . . -

.
,

new information that they have acquired during, the ques tion-

ing.peiiod. The audience and the group are then allowed

another round of asking and responding to' the question, "Why

do you stand where -you do?" :Li-my experience, this tech-
:

niquf fairOd" to -1-ii4.de .f Or sharing marred points
'-.

of:view in an acceRtable--, non- threatening context that leads

to free discussion and increasekunderstariding among -group

members.
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atrirttg Up the Group's Private World

In trans-

cultural groups, as in most groups, members may be reluctant

to participate freely and openly. Most of us have 'grown up

with the belief that if we have a problem, we should solve

it ourselves rathet than seek outside advice,'help or counsel.

° This belief is common in-many culture.-- Individuals have

learned that they should keep family problems at home, and

should not talk to strangers -abOut them or share the411th

J
people outside the immediate family structure. 'This-belief,

is rooted so deeply in many people that it causes them to

feel like traitors if they disbuss any problems oconcerns

with outsiders, and they feel particularly inhibited if the

outsiders-come from other cultural groups. .9

Equally common is ithe belief ty many persons, that

if 'other people knew what they really thought or Iow they

really felt,-the other people would think less of them, would

dislike them, would notaSsociate with them, or would think .

them crazy or unusual or strange. The group leader's opinion

is usually regarded as particularly important, andgroup

0 members will sOmetimesgo to great lengths to keep the group

lendei from ascertaining their faults, embarrassinghabits,

, 179-
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perceived weaknesses, or personil fears and doubts, as well

as their life problems, It is also very common to find !k.-

dividuals who will talk very freely about their problems or

opinions at the hairdresser's or with the bartender, but'who

are reluctant to talk about theti in any group setting where

'a designated leader is .ieen as a professional, or an-expert.

These feelings of resistance and reluctande,to share,

particularly when the group's purpose is.to promote "Weness"

or to she re "I" feelirigs, must be dealt with fx some manner.

In any dngoing group,a theme needs to be designed to focus

*directly'upon individual and group resistance and to encourage

a more open exchange of forbidden topics or ideas. Examples

of such themes would be, "Shsas.sing.impr4ssions," '_'Sharing a

few of my'drional secrets," "Findl.ng what keeps me from say-

ing what I think (or feel) ," "Remelnbering people I can share
4'

Dealing With Patronizing Helpers

One of the most

common, early problem's in:a group is the group member who con-

veys the attitude that he/she is the knowledge-able one, there
1

to share ideas, directipns and brilliance with the less-fortun-
,

ate group membets.., Top o ten' the perspn who acts this way i.

-



the group's designated leader, Such leadership usually breaks

the group into two main segments r. those who are impressed,

agreeable and generally silent; and those who are unimpressed,

angered, threatened and silent. Common symptoms of this par-

ticular attitude are conveyed in the
4
generaj_impression this

person gives of "having the,solutionpr?in such statements

as, "I used to be that way until<" "You're not acting right,"

"Look what .works' for me," or "Let me tell you 'how to Jo it."

The group leader who notices such attitudes in subtle and not-

so-subtle form coming from a group member, or even from him-,

self, can usually expedite a feeling of '1Weness" in the group

by simply asking he group. members to express their response

to what the rather

'dramatic, but equal

just expounded on h

definite impression

insensitive "helper" has !just said., Less

effective, is to ask the member who has

is\own philosophy'to life (leaving the

.that he/she has the answer to anyand all
ro

problems), "How did what yon just said sound to' you ?" or

"How do you believe the other group member 'are responding to

what you *said?"

The Impasse

In every group's.evolution there,

comes a time when the mood of the-group is down, when people

Jr



are thinking of leaving, when there are feelings of awkward-
,

ness, superficiality, or uneasiness and the group seems tf, be

on the verg'e of collapse. This ,stage usually occurs after'

several sessions have been held, It can be delayed and par-

tially avoided by filling the group's time with enough activi-
0.

ties to keep the membei.s occupied and entertained; but sooner

or later, the group, both indkitidually and collectively, needs

to face its discomfort or,it will indeed continue to deteri-

orate. It iahe"re that the group leader's skill and experience'

come into play most strikingly,

Groups vary in the degree to which this problem

can be confronted directly, but most groups are salvaged and

enlivened if the group leader focuses upon how the various

group members feel about being in that group at that moment, '
, .

, r

whether the group has met their expectations, what they are

disappointed in, and how they can go about achieving for-

themselves what they wish to achieve inn the group. Usually

sf

initiating another activity or being too forceful will simply,

aggravate.the %feelings and increase the likelihood that the

group will.disintegrate. It is at this time that the grOup

leader 'must be firm in his commitment to: group process, be

willing to examine where he may have erred in overlooking

4*
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important factors (particularly negative feelings) within

the group, but know .that the group can work through this

stage to become even stronger and more cohesive,.

This situation is analagous to making ortetsway

in a sailboat from one point to another. in any sailing

venture, wind shifts are going to occur, some of which can

be' anticipated and some of which cannot. When a sudden

thift of wind brings a boat to a standstill, the captain

must then exercise sufficient knowledge, patienpe and skill

to bring his boat into movement again. Such IS the way of

the group leader. Although Sailing and group leading are

skills which-can be taught, truly exceptional group leaders

develop the same keen sense of timing and technique that

also separates great sailors from merely good ones,

Group, Decision Making

i am consistently fafcinated

at the effectiveneqs of a group in which there are good inter-
_

personal communication, free expression of ideas and feelings,

and a relative absence of hidden agendas, For example, when

I served as "the director of a fairly large community guidance.

clinic, word was received that overall salary increases could

not exceed 5% of the total salary budget tor the preceding

°year. Anticipating.a long and difficult struggle, but having

just returned froma workshop with a greit deal of enthusiasm,
/
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I suggested that the various program leaders within the

guidance clinic meet with me and that together we .n

salary levels for all employees: including ourselves. The

only guideline established Was that salary levels could not

exceed the 5% limit. This suggestion met with a good bit of

skepticism. This plan may have taken somewhat more time hut T

found that many significant items were brought up and discussed

and were integtated into the overall budget plan. 3n the

long run, I believe this procedure saved time. Each program

leader was knowledgeablesabout and had helped determine the

final figures, and was able to explain the new salaries in

detail to his or her own staff. It was surprising how much

unanimity existed on most staff positions. In retrospect,

my only regret is that more of the junior staff were not

involved in the sessions. The only complaints and hard feel- 5

ings came from those who were not included in the deAision-
x

making process.. .

Group Distance and Communication Flow

and groups

<

Leaders

can be arranged and can be conceptualized in many

ways, the distance and dimensions

space as well as physicalepace..

rangements is for the leader to be

I J
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in most classroom situations. In this arrangement communi,-

cations flow primarily from he leader to the group with only

occasional input from a grou member to the leader. Such

groups are usually,task-urie ted and generally lick the com-
e

ponent of "Weness" or group c6hesiveness, except as those

1

feelings are generated in sup ort of or in oppOsition to the

leader's view. A dead learning situation like this can be

changed to a living - learning situation in several ways: by

re-arranging the members physically to minimize the distance

between the leader and the group members; by the leader's

recognition of the fact' that, most people cannot.listen to a

leader for more than two or three minutes at a time; by

providing an opportunity for regular and/or spontaneous inter --

,

change the group and between group and leader; by pro-

per theme setting and introduction; and by occasionally

attending to "We and I" concerns within the group.

Another type of group can be conceptualized with the

leadel\ being in the center of the circle of group members.

This type of group is also leUderc,oriented, with communications

flowi4lprimarily.between,individuals and the leader. In this

situati6 it is likely that a large number of individual

Ot
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viewpoints and concerns will be expressed but that very

little feeling of "Weness" or group cohesiveness will c-olve.

Very possibly the leader is taking on too much responsibil-

ity and is not trusting the group members to assume respon-

sibility for themselves, To promote group feeling, the

leader usually needs only to recognize that'individuals with-

,
in the group have much tea -offer each other and to suggest

that individuals speak to other group members as well as to

the leader. Adapting the flow of communication in this man-

.

ner will cause increased feelings of group cohesiiieness to

evolve.

A third picture is a circle of individuals, with

communication apparently flowing at random back and forth be-

tween all of the various members of!the group. In such a

group all members are involved to the extent they wish to

be,- individual and group concerns are dealt with openly', and

the members.generally develop a strong group .feeling: The

leader participates as a grOup meniber, generally speaking,

A
whoseadditiOnalmain concerns are to attend to disturbances

1

, .

that seem to impede .the flow of the group and occasionally
)

to bring the group back to the task or theme if it goes too

fat afield.

L
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Common Errors That Are Made by Group Leaders

1. Some group leaders assume

that in order to be effective, they

must remain aloof and assume the role of a sage or authority

in order to help people progress toward the goal that has been

set. Such removal of one's self from the group process alien-

ates, aggravates and Causes suspicion among the group members

and is completely unnecessary. Group members generally feel

much more capable of sharing.if the group leader also shares -

of himself:, Aloofness is generally a mask for feelings of

incompetency or boredom, either of which, if unrecognized,

cripples group functioning.

2. In an effort to facilitate communication and

good feelings, some leaders will do their utmost to become

a buddy or a companion to the group members. Generally

speaking, it takes group members a long time to be able to

accdpt the person in authority as an equal, and this accept-

ance is generally accomplished by theleader's showing human-

ness andofoibles as well as knowledge and experience.

in this way can the leader be experienced by the group as a

person and a comrade. Nothing falls flatter than a middle-

aged group leader,. raised in a conservative tradition, trying

to relate as an equal or a compatriot to a group of teenagers,

187
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particularly when the youths are from a different cultvral

background. They know and the leader knows that there are

giant gaps in experience and understanding; and it is muCi

.

more. useful to recognize, understand and appreciate the gaps

than to try to bridge them by artificial means,

3. Group leaders do not necessarily have to have

a thorough knowledge of the task at handlin a task-oriented

group in order to lead the group effectively, True, it

might be ideal if the group leader could have a broad store

of information about the task as well as skills in group

leading and the processes of group interaction. It

however, entirely possible for an individual to lead a

group on "Planning our next (semester" or "Planning our

budget" when the group leader has minimal knowledge of

either curriculum design or finance, The leader can see to

it that the flow of communication is facilitated and that a

balance is maintained ,between the task and the "We and I"

forces during the course of the group meeting, Group

leading is not the same as judging, and a group leader can

effectively insure that a variety of viewpoints are expressed

and considered so that the final result of the group's
1

efforts represents the wishes of the majority.
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4. kmajor mistake is to allow a grbup to believe
4

that 'what they need to solve their problems or what they need

to complete the group process is not available to them in

the present situation. It is extremely disruptive to a

group to focus upon materials, people or factors outside the

group situation or meeting room, When group members are

encouraged to make use of the materials at hand and use

their imaginatione, amazing things can happen, If some im-

portant person is not present, rather than spend a lot of

time speculating about how things woulde different il that

person were there, it is much more productive to have

some individual assume the role of that person,:playihg-the

part as authentically as possible, The. human imagination

and human emotional functioning are the most valuable. tools'

of any group process, and reliance on and use of them Will

usually lead to deeper understanding.

In many of our workshops, for example, we have a

'theme called "Opening myself to play." the procedure is- -for

individu is to recall games they played in childhood and to

pick a game that seems for any reason to be important to them.

After all the geMes have been reported to the group, the

C

1
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leader suggeo...-, L4 the group m ilberts that we play as many of

-?
these games as possible, mbets always protest that it is

impossible to play the alr,(aFi because the proper equipment is

not there. or the en trent is wrong; but once the group-

.v

becomes excited 420 using the resources of the room to

duplicate, what4:glready exists only in fantasy, these-sessiods

often becomebeautiful, poignant and meaningful experiences.

Undoub$Odly, one can find exceptions to this principle of
r

us 0§ immediate resources and situation. However; every group

believes that its situation is the exception, and exceptions //':he

are much more rare than are applications of the rule. veer

HeWul Hints for Leaders

1. Insist, in so far as.

possible, that individuals within the group refer to themselves.

in the first,person, Culturally we are accustomed to speaking

of "you" and "they." Communications will be enhanced if mem-
o

bets use .the terms "I" and "We,"

2. Ask that any speaker address directly the person

to whom he/she is speaking. Too often group members speak of

people sitting next to them in the third person, as ig aey
0

were not in the room,

1 9 0 d
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3, Keep'as much of the discussion as possible related'
i 2/

to the here and now of the group, questions like, "Can you

.,-.0

see how that relates herd?v "Who here seems to remind -Alp f

that?" or "Who have you seen here that acts that way?" ave

questions that keep the focus within the group and. keep' the

.4" A

interaction relevant and involving,

4. Set a time for beginning and ending the groups

and work toward that end. Occasi rein ,hders of the amount

of. time remaining are extreme y help fill, and the group will
.

function more effiCientl
-4.

if itAeaware that it must end on

. /..'';'.

6//time. There will b occasion' when groups can profitably

continue past ttclos iatime, but if that{ is the rule rather

than the exception.) otir'group is not doing what it should be

doing ,during tli time allotted, An hour and shelf is usually/

a goO -lert oftime.for group sesspiis. If the group seems
..,..

nbt.:srdper for closure; a simple like, "How .do y

fe.*

hf II

a./about continuing the group or'finishing now?" o "How
. . /

1 1 .

,s/much time do yOu feel we should allot to finish t
/
hist"-wi

1
l

. /
4(' . i, ,

usually provide the leader with all,of the'information he or

/ i

she needs to make thedecisiOn,

5. Encourage members.to spealyorig-ita time.
/

group. can attend to otiisr 667dipCussiou/at a time,. and the

%/0
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group leader may often find 4-necessary 0 insist on

rule. Deciding who should continue should ordinarily not be

the leaders cfcision. vatOnXaason ''.the'leader should ca, .
- -

side conversations into focvs encouraging the individuals
/7

.. ,

-,
whd are engaging in the'side conversations to share their

thoughts with the group. This .procedure is not intended to

embarrass the. individuals but is based, on the observation

that often side Conversationsccontain thoughts or feelings

that need to be brought Out and reacted to by other group

members.

Omeone
,

selves/ .

__.45ateme1_discouragelndiv `duals ,from speaking for
d

el,aeand encourage individuals to speak for them-
/

/Too Often a member will say, "Jane 'had hei feelings.

hurt by what you said," or "You shouldn't talk like' that in

/front of Jane." Unless the group leaderballs attentionto

.the fact that Jane is not speaking for herself, many times

interpretations will compound to the point of chaos.



After writing the substance of is paper andtbe-
,_

fore formulating its conclusion, I traveled\to another state

to hilp.lead a week -long intensive group in which the teak was

to teach the participants group- leadi /g skills as well as to

;

provide a meaningful experience for them interpersoilally.

I

Represented in the group wee Germans Italian4 a Turk, seve-
.

r;il Orthodox Jews, southern OrotesItants, northdadtern liberals,

psychiatrists,.social workers, h usewives and Ulabor.union

organizer._ Group members range in age from seventeen to

sixty. There were people who e external beapty was consider-
,

able and those whose beauty as csseatially,internal. They

also differed in experience,/, background, values, attitudes,

life style, and any number. of characteristics. By following

the techniques-and.usingtmany of the theles which have been,.

.described here, however, the group was::able to work its way

to one. of the greatest, most intensive experiences in which'

\.
I, personally, have ever participated. That is saying quite

,:..,

. ,

a bit,:because I have participated in many. The techniques

..

and ideas outlined in this paper have been shown over and.

1

..

over again to be useful with many lands. of groups and .are es-
,

pecially.effective when barrieis of.etNnicbor cultural dif,
- :

.ferences inhibit communication and understanding. It takes



great patience and practiee. in order to integrate the aboVe,

ideas and.techniques into onets own leadership style, t,it
.

the rewirds.are great.and worth all the effort to acquire them.
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The need to reduce tensions between black*and white students in
a recently desegregated pchool caused counselors to get involved.

Yt

This chapter describes low the use of cross - cultural grgup coun-
seling had .a positive ffect in helping students move from vrcal
and physical confrontation' to dialogue and discussion as a way
of resolving problems. Evalqation of the groups was undertaken,
and copies of Iplesti7onnaire., qdministered to students and faculty
and administrators are inclu.ied in the Appendites, together with
samples of actual tomments made by each group.

Chapter VI

CrossCultiiral Grou
RttducIx Tension

Counseling and Its Effect

Dr. Richard Strub

A

In rece t years, tile civil rights Movement has encouraged efforts

to improve school programs and enrich the learning environment for all

students The attention given.to integration and desegregation of

school has resulted in attempts to develop strategies to increase

the otential educational benefits to all individuals. Many of tnese

at iepts have either failed or 'have been only minimally successful.

r ngingabout change in the schools ismore difficult than might be

anticipated.

In the late 1960's, the University of Northern Iowa, like-in-
..

numerahle other institutions, became increasingly concerned about

the need for better racial understandings among the students. -ln

responding to this need, tine University wished to participate actively

in seeking solutions rather than to assumea compassionate albeit

apathetic stance,.,
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While the university community was attempting to make overall

constructive changes, attention became specifically focused on the

virtually all-white university laboratory school where it was de

cided to try to change the racial composition of the student body.

Since the Community Of Cedar Falls had only a small number of black '4'

.0
residents, it was necessary to enlist the cooperation of the Waterloo

Community School Board and volunteer black families residing in that

nearby city. With this cooperation secured, a bussing program beg4n,

in September of 1968.

The first year of the program was without incident. As the number

of black students increased and the novelty of their presence in the

school wore off, however, increasing tensions during the second and

third year demonstrated that the period of calm was over. Racial inter-

actions'came to be accomplished by erittion--black students with white

students as well as black students with white teachers. Racial and

ethnic slurs appeared on walls and other places throughout the building.

Verbal accusations concerning the honesty-of black students were heard'

expressed by a small vocal group. Black students claimed that they

were excluded from some student elected activities, especially cheer-

leading and student government.

Within the school it Was apparent that blacks and whites were

becoming polarized. Previously ignored or submerged questions re-

gar ling the wisdom of the project were now finding their way to the

7
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surface. It was obvioUs that the bussing of a minority from one

community to another could not, in and of itself, accomplish :be

goal'of increased racial understanding in the receiving community.

Apparent, too, was the fart that bussing was creating some unanti-

cipated negative side effects fur black students. Bussing limited

their participation in after school, activities', and while it did

provide _a situation in which they could discuss their problems and

enable them better to cope with a hostile environment, it proved

counterproductive to the establishment of improved black-white

interactions.

Noting the deteriorating trends in actions and attitudes,' school

officials began to discuss possible solutions to the problems. Ef-

fective solutions were not easily found, and no real.progress was made.

As so 'often happens, the leisurely pace towards a solution was inter-
-,

rupted by a confrontation between a black and a wnite high school male.

During the scuffle, the white student received a kaife wound. The

1-411Loa eo this incident held the potential for imminent group vio-

lence. At this point school personnel determined that formal inter-
.

vent ion was necessary.

Use of Counseling Groups

Because the black students had often discussed their frustrarf.ons

with the school counselors, the decision was made to experiment.with

'
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'group counseling as a means to a calmer limate. Thrws, counseling

groups were forled--one sc-tior high and two Junior y..gh. Initially

the groups were made, up entirely of black students. ,This was not be-
-

cause it was believed that they were the primary instigators of the

problems that existed; rather, it was because,their grievances seemed

more immediate and compelling. The sessions were facilitated pri-

Aarily by a blaclecounselor, with' a white counselor providing limited

assistance. These early groups were primarily ca it in nature and

were intended to defuse the potentially explosivesituat*on. They

were formed to give he black students some assurance that they had

an opportunity to express their grievances and frustrations. The

result was what appeare to be a slightly more reiaTad-ettilude on

1 their part.

'

While the dathars s that, took place in these sessions was valu-
.

able, the black stude is in the high school group realized that they

alone could not redu e the racial disharmony that existed in the

school, If the gro ps were to achieve this goal, they needed to in-

/

clude influential izhite students. Therefore, black students identi-

fiedfied several whit students who were not only influential but who

also on occasion-/had demonstrated negative behavior toward black stu- .

dents and had been participants'in some racial conflicts. Not knpwing

exactly *harwould,happen, and with some apprehension, the counselors

and the secondary school principal invited- the white students who had

199
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been identified by the black dents to participate in the group

sessions. With very few ex eptions, they agreed to do so. This.,

ithen, was the beginning f cross-cultural counseling groups.

The original,

and eight white

one week aft

ior high group consisted of eight black students

tudents in grades ten, eleven, and twelve. Within

the newly forwad senior high group had its first ses-

sion, the lack junior high groups stilted also to-become bi-racial.

One of thelse groups was formed in the same way as the'senior high

group by including white junior high students deemed by black students

to be influential and to have exhibited negative behavior toward them.

The second junior high group was formed differently. Many white stu-

dents in the school expressed the desire to make a positive contribu-

tion toward improving relationships between black' and white students

and volunteered to be involved in the cross-cultural discussions.

---,-

TherefOre, this second junior high group consisted of eight black

students'and eight.white students who had asked to be involved.

The adult facilitators of the' high school group were a black

male counselor, a white male counselor and a black male social

studies instructor who was studying for an advanced degree in coun-

seling.. Sessions were usually hgld once a week and 'sited approxi-

mately one hour. Occasionally two-houf sessions were conducted when

the students felt they -were necessary.

In initial sessions the counselors pointed out the tremendous
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potential that the group sessions had for affecting change -in the

emotional climate in the school. Several basic ground rules that

would contribute to a successful group experience were proposed-and

adopted by the participanti, Some of these were:

1. We cannot help each other if we refuse to be honest, Let's
try not to let our previous idea's get in our way,

2. Try to really listen to what the other person is saying.
Don't just try to convince him, or her that you are-right.
Listen to what he/she says, just as you expe im/her to
listen to you when you, have something to

3. One of the best ways you can lelp othe is to let them
know that they are not alone in whay hey feel. If you

. have experienced the same feelings"; tell them. You may
be surprised to find that you wf11 be able to understand
more about the w# you feel as yoU find yourself talking
to others about how they feel.

4. Do not feel that you have to come to a group solution or
agreement. The purpose of the group is to explore topics
together and reach better understandings.

The student9 were quite guarded and defensive in their comments

in the eavly sessions. It was apparent to tha counseldrs.that'an at-

mosphere of warmth, calm, and acceptance would encourage openness of

communication. The techniques used were not unlike those used in typical

mono-racial confrontation sessions. However, while the counselors were

not entirely aware of it at the time, the interactions' and positive

behavior of the black and white counselors served to model the impor-

tance of clialogue and discussion in building trust, respect, and ac-

ceptance among and between people of different races.

As time elapsed and the students felt less threatened, they began

to communicate more, openly and to deal with such considerations as:



(1) reasons why the blacks came to the laboratory school; (2) feelings

of whites Tegarding Waterloo blacks in the school.: (3) circumbtances

\

leading to'the knifing incident; (4) parental attitudes about integia-

tion; (5) black ntudents' rejection of white students' attempts to be

friendly; and (6) reasons for an unwillingness on both sides to make

friendships.

ThaPjunior high groups tended not to be as confrontation-oriented

in these early stages as were the older students. While they expressed

their feelings and questioned each other, the plunger students demon-

strated more openness and tended to show less hostility toward members

of-the other racial group. Discussions on various topics were more

superficial and less in-depth than those experienced by the older stude

As the sessions continued throughout the year, black student

pressed their sensitivities about things white' students ei r intention-

ally or unintentionally were doing and saying. Whit students in turn

voiced their feelings about actions of black,tndents that angered them.

Discussion also centered on potentially explosive terms like: !'boy,"

"nigger," "honkey," "jungle' bunny," and "you people."

The terms "Uncle Tom" and ',:otleo" were examined, with considerable

dsscussion of their meaning and implications in the school setting.

This led to some clarification of why there was an unwillingness on both

sides, partictilarly on the part of the more militant students, to make

friendships. Black students did not want to be called "Toms," anal white
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students did not want to be ca ed "nigger-lovers."

Hear the end ot t 443cst year and into the second year of the

cross-cultural nseling groups, the students began to be able to dis-

cuss topi that were not so fraught with emotion. Among these were

ead for more black faculty members; the desirability of the school's

having a largpr percentage of black studentsproblems-related to trans-

portatiom(e.g., the difficulties involved in participation by the black

students in after-school activities, and in getting back to Cedar Falls

%for night attiviiies either as- participants or spectators after they- had
o

returned to their Waterloo homes at the end of ,the school,day); the dif

ficulty'of making friends with individuals whose homes were in another

town; and interracial dating and marriage: In those groups where a maw
a

jority of the white students had some degree of empathy with the difti

culties black students had encountered, there were often discussions

about the racist attitudes and actions of society in general and some

students in particular.

An additional development during the second and third yeaFs of the

counseling groups was the students' request to focus sometimes oit dis-

'cessions unrelated to race. They began to examine their concerns rela-

tive to the possibility of the laboratory school's' being closed by the

Iowa State Board of Regents; a visit by a legislative budget committee;

faculty behaviors and attitudes; school regulations; opportunities for

i*
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the students during their free periods; and the potential that the cross-

cultural groups had for effecting change in the school. 1

In more recent years, the counselors have introduced values ci4ri

fication strategies to the juni.,41hiih cross-cultural discussion groups

and to an on-going racially mixed ;volunteer group of eleventh and twelfth

graders. These students were from an independent.study-class,and decided

to form the group after heating a discu sion concerning the nature of

values clarifickltion.

In these sessions the students were encouraged to take a personal

stand on values-centered concerns. Se eral of the individual strategies

dealt with attiaes about relationshi s with others--some specifically

'about racially different people. $om examples of these were:

s ;How Many of You

have a close friend of ano her-.race?
would invite a friend of a othei'iace to your house?

-___ihre apt to go out of .your ay to haye a family of
j>another race as a neighbor.

6 think you are racially pr judiced?
attend a predominan ly Black college?

_ would attend a predbminan ly White college?

Ater the individuals reacted priv tely, they were encouraged to comment,

on their responses if they felt oolhfortable doing so. These rather

structured exercises not)only encouraged self-awareness but*also helped

/

students explore their feelings Ind attitudes by having the opportunity

-.. to interact with peers.
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Thrbughout this three-year period, another form of bi-racial
/ .

group-,inet occasionally. This could best be described as A.direct:

confirontation group. An incident in the hall, in a classroom, or

during the noon hour might trigger a conflict between individuals

or small groups of and black students. 'Emotions would be

extremely high, with verbal attacks and threats being common. he

/confrontation

group would be formed of thoseindividUals moSt

/

direct-

ly involved and usually three or four other individuals' who had a

more`objective view of the' situation and were vitally intiOrested in

the Matter, These sessions often' lasted two or moire hmirs and usually
,

'approacheorsome degree of esolution of the prohiem 14-kora terminating.
/

lun,outgrowth of this type of session and the gross- cultural

groups in general 'came about in the Fall of /1172 f When senior high

students were_offered the opportunity to-be lathe regularly scheduled

cross-cultural groups, approximately twentyehose to do so. Of this

number, only three were black. During fhlfs time relationships in the

school,appeared to be going quite well,/an'd there was a feeling' that

the groups wprenot necessary. -cl'areface, the counselors did not at-.
-

each too much importance to holding the first session early in the

tcnotil year.

Shortly afterwakAs, however, an incident in the_hall between a

black giri,a0d a white girl threatened to cause serious repercussions

o

throughout ine scnool. 'ADistutgedsby these developments, two black.
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students suggested that ;!the stu ents
, .

. 1 _ i 1 .

. ! .'

/oi .Oat closely affected by iebu come should discuss th

involved in the conflict and those-

/ AO greemattempt to resolve
'2.k1

A' l .'
;010 tude

,..1"----A

s

eiefi \

1 : i

The students felt that it Wa
1 .

solution to this anflict aid 4gu

sent. On their 14n,,theyre abl

other occasions/when conflicts aros
L .

dialogue as afttleans to teso4tion o

situations,4ftey worked out -41e dif
/ /

task, they, along wi

meeting.

situatiila and

nts. In an effort to (accomplish this

t council president, i\itiated a group
l

their responsibility 0 arrive at a

sted that no faculty Aembers be Pre-

to solve the problem.' Later,_on

the studdhes began 6 rely upon

i

disagreements.' In some of these

iculties by themselves while at
, ;

;

or the principal forlI assistance.

1

size again that the "strategies,

Iused by pie counselors in the cross-

t as the fact that theistudents
i
,

are of and responsive !to their
)

other EiMe4 they asked tne counselor

It is perhaps important o empn

/ -

techniAues, or counseling app/oaches

cultuiral.Wting were not as *aporta

feki: that adults,in the school were a
;

qfficulties.- Students could'eetha

/tension and unrest and that thy Were

..1-.

the situation.- Dialogue and d icuSsi

1for.ptlySical and verbal attack, Alth

. , .

easily identifiable turning point- in t e relationships betweell black
t. .

and white students in the scnocil, the limate ia the school Ocreasingly
I

improved.' Cross-cultural groui57, counse ing efforts do not deseve1/41111.

faculty were concernelt about the-
.

making a sincere effort to improve

n became acceptable sulistitutes
.

ugh there was no well - d fined,

1

C
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the credit for

as well as the

and especially

a

tnis change in feelings of mutual acceptance/ Time,

efforts tf concerned parents., teachers, addinistrators,

students themselves, had much to do with
/

it.

Evaluation of Effects of Croup Counseiing

An attempt was made to evaluate the effects and impact of cross.

cultural group counseling on reducing tension in the racially-mixed

laboratory school by assessing the reactions of three groups of'persons.

These three groups were the student participands, the 'teaching faculty,

and the school administrators{
I

The instrument used wasia questionnaire developed by the co-
1

facilitators to be adminitteied to participating students (see Appendix

A). Selected items from this student questionnaire were also administered

to the junior and senior high faculty and administration (see Appendix B).

Findings

1. The aaministra rs responded the mostpositively regarding

the effect of-the.cross- ultural discussion groups on racial harmony.

All respondents in this group indicated that without.the group dis-

cussions the degree of racial harmony would not have been 'achieved

and, in fact, would h ve deteriorated. All administrators felt .thit

(

the discussion group had, at the 'minimum, "Some positive.effect."

They
/

,

'BIN\culty was:lesS positive than administrators but slightly.
0 .

more positive in its responses than the student group. Seventy-seven
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percent of

discussion

harmony and

the faculty and 71% of the students indicated, that the

groups had "Some positive effect" on bringing about racial

understanding in the school. In!an item desiinid to elab

orate this facet of trte study, 46% of the fatulty and 14% of the student

participants indicated that without, the cross- cultural discussion

groups, racial harmony would have lessened.

2. ' Seventy-five percent of the administrators indicated that

-
the discussi-h groups offered "Good opportunity" and 25% felt that they

offered "Some opportunity" for resolving differences between racial
.

groups by'dialogue and discussion. All of this same group felt that

the discussions played a useful part in a multi-racial school and that

groups -should continue in following years.

Ninety-five percent of the faculty indicated that the cross-
-

cultural, groups offered "Some" to "Good" opportunity for resolving

differences. Eighty-six percent Of tne faculty and 76% of the stu.-:

dents felt that discussion groups play a useful'` -part in a igulti-
t

racial school. ApprOximately 05% of the'student group indicated

that cross-cultural'groUPS shouldcontinue_in the future, and, 86%

stated that they would like to participate again. No member of any

group inditated that cross-enitural groups should be'abandoned in
1

future years.

. . . .

3. Concerning the degree of openness'and honesty of communication

between black and white students after cross-cultural group counseling
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had taken place, 67% of the s tudent group indicated that students

were able to be "Moderately" to "Very" open and honest in their ex-.

~:pressions. Eighty --six percent felt that they themselves were "Moder-

ately" to "Very" open and honest in their communication.
4.,

When student respondents were asked to judge the openness of

communication of members of the other racial group, both White and

black students indicated that the other racial group exhibited more

"Holding back" and "Faking" of real feelings than did their own.

Thirty-eight peircent ofthe slack students felt Ehat whites "Held.

back,":while only 4% stated that their own racial /group tended to
/

01. SO. Nineteen percent of the whites felt that blacks "field back,"

k while 7% stated that their own racia J. gro p acted in this manner.
.

Although they had no first-hand oppOrttittit3i toudge the frank-,
V

.ness of the dialogue among the student' id the group discussions, all
I

of the administrators and 82%.'of the faculty indicated thaethe cross-

'

cultural-di-WaribirgYoUps-ftad-froWS6me-powitive-efete'to..77qtrodt.-
.

positive effect" on communication. between black and white students.

Po 46ber of these two groups indicated that any negative effect-had

occurred in communication between black and white students.

4. In regard:to student attitudes toward racially different

"students after cross-cultural group counseling had taken gace, the

Administrator and faculty groups were more positive in their esti-

mation of attitudinal change than was the student group. All of the
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administrators and 59% of the faculty indicated that they noticed

"More tolerant" student attitudes after the discussion or coL-,seling

sissionslthan they had previously observed.. Twenty-seven percent of

the faculty thought that the attitudes were "About the same" after

the discussionp had taken place. Only 28% of the students felt that

they were "More tolerant" of students who were racially different

from themselves after involvehent in the cross-cultural group dis-

cussions. Fifty -two percent felt that their attitudes were "About

the same," with 10% indicating that they felt'Less tolerant" after

being involved in the groups.

5. 'All of the administrators felt that crosi-culturafdis-
-.t.

cussi8n. groups had' had "Some positive effect" on` the attitudes of

thOestudents who did not participate. Fiftylnine percent of the
./

Oculty felt that there had been "Some positive effect" on all stu-

/dent/

in the school, while 36% indicated that there hadheen "No

/
.

.

, /effect." No hember-of these two groups stated that a negative el
IL ' 4

,

71 fectfp s udent attitudes had taken place.
Cf

/ :Fogy-eight percent of the students agreed that ,e- .groups had
. 7 ,

II. 0

a positive effect on the attitudes of-the ma students

in theschoel. Twenty-nine percent did n t agree that there had been

a positive effect, with 23% not responding.
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Non uantified Observations

The group facilitators, administrators, and faculty made a number

of observations and drew several conclusions regarding the effects of

the cross-cultural counseling groupi. These were not supported by re-

. :.

sponses to the questionnaires or precise evaluative criteria, but were

still felt to be important considerations.
,

/ " -.----.--- - ...

-

,

1. As the number of.sessions' increased, in 'he senior high gr601,.

-,

there was a movement away from direct confrontaticin and, also, an obser-
, . i

vable reluctance to communicate: openly. -Nevertheless, students continued

. I

to come to these Sessions, demonstrating, in. thetopinion ofthe group
i . .

,

facilitators, a willingness 'ti l wort toward.a better understanding'.
.

. ,
'I' . i

2, The junior nigh group that was formed firimarily'of students

who had volunteered for involvement in cross-jultural discussions was
.1

easier to' facilitate.- The prOcess of developing trust, group cohesive-

ness and communication within this group mov4dmore smoothly as the

sessions continue4.711mr-the-Personzrlif-eeting-s-were-expressed,

1

but without the defensiveness-and'open confontationthat were obser-
A

I

vable in the other groups. 1

3. One of the greatest sources of frustration seemed to develop

after students had identified: problems but felt unable to resolve them.

.
this inability resulted largely fromithe fact that the problems identi-

fied were mainly those stemming from the fact that the students! home
..r!

2.communities were so far,apavt.

211
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4. The volunteer junior high group developed a fairly strong

level of cohesiveness. Aft .n.feellug that they had become oin.'nf a

group, they: expresse the desire'to explore interactions wit one

another in ways other than throUgh group discussions.. Subsequently,

some sessions were spent in game-type activities. Later, both junior

high groupt organized-an after- chool picnic to' experience a different

type of-jnteraction and other ,Ntlys of relating to one another.

5. Although many studentA expressed through the survey that

race relations at the laboratory school'were not mach better than

they were before the cross-cultural groups began, they did indicate

that they experienced an iner4ased level of,awareness of howIthe XV70
. :

races differed ,culturally. Tie white students indicated that"they
4..

understood the attitudeg and temperaments of black students better.
f

Black students 'also expressed! a better understanding .,of attitudes and

temperaments Of white students. Individuals learned more about them-
.

selves and their value systems as they explored their feelings relative

to- racial issues.

6. One example of observable change'.occurred in-the.white'tenth-

grade male student who had been involved in the knifing incident that

precipitated the organization of the groups. Although he conaented.to

become o member of a discussion group that first year,

active parjticipant. He eventually-ask6d to leave the

that he felt it should continue but that he could not

2.1 2
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tively, As a senior, however, he was one of the students direc OJ.y re-

sponsible for organizing a series of discussion sessions when flt was

apparent that tension was beginning to build up between racial groups.

While he was not involved in the incident, he felt that taking through

the problem was preferable to alioidng it to. erupt posse y into a

physical confrontation. He had indicated from thelbegyining that he

- felt the group discussions were valuable but until heiAatured, he

could not actively participate and contribute in a positive way.

7. Cross-cultural group counseling allowed it( oth black and white

students to express some of the emotional feelings and anxieties they

hid about racial issues. After, listening to others communicate their,

frustrations and concerns in the group,sessio
/
s, individuals were often

Inrelieved and reassured to find out they Vex not alone in their feelings.

Thus, they became able to ,examine their olk concerns 'more realistically

//
8. Afterbeing involved in discntb-card-fcr-ti4a-years, senior

;

high black students appeared to bt m r/e interested in meeting with stu-

and objectively.
0 A

*. D.

..

dents who had the potential to effect:direct change in school social
. .

.

interactions. They preferred thik to meeting regularly with perqonG

who. had voluriteered for* discuss on groups for altruistic purpOse'S.

Black students wanted to deal /with individuals who could achieve solu-

tions to problems rather th simply engage in intellectual discussions

7on. race' relationships.

23 .
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9. Manstudents-who were not direCtly involved in
. -

expressed a desire to join; Others expressed the feeling

I I

the gr9u0s

than. St was .

... good that something was being tried, even though they did not care to

be involved.

10. It is not possible to assess accurately the contrlbutions

that the group discussions have had on'student behavior, but listed

beloare. some general.observations of faculty and administrators

relative to student behaviors and student interactions; (1) more

/ black students became engaged in extra-curricular activities, e

/'' music, drama, speech contests, athletics, cheerleading, pep c lb;
,/

(2) a more relaxd atmosphere prevailed throughout theschoo (3)

g,

blacks were elected to-the student qounci (4) blacks and bites

jointly worked on a plan for a student center; (5) joint ileaning

for an all-school dance resulted in the utilization of a black mu-.

sical group; and (6) black students appeared to feel t

express their grievances.

Appendix C and D contain commentsmade by stud

taken directly from responses to:selected items fr,

at they could

is and faculty.

m 'the questionnaire.

Implicationa for Use in Other Schools

/'
LOcal community attitudes, quality of persOnnel, administrative

openness to confrontation, and other factorsw?uld influence the effects,

this kind of program might have in other settlings.. However, school
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systems experiencing tensions between racial groups might like to

consider the results of this program as hey attemptto develop

strategies for improving race relations in their own settings,

' Listed below are some recommendations for program developers

IT they wish to implement such a program:

1. Student involvement in the'discusslon groups should be

orb' a voluntary basis.

2. Time limits on the sessions spould be as flexible as

possible, particularly if the session/i
/
s-highly confrontive;

/.
3. Students should have the./Opportunity to"take some re-

,

sponsibility for Organizing, structuring, and conducting the groups.

4. Other than to assure the physical safety of the parti-

cipants, few group rules should exist.

5.- 'The school administration must-support the concept of

cross-Cultural group counseling if it is to be successful. Dif-

ficulpigs and uncertainties that arise from such an undertaking'

cannot be worked out withodt this commitment on the-part of the

,administration.
4.

6. To foster cooperation, the facilitators of the groups

should=keep the school administrators informed of developments,

within the groups. They should also -give feedback to faculty on

the development and progress of the entire project.

ti
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7. Discussion content does not have to focus exclusively on

racial issues. Exploration of values, cultural differencis,

considerations, or communicationkills are examples of content for

group discussion. that lend themselves well to this kind of experience.

8. The group counseling model should be flexible and able to

adapt to the changing needs of 'the students.and the school.

9. Black and white co-facilitators should be used if at all

possible.

10. While not desirable, conflict or confrontation often act as

catalysts for productive cross-culturai group.sessions

.11. Values clarification strategies and other human relations'

training techniques have muchpoteritial for cross-Culturalgroups.

One of the major purposes OsfAffeifYgronps is. to aid individuals to

interact positively with '-racially different people,

12.. The lower the greadlevel at which true integration is

achieved, the better the possibility of students being able to ex-
//

perience a feeling o4alonging.

13. Soc4.1 events that bring students together outside of the
,

school shoUld be encouraged. Interaction in settings other tnan the

classroom or counseling group can increase underitanding of other

cultures as-Well as deepen individual insight nto and appreciations

for one's own cultural background.
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Appendix A

Student Questionnaire

This guestionn'aire will gather information about the
cross-culture discussion groups. ince you participated
directly in the discussion groups, our opinions are
of great importance to us'. Please' .-spond to each
item. If you would like to write a..itional comments,
"PIUNse use the space provided or the back of the sheet.
Be honest; direct, and complete. Yoursuggestions.
and recommendations for improving, the discusdion groups
are appreciated. Your responses will be kept confidential.

. Your present grade: (check one)

[ 1 7 [ 1 8 [ 1 9 [ 1 10 [ 1 11 J1 12

2. Your sex: (check one)

[ ] Male [ ] Female

3. Last September at the start Of the school year,
how did you feel race relations were in the school?

[ ] Good

[ ] Average

] Pobr

Commends:

C.8

4, when you first heardIthat a part of Waterloo would
be in the Laboratory School attendance zone, what
did you think of the idea?

[ ] Thought it was a good idea

[ ] Thought it was a 'bad idea.

Comments:

2 i 7
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5. How do you feel not/
.

with regard to a part of
Waterloo-,being in the Laboratory School
attendance zone? \

. .

,
.,

( ) Think it is..a:goOd. idea

( ) Think it is a bad idea

Comments:

*

6. How would you rate race relations within the
Laboratory School compared to race relations
outside of.school?

( Race relations are better in the school

(I Race relations are worse in the schoul
0

[ 1:Race relations are about the same in the school
and outside of school

Comments:

v-!

7. Do you feel that racial harmony.within the.schcrol
can be achieved by leaving it to the students- -
that is the students will naturally achieve/
this byhemselves?'

( ] Yes

( ] No

Comments:

8. Do you feel that b.ross-cultural discussion groups
have a useful part to play in a multiracial school?

[ ] Yea!-

tio

Comments:

3
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9. To what degree have cross-cultural disdussion
groups in the Laboratory School helped to, bring
about racial harmony and .understanding?

[ ] -The discusqions have. had a greate positive
effect on all segments of the student body

( ) The disbusslion groups have had a great positive
effect on those participating in them

[ ] The discussion groups have had some positiVe effect

( ) The discussion groups have had very little effect
on anyone

[, ] The discussion groups have had a negative effect

Comments:

.10. What is the greatest source of racial disunity in
the Laboratory School?

( ) Influence of: parents

( ) Not all students live in the same mmunity

] Possib* loss of friendships 0 see
esociating interracially

( 3 Other (specify)

Comments:

11. To what degree have the co nselors (Mr. Brown,
Mr.wkainey,1Mr. Strub)

(

been sensitive to yOur ideas?

[ ] Very sensitive

) Moderately sensitive .
\

...:.._-" \
i" [ ] Not sensitive

Comments:



A

.12. Do you feel comfortable (at'ease) with the co nselors?

[ ] Very comfortable

[ ] Moderately Comfortable

[ ] Uncomfortable,euneasy

Comments:

13. -Do the counselors seem up-to-date?

[ ] Old ideas, old fashioned

[ ] Nevi ideas, modern

[ ] .Flexible points -of -view

Comments:

14. Do you feel that most of the others in the cross-
cultural discussion groups expressed themselves
openly and honestly?

[ ]. Very open'and honest'

[ ] Moderately open and honest

[ ] Held back, faked their real feelings

Comments:

15. Do you feel that expressed yourself openly and
honestly in the cross-cultural discUssion groups?

] Very open.and honest
;

[ ] Moderately open and honest

[ ] 141d back, kept true feelings, to yourelf

Comments:



a 7

. (Black students only. White students should skip
this item and 'go on'to question # 18.)
Do you feel that most of the white students
expressed themselves openly and.honestly in the
discussion groups?

( I Very open and honest

f Moderately open and honest

( I Held back, faked their real feelings

Comments:

-r

17. (Black students only.) Do you ,feel that most of the
black students expressed themselves openly and
honestly in the discussion groups?

Very open andhoneAWI

( Moderately oped and honest

( I Held back, faked their real feelings

Comments?

18. (white students only. BlAk students should skip
this item and go on to question #21):)
Do you feel that most of the black students expressed
themselves openly and honestly'in the diScussion

. -

groups?

) (1 Vev open And honest

1 1 Modex.ely open and honest

( )Held back, faked their real feelings

Cmiments:
221
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19. (White students only.) -Do you feel that most of
the white students expressed'themselves openly
and honestly in the discussion groups?

( ] Very open and honest

I.] Moderately open and honest

[ ] Held back,- faked their real feelings'

Comments:

20. Would you like to participatb in a cross-cultural
group again?

[ ] Yes

( ] No

Comments:.

21. Do you think there should be cross-cultural
discussion groups next yeak?

k 1 Yes

['I No

Comments:

22. Do you feel that other teachers should be involved
in the cross-clAtur. discussion groups?

( ] Yes

] No

Comtients:

47'
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23. Do you feel that the principal (Dr. Albrecht)
should be involved in the cross-cultural discussion
groups?

[ ] Yes

] No

Comments:

24. Since you have been involved in the cross - cultural
groups, how has your attitude.changed towards .

fellow students who are racially different from.
yourself?

[ ] More tolerant

[ ] Less tolerant

( ] About the same

Comments:

25. Do you feel that without the cross-cultural groups,
racial-harmony would have

f ] Les4ned

[ ] Remained as it was

] Increased

Comments:

26. How should the cross-cultural groups operate?

] Mostly talk (discussion)

] Mostly other activities.. Specify activities

Comments:

2 2. 3
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27. What is the best feature of the cross - cultural
discussion groups as they were conducted this
year? (Use the back of this sheet for additional
space if needed)

'28. What is the worst feature of the cross-cultural
discussion giotgs as they were conducted this
year? (Use the back of this sheet for additional
space if needed)

224
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Appendix B

Facility-Administrator Questionnaire

tl

,This questionnaire will gather information about the=
/". cross- culture discussion groups. 'Yotr opinions are

of great importance to us'. Please respond to each
item. If you would like to write additional comments,
please use the space provided or the back of the sheet..
Your suggestions and recommendations for improving
the discussion groups are appreciated.

'1. Your subject area and grade:

. .

2. How do you feel now with regard to a part of
Waterloo being in the Labdratory School attendance
zone?

[ Think it is a good idea

Think it is a bad idea

Comments:

3. How would you rate race relations within the
Laboratory School compared to race relations
outside of school?

IT Race-relations are better in the school

[
j"^ Race relations are worse in the school

[ Race relations are about the same in the
school and outside of school

'COmments:

V

. Do you feel that racial harmony within the school
can be achievedby leaving it to students--that is,
the students will naturally achieve this by themselves?

[ Yes

No

Comments:,

2 25
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5. Do you feel.that cross-cultural discussion groups
have a useful part to play in a multi -- facial
school?

(1 Yes

( I No

Comments:

6. To what degree have cross-cultural discussion groups
in the Laboratory School helped to bring about
racial harm..ny and understanding'?

[ The aiscussion' have had a great positive effect
on all segments'of the student body

( ) The discussion groups have had a great positive
effect on these participating in them

( j The diicussion groups have had some positive effect

(,) The discussion groups have had very little
.

.

effect on anyone ,

-( 1 The discussion groups have had a'negative effect

Comments:

7. Since the time when cross-cultural group discussion
first began, mhat are your perceptions of attitudinal
changes of students toward fellow students'who are
racially different from themselves?

E. 1 More tolerant

AA Less tolerant
/ f

11 About the same

( ) Other
/

( ) No response

Comments:
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8. Do /you feel that without the cross-Cultural group,
ial harmony would have

1 Lessened

1 Remained as j.t was

[ ] Increased

Comments:,

9. How would you characterize the effect/ rovided by
the cross-cultural discussion groups,on the
degree of communication between black and
white studefits? . /

/

[ ] Strong positive effect /
r

/

[ ] Some positiVe effect

[ ] No effect

[ 1 Some negative effect

[ ] Strong negative effect

Comments:

10. How would you characterize,,the opportunitiesprovided
by the cross-cultural,discussion groups for racially
different students to resolve differences by
dialogue and discussion?

[ ] Good opportunity

1 Some opportunity

[ ] Little opportunity

[ ] No opportunity-

[ ] Other

Comments:



11. How would you characterize the effect provided by
the cross-cultural discussion.groups op those
students who did not directly patticipate'in them?

I j Strong positive effect

( I Some positive effect

( ] No effect

() Some negative effect

[ ] Strong negative effect

Comments:

12'. What is the greatest source of racial disunity in
the Laboratory School?

( ] Influence of parents

( ] Not all students live in the same community

( j Possible loss of friendship if seen associating
interracially

( j other (speciy)

Comments:

13. Do you think there should be cross-cultural
discussion 4roups,next year?.,

( I Yes

( I NO

Comments:



.:-

I

14. Do you feel that teachers should be involved in
the cross-cultural discussion

r

I ] Yes

[ ) No

Comments:

L

I. -

:.

:
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Appendix C

Selected Verbatim Student Comments
to Questionnaire Items

-

The following are representative comments

of written responses students made on the qUestionnaire.

In several instances, individuals made both a written

response and checked a response option available to

them.

he question itself is listed followed by some of

the cotments.-

Question 7: Do you feel that racial harmony
within the.school can be achieved by leaving it to
the students--that is, the students will naturally
achieve this by ,themselves?

I don't think the studenti really can 'do it themselves
but they can achieve it a lot better than adults,
who can't 'do-it at all.

Everyone is too afraid of anyone from another race to
associate with them, so race relations tustADe4givea
a push.

For some' students yes, for some students. no, I mean
there is still prejudice and stuff though in our
generation it is sort of snuffed out._ But some kids
need prodding.

If the students want to be friendlithey will and if
. they don't they won't and nothing anybody can say can
change their minds.

Question 8: Do you feel that cross-cultural
discussion groups have a useful part to play in a
multi-racial school?

It gives you a chance to ask questions and let your
feelings be known. You can find out things you might
never have known.

' .

I feel that sometimes in the group the discussions are-
very good. The problem is, everything is forgotten until
the next meeting in a small class room.'
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BeCause it helps to.find put why the blacks have
problems,talking 'to the whites and vice versa. Also
where they feel uncomfOrtable so we can change it to
make them comfortable.

I still think it is more good than bad. At least it
is a step, it may be reluctant and shakeyr but
hopefully, someday we can strengthen that step and
make it strong and good. That would never happen
if we never tried.

Question 14:. Do you feel that most of the others
in the cross-cultural discussion grodps expressed
themselves openly and honestly?

Most were' very open and expresssd their feelings.
But I got the impression from some-that they bad to .

put an a show and agree or disagree instead of saying
what he or she felt.

. r

Question 16: (Blabk students only. White students
-. should skip this item and go onto question 18.)

Do you'feel that most of the white students expressed
themselves openly and honestly in the discaisiow"
groups?.

wI don't really know, for some reason I don't think
they -say what they feel, because as.soorias they get
in their little groups they _go- baak to the way they
were before, the

, -

Question 18: (White students only. Black
students should skip this item and go on to
question 20.) Do you feel that most of the black'
students expressed themselves openly and honestly
in the discussion groups?

can't answer this. But I must say-that it appears
that they are not too concerned with showing their
feelings unles6 upon fire from racist whites.

Question 19: (White students only) Do you
feel that most of the white students expressed
themselves openly and honestly in the discussion
groups?

The whites are more aggressive and seem. to talk more.
They appear to be more sensitive and care about this
issue. Except for the racist whites who attack or
are apathetic and don't come.
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iQuestion:20: Woad ycu like to-participate
in a cZoss-culturil group again?

It really sort 9f depends, because I think it sort
of should be a bigger group and with teachers in
order to get anything accomplished:

Question 24: Sinde you have bbtai invavetr,in.
the cross-cultural groups, how has your atAitdde
changed towards fellow, students who are radially
different from yourself? 4 -

4 .

or. gained any undestanding to change it. Vfle .,
I Can2t say it changed.. I never

r
I did a little.) A

.,

4

s>

O

2.32
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Appendix D

Selected Verbatim Faculty Comments
to Questionnaire Items

The following are representative comments of

lititten responseS faculty and administrators made

on the questionnaire. In several instances, indi-

Viduals made both a written response and checked a

response option available to them.

The question itself is-listed followed by some

of the comments.-

. 'Question 4: Do you fe'el ttiat racial harmony
witEriiihe school can be achieved by leaving
it to students = -that is, the students will naturally
achieve this by themselves?

While the ultimate proof will be the kids, it is
clear to me that adult intervention, guidance, and
shaping will be necessary at every stage of the
program. Kids too often don't have the maturity and
information needed to solve disagreements themselves.

Certainly this would be true in some. situations,
and with some. students. However, to progress and
improve understanding, it cannot be left to chance.

Not as effectively as when all concerned are involved
in promoting understanding and harmony.

The students will naturally form into groups. These.
groups may-or Tay pot follow racial boundary lines.
If the groupg are racial--loyalty owes to the 4roup,
.and racial harmony, becomes very difficult.

lb

I think they need some help and guidance because of
presfures they may be experiencing at home or in
the community. -

Not at the secondarylevel,-at least. Parental ald
peer group influences are.too'great.
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It seems to me that a school is a community of
people--the young ones are called students, the
old ones are called faculty, but all are people.
Racial harmony is a condition among people, all
people, and all the people in the community (school)
need to be involved, and cooperate, in achieving
racial harmony. .

'Students need to be "pushed" gently into situations'
within which understanding can be reached.

The students seem t6 feel this way. I think many
white students are more to fault for disharmony
than the black students. t

True racial harmony will be very difficult to,achieve
within the school until there is racial harmonli
within Society at a whole. I would expect the raci41
harmony in school to be more or les§ dictated by the
"conditions (racial) with the community, state and nation.

Racial harmony must be across faculty-student lines
'too. Student-student racial harmony must ultimately
be achieved by those involved (the studente themselves)
but the faculty and administration-can help create
the atmosphere and structure conducive to achievement.

To achieve this 'social goal requires matu ity--and if
these students possessed the mature minds needed to
achieve this goal, they wouldn't be here in the first
place.. They definitely need guidance.

Adults influence strongly, children hear and act.
There seems to be a Wider acceptance all around with
.smaller kids. Kids learn prejudice from othersmost
are not "color" conscious till its pointed out. .

The younger children, as a group, seem more able to
enjoy one another--if left alone. Older kids are
more wary than when fewer Waterloo kids were inclass.
This is for both races. "Some Say"--too much was
expected and advantages were taken. I really don't
knowmyself.

But neither can we (the faculty)' impose racial harmony;
It must be a cooperAtively planned and executed action.

May be more true of elementary age; should get better
after several years of working with each other through
elementary-secondary years..

.
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Discussion groups are extremely incortant, phis
concerted effort by all staff. members and students.

Society and the external forceS must come into
balance before the school will.

Correct societal behavior is learned.

Question 5: Do you feel that cross - cultural
discussion .groups have; a useful part to play in
a multi-racial school?

In our school it has made a noticeable difference.

It provides an opportunity to express ideas or feelings
that may otherwise be repressed and fester if con-
structive opportunities to develop understandings
are not available.

The discussions have probably led to the easement
of potential problems.

Let us chang'e the organization, time held, greater
involvement of students and teachers.

Airing ideas and grievances,often turn out' to'be
nothing, more- than lack of understanding. But- -all
have to work at it; it is not .a one-sided operation
with one giving and one taking all the time.

You must communicate.

Question 6: To what-degree have cross-cultural
discussion groups in the laboratory school helped
to bring about racial harmony and understanding?

The greatest-effect hadbeen felt by those partici-
pating, but insights gained do transfer to a degree.

I feel the discussion 'groups were not continued long
enough.

I think they have helped "clear the air" at times
when tensions were high.

Noticed a lessening of 'tensions, but unable to
determine if cross-cultural discussions helped.

I. suspect that what we have is a facade rather than
real harmony and understanding.

.
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Question 7: Since the time when cross - cultural`'
group discussions first began, what are your per
ceptions of attitudinal, changes of students toward
fellow students who are racially different from
themselves?

There is no question that there has been real rowth
infattitudes and cultural understanding.

. \.

There has been a different feeling in the building
this year. 'The atmosphere is morelike a feeling
that each_ situation has to be weighed in its own
context and judged. Rather than an instantaneous
reaction by all.

It is conceivable that the students are just getting
used to each other but it is likely that the attitudes
have been changed faster due to the cross-dultural
group discuslions.

-:

1 e more toleration, but not to the extent the
t r
r
m "more" implies.

Question 10: How would You,characterize the
opportunities provided day the cross-cultural
discussion groups for racially different students
to resolve differences by dialogue anddiscusiion?

As I understand it, this has been one of :,the principal
features of the program, and, in my opinion, one of
its strengths. - ..

_

DialOgue*is a beginning, the classroom iiI'a con-
tinuation of the dialogue. -

There have been plenty of opportunities, if that is
what is implied.

i

Question 11: How would You-characterizejghe
effect provided by the'cross-cultural discussion
groups on those students who did not directly
participate in them?

The main benefits have been to the participants, _,- -

but direct feedback to other students, and observation
of changed attitudes and behavior has, been of value
to others.

The greatest.effect has been felt by those participating,
but insights' gained do transfer to a degree. .

°
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Question 13: Do you think there should be
cross-cultural discusiion groups next year?

I encourage the gui.da ce staff and administration
to continue the prof t indefiditely.

involvement,of more ids. There is a danger of
No question about 't I do think there should be

"clubbiness" built 4/1t.o the present structure, it
seems to me.

It should be expanded to include more students and
a greater: cross section of the student body.

But I'm not"sure they should be called cross-cultural.
Perhaps what'.we need is sensitivity training.

f

Again, I,do not know what effects, positive or
negative, )thediScussion groups have had, but they
appear to be one method of getting problems into
the open.

As long as students feel there is value in them.

1

If we have the commitment to this program that,we
claim we have, then there ought to be some means
found to involve all our students in this piogram
and without taking them outof academic classehL.-
perhaps, we could substitute cross-cultural gtbups"
for the lounge periods. When students/are taken
out of regularly scheduled classes, you are depriving
them of equal educational opportunities. Futther-
more, when you fail to involve all students in the
cross - cultural groups, you are-still depriving them
of equal opportunities--you are lucky someone hasn't
filed a, court suit against you. FurthermOre, to take
students out of a teachet's class is a litolatioh of
the school's contractual obligation with:that
individual teacher.

9.
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1

Widespread desegregation efforts are causing an increasing
number of schools to become racially heterogeneous. As a
result, school personnel, students, counselor educators and
communities need to develop skills in working with minority
groups., To this end, governmental policies and guidelines
have been established to promote programs and practices that,
will help effect. armonious relationships for all concerned .
On their own initiative, schools have undertaken programs
designed to ease the implementation of desegregation and
facilitati the awareness and acceptance of minority cultures.
This chapter examines several exemplary efforts--a state-
mandated policy established and carried out in Maryland,
the comprehensive federally-funded Center/Satellite Projects
implemented regionally, an attempt by one university to
respond to the particular needs of its minority students,
and an approach.to transcultural counseling from "the other
side of the fence."

-Chapter VIII

Exemplary Programs, Practices and Policies

Carol K. Jaslow

According to popular theory, the Colonel's lady and'Rosie O'Grady

are sisters under the skin, but in the reality of everyday living it

just isn't so. Each reflects the characteristics and behaviors assimi-

lated during a lifetime of widely differentiated development.

So it is with the ethnically different. ath group has been nur..-

tured in an environment unique in its culture and mores. For most, the

only common denominator is the school. Hire all Americans are presumed

to be equal, and, as such, are expected to conform to the existing mold.
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Many don't, won't--or can't--fit. Fortunately, society, and more par-

ticularly the schools, are becoming increasingly cognizant. of and sym-z

pathetic to the need for change. We are recognizing that to be "different"

is not only acceptable but desirable. We are coming to grips with the need

not, only to understand. and appreciate our "different" youngsters but to

help them on their terms rather than on ours.

School personnel in general and counselors in particular are making

efforts to learn more about the uniqueness of the subcultures with whom

they, work. From these learning efforts have emerged a number of spec43.

ized programs designed to create- awareness and acceptance of cultural

differences, build self-esteem and self-acceptance among the ethnically

different, and; help counselors and counselor trainees to, work more ef-

fectively with' their subculture-clientele.
1

Good cou ri seling programs are usually the result of many faceted

efforts. Frequently, they reflect policies.made not only inta single

schoorsystemlbut also at district, state and/or federal levels. This

:chapter will iook at exemplary efforts which have been implemented at each

of these levels, with'a view toward illustrating not only what Can be

done but whatlhas been and is being done.

State Level

When one thinks of trans-cultural counseling,' one usually envisions

work among youngsters in newly-integrated.public school systems. While

1

this type of "desegregation counseling" among majority as well as minority

students is no only highly-prevalent but necessary, it is by no means

the only setti g for such efforts. With desegregation also a desired

target at the clollege'level, a great need exists for secondary school

counselors who/are skilled in working with potential college applicants.
!

of minority rice background. With not enough minority-group Counselors
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to serve this ever-growing segment of our youth,' it is apparent. that efforts

must be directed toward sensitizing all helping profeisionals to working

with minority-group clients-

In its efforts to desegregate institutions of higher education, the

State of Maryland, in 1974, eitablibhed an nter7Agency Task Force, under

the direction of the Maryland Council for Higher Education, in cooperation

'a

with the State Department of.Education, whose responsibility (was) to

.promulgate guidelines and procedures to 'facilitate, counseling services for

miniority group students in secondary schools thai (would) maximize 'other-

race' application patterns among the colleges" (Inter-Agency, 1974).

Clarifying its intent to encourage minority students to attend pre-

dominantly White institutions of higher learning; and Whites to attend

predominantly Brick institutions, the Task Forci.set out to 'encourage a

high school climatg4onducive to/such applicationFou regional workshops .

for Black and White secondary school pupil personnel workers were held

throughout the State to prOyide training and technique in minority-grou0"

counseling. Emphasis was placed on changing and modifying counselor at-

titudes toward cultural anericial differences--particularly with respect

to fami1y, religion, social re1ationships and educaiional objectives.

Recognizing that they were, perhaps,.putting'the'cart before the

horse by working with counselors already,certified, the Task Force also

sought to encourage all state colleges which offered programs leading to

state certification ivguidance and counseling to include, in their

preparatory coutdework, training in Minority-Group Counseling. As of the

winter of 1476,-all such programs in Maryland with

University of Maryland offer such a course as part

equireitents. A; these recently-certified guidance

2 -

the exception of the

of their certification'

counselors work in
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the school systems of Maryland, with tileirjleightened awareness of and
'.

sensitivity to the cultural needs of minority students, it is hoped that

they will help create a hign school climate that will build intergroup

identity while breaking down intergroup hostility so that the state goal

of "maximizing 'other-race' application patterne'among state colleges will

occur.

As a second prong to'his attack on 'single-race' college enrollment,

the state has recently embarked on a new program which operates through all

secondary schools and is designedto reach each arid
,

every eleventh and

twelfth grader in the schools, regardless of post-high school plans.
.

An attractive brochureinas Ieen designed which lists all state institutions

of higher learning; but instead of dividing them according to geographical

region, community size,' studentbody composition, etc., it organizes they*

by program offerings and includes all colleges and universities in Maryland,

regardless,of racial composition, in the appropriate programmatic categories.

Included in each booklet is a stamped card, which students may use to

Co

request further information ahOut any college of interest. It is hoped that

this counselor's tool will relieve 'the burden hewstofore,placed

directly on secondary school counselors to reach all potential college

students with appropriate and sufficient information on college interest

among those students for whom college had not previously presented a 4iable

option,' Use of the return cards will also give the students themselves

some sense of control over their own lives by allowing them to assume a

measure of responsibility for obtaining information. It is anticipated

that use of the brochure--witn its emphasis on programs rather than .

institutions--will dramatically encourage both White and minority-group

students to seek admission to 'other race' colleges/and universities in

Maryland.
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'Federal Level,

Realizing that good counseling starts -with the co nselorratfier than

ill
the program, the Federal'Government,-authorized what surely has beei one 'Ff

.

.

the most ambitious minority personnel development programs ever undertliten.

Funded underPublic Law 9q-15, 'the Education Professions Development Act

(EPDA), the Center/Satellite Pupil PerSonnel Services (PPS) Project'

Program was launched in 1971 for a period of three years. Seven selected

universities around the country were chosen to serve 'as 'Centers' for

the program in their areas; additional colleges or communities within

their geographical sphere were seleFted as `Satellites' working with the

O

'Center' facility to develop, utilize and evaluate counselor training

programs specifically geared to the minority populations in theregions

served/3y their institutions.
v.

Each Center had, as its general objective, the development of a corps

of personnel tiorkers specifically trained to work'with minority group

clients. Program design and implementation were left, in large measure

to the individual Centers, Within each Center/Satellite, grouping a greater ,

measure of autonomy prevailed so that each Satellite, corking closely,

With its Center institution, could respond to the concerns of its partic-

ular population group. Seven such Centers were' established, speaking to

the needs of American Indians, Asian Americans, Blacks and Chicanos.

Obviously not all minority groups in the nation were covered by this project;

groups greatly underrepresented,..by appropriate minority counseling personnel,

vis-a-vis their client population, we-re the primary target populations

for the progragi..

Southeastern Regional EPDA-PPS Center/Satellite Project

Experience has indicated that Black cliehlts, like'other minority

ethnic groups, generally 'relate_ more readily to peopl% of their own group

than to Whites (Katz, 1963). -Ofttlmes, the difficulties in-a Black,
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client-White counselor relationship ensuefrom language ambiguities, feelings

of being patronizedor denigrated on the pact of the minority person,/
and general distrust by both parties. American Sleeks are reluctant "dis

closers," especially to Whites, whom they do not/feel they can trust. In

particular, this fear of disclosing results from a fear of being tunderbtoodt

which in turn results in a perceived loss of autonomy/and contro)1

(Vontress,1972). Such concerns obviously are counter-productive to a

counseling relationship, and attest to the great need 'for more Black,:

counselors who can relate to Blacks in a non-threatening way.
;f

However, with this paucity of Black: teachers and counselors, Black

youngsters, particularly those from the inner-city, have a difficult time f
4

fitting into an envirbnment where so few do, in fact, speak their language.

So many drop out that in cities like Philadelphia and Louisville an

inner.2city youngster entering junior high school stands' only,a 40%

chance of completing high school (Final Program Report, 1975). Those

who remain Often become involved in delinquent behavior, both' in and out

of school. Learning gets left behind when school personnel have to spend

theft time and energy on discipline.

In response to these- long - standing problems, several Center /Satellite

pr4jects have:directed:teir efforts'toward upgrading services to inner-

cifty schools and youngsters. bne'such program is centered in Nashville,
. .

Tennessee,i lcoordinated jointly by Tennessee. State University and the Univ-
:

eIrsity ofi2epnessee, the former servjtng primarily Black students and the
I 7
! 4

,latter serving primarily White studehts.

The Satellite institutions in this program were paired in Black/White.

dyads;/e
.

as were the'Centers
,

in Naehviite; demonstrating the desire on the

. 1 .. .

part loff both-adm% lnistrattong to improve the relations not only between the
/ .

k
,

Bla4k/White4:institutions but also among the.B1E!ck/White community in general;.
- Li \
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The Southeastern Regional Center/Satellite Projece pairings included.Jackion

State college and the University of Mississippi, Georgia State Unikrersity

and Atlantallniversity, Alabama State University and the University of

Alabama, and Florida State University and Florida A & M.

-General objectives for the program were similar to those for all the

programs: (1) to improve the qualifications of both trainers and super-
.

visors of pupil personnel specialists, (2) to work cooperatively with schools

and related community agencies to train pupil personnel specialists and

school staff to function effectively as teams, '3) to design, implement

and.evaluate programs appropriate for low=income area schools, (4) to recruit

aad train members or minority groups and individuals who work with them as

pupil' personnel pecialists-, and (5) to effect organizational change in the

teaching institutions and in the schools that would be facilitative of

achievement of the stated goals.

Part of the thrust of this Center/Satellite project was to help

urban teachers improve the classroom climate in schools which, because. of

recently-implemented integration moves; had experienced large racial

shifts of both students and teachers,. Meeting these.gOals called for

2

the collaborative efforts of pupil personnel staff, instructional staff,

school and community resources, andlpar4nts. This effort focused on .the

development of interpersonal skills and behaviors; the modification of
N.

curricula to 'meet the needs of the 6tudents more adequately, with emphasis on

l(.transcultural understanding; and t a improvement of home-school liaisons

Wherein parents, students and staff could share in goal setting and decision

making relative to the educational process.

A second thrust of the Southeastern Regional project was directed

toward those Satellites paired to work together to improve their programs of
a

counselor educatiOn. Goals for these institutions aimed at Establishing
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a long-term working relationship with their co-institution, d4signing and

testing new models. of counselor training, and providing consultant teams

to work with a sample of target area children and their parents. (South-
-,

eastern EPDA-PPS Center/Satellite Project, Tennessee Mate University and

the University of Tennessee, Nashville, TN.

,Director: George W. COO

Northeastern EPDA-PPS Center / Satellite Project \

A second Center/Satellite Project which attlpted_ta improve educational

climates, particularly for Black youngsters, was t e Northeastern Center

Satellite Project at the University of Pittsburgh. %General objectives

for the project again were similar to' those for othe projects--to effect

improvements in training programs for pupil personnel workers; to train

'

people to create better learning environments for stud nts; to establish

effective liaison between school personnel and the Comm pity; and to

encourage pupil personnel workers to work with and social systems,.

as wall as with individual clients. This project, in res onse to existing

community conditions, included an additional dimension --es ablishment and

implementation of field experiences in such alternative ins itutions as

free schools and fiee clinics. This move resulted from two actors:

(1) the need for certified personnel in these nontraditional ettings,

and (2) the urging of urban minority groups, particularly Blac s, for better

response to their needs (McGreevy, 1973):

Most of the Satellites in the Northeastern Project devoted efforts to

training classroom teachers to function as trainees, counselors, onsultants

And change - agents --not only for individual students, but also for ocal

school systems. The Satellite at Boston Uhiyersity; however, sough

more comprehensive aliproaCh by including in its training not only gr duate
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students in counselor education bejtvalso nurses in graduate nursing programs.

upper leNiel psychiatric residents and graduate students in social, work.

From this g oup of trainees itsenyeams to. work as change agents in

sele d inner-city schools. It should be remembered that one goal of all`

the Center/Satellite projects was Co create a "new professional" in the

area Of pupil personnel specialists, and to establish career ladders in
i

the community up which trainees might.advance. Universities participating °

in the Northeastern Regional Project included Duquesne University at Pitts-

burgh, Howard University at Washington, D.C., SUM at Buffalo and at

Brockport, and Boston University.

(Northeastern EPDA-PPS Center/Satellite Project, University of Pitts-

burgh, PA.

Co-Directors: Joel Welinick and Wilma Smith)

Mid-West EPDA-PPS Center/Satellite Project

The Northeastern Regional Project was not the only one directed.pri-

marily to inner-city Blacks. The Hid-West Center was also targeted

toward this population group. Satellite institutions affiliated with the

EPDA Midwest Center Consortium were the Universities of Illinois at Chicago.

and Urbana, Indiana University at Bloomington, University of Louisville,

and the Ohio State. University at Columbus. Although the program focused

4 primarily on inner-city minoritystudents, the individual Satellites in

this program functioned in varied and autonomous, albeit coordinated;

ways. As major outcomes, all Satellites sought to dmplement changes in

the organizational structure of .the school or school system with which

they worked as well'as the curriculum structure of the university training

program with which they were affiliated. While the majority of the Satellites,

attempted to improve the quality of.training for pupil personnel workers,

onefocusid its attention on the retaining of teachers and other school

259-245-
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telt, and one sought to train a new kind of school social worker who Would

to upgrade the way in which school systems respond to children;

rticularly minority group children.
.

Each Center collaborated with a nearby urban school listrict for

'

interactive change wherein new trainees upgraded the level of services
1

'..:offerled to minority children ih the schools while concurrently program

design at the trai Bing institutions became more realistic.

1

Se eral outcomes were apparent as a result of this Center/Satellite
I

program: (1) Su4cessful efforts to improve the training curriculum at

the unive making it reality and experientially- oriented; (2)
I

I ,greater se itivizy and responsiveness to the needs of inner-city minority

youngsters; (3) greater involvement of parents and community in decision-

!

-making affec ingithe schools; and (4) development and field-testing of

new technique \ of teaching, counseling and interacting.

1 .
.4 .

P$ Center/Satellits Project, Indiana,University, Bloomingtonv.-(Midwest EPDA-

IN.

Director: .DeWayr J. Kurpius

\'Southwestern EPDA -P S Center /Satellite Project

All ethniC groups have differences which set.them apapi from each

other and from the Am rican Caucasian majority. Those White ethnic groups
ri .

not differing visibly rom mainstream Whites, who have,-over the years,

chosen to give up.those ultural factors which distinguish them have become

1
largely assimilated: Hover many ethnic groups chobse not to assimilate,

11
or are unable to do so be use of a number of.factors. For whatever

reasons, large segments of pus population still form highly visible, cult-.

urally different groups/ whos needs are uniquely different from those of

the assimilated majorZty.
i .-..t. ,

1 /
I /
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Mexican Americans, for example, generally live together in large

numbers, isolated in barrios. Little need exists, except. in the'schools,

for many of them to speak English. The children, therefore,..find it

difficult if not impossible to communicate with Anglos at school, and

their siUnce and/or misunderstood responses often cause them to be labeled

"slow." Sotetimes youngsters who can speak English choose not to, as one

way of maintaining their privacy.. Machismo is a characteristic inherent

in Hispanic males and must be accepted and dealt with by-Anglos seeking

to work with them in a helping relationship (Vontress, 1972).'. Suspicion

also looms large in Hispanic cultural mores and causes them to be wary of

those who are trying to help them.

Schools ot the southwest havd chronically suffered a shortage of

Counselors, particularly Chicanos. Out of 3,388 counselors in theregton

only 184 are Ch:tcano. While the pupil/counselor ratio overall 124:1,

the ratio of Mexican American,pUpils in districts 10Z'or more Mexican

American to counselors is 1,9261 (USCCa Survey, 1969). Such a serious

lack means that most Chicano:youngsters.who need someone to talk to are

denied the "sympatico" relationship with a chicano counselor.,

In,an effort to alleviate this situation, a Center/Satellite project

was established with its 'nucleus at the University of New Mexico at

Alburquerque, the heart of the nation's greatest concentration of Mexican

Americans. Its thrusts were two-fold: (1) to bring about organizational

change in those institutions that trained and employed pupil personnel.

specialists to work with Hispanic Americans, and (2) to train graduate

level pupilyersonnel specialists to work with Spanish-speaking students.

The program was centered at the University of New Mexico where

most of the training of pupil personnel specialists and development of

pupil personnel services took place.

25:2,
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Satellite institutions involved in the. Southwestern Region included
t

the University of Colorado at Boulder, Arizona State.University at Tempe,

Fresno (California) State University, San Diego State University and the

El PasO (Texas) Public Schools. Persons selected by each Satellite for

graduate training at the Center were both bilingual and bicultural, already

experienced and working in target area schools. Following training they

Were expected to return to their school systems in leadership positiOns.

to consult with administrators andteachers, coordinate school and community

related programs and counsel students and their families (Rinaldi, 1974).

The training program at the Center included course offerings in

-
Mexican- American Education to create awareness of the problems of the

Chicano youngsters in schools, to analyieregional differences and

similarities of Mexican American students in the southwest; and discuss

. acculturation among Chicanos (Aleman, 1974). The training program also

addressed itself to change strategies to enable program graduates to effect

organizational change i4 the educational communities in which they later

would function. Following 2-1/2 semesters of training at.the Center, students

in the program returned to their Satellitesfor field experience in target

schools or community agencies. After graduation from the program, more

than 50 Chicano pupil personnel specialists were placed in schools, colleges
c,

,and community agencies- (Rinaldi, 1974).

(Southwestern EPDA-PPS Center/Satellite Project, University of New Mexico,

Albuquerque, NM.

Co-Directros: John R. Rinaldi and Guy W. Trujillo)

Texas EPDA-PPS Center/Satellite Protect

A second project geared. to the improvement of educational services

to the. Mexican American community,.the Texas Center /Satellite Project

25:3
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1,,
has given its. primary attention to'four axe4sinthe state with

particularly high concentrations of disadvantaged Chicanos--Lubbock,

San.Angelo, San Antonio and the South Texas Valley. Initially located

at the'Texas Technical University in Lubbock, the Center for. this project

moved, in its second year, to Pan American University near Corpus Christi.

Other institutions of higher education-involved in the project were San

Angelo State University, Out Lady of the Lake college at San Antonio and

Texas Technical University at Lubbock. Component groups involved intimately

with the Satellite institutions were, first and foremost, the local Chicano

communities,.the Intermediate School Districts and the Regional Education

Service_ Centers of the State Education Agency. In addition, liaisons

were established with the state guidance division and with agencies in the

community such as crisis and drug centers.

An overriding, assumption of the Texas program was that change is

inevitable and ongoing, and as such it should be planned and controlled.

A strong component of the program was to work with the schools and com-

munities in each Satellite area to develop "an attitude of willingness

to' change" ((Texas Center], 1973). This focus derived from the need to

build into the program the'ilechanisms for maintenance and self-Correction

following termination of federal funding.

The program placed strong emphasis on the child and his environments--

the home, school and.community. Chicano students in the target areas were

dropping out of school far more frequently than their Anglo ,lounterparts,

their' achievement levels mere much lower, and of those who were qualified

to seek a college education, the.percentage.of those who actually did so

was far below that of comparable Anglos. To help effect change, the

program sought to stress a,developmerital rather than remedial approach

to student services; to orient its comporients to the changing needs of the

community; to encourage.open communication and collaboration between

254
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various school constituencies including teachers, administrators, students

and parents; to sensitize the constituencies to Mexican-American culturi;

to create a student-centered classroom environment with emphasis on develop- .

ment and creativity; and to encourage parents to become decision-making

partners in the education of their children.

A second direction of the program involved effecting changes in the

counselor training programs at the colleges and universities in the Satellite

clusters, to make them more experiential, humanistic, ethnically aware and

competency-based. It was anticipated that Tipple effects from such Changes

would reach other counselor education programs in the Satell*tel.areas,

providing them with an understanding of the need for as well asimpetus

toward effective change in their institutions.

Training for the Texas project was implemented among f6ur levels of

trainees: (1) counselor-certified participants training to become. change

If gents; (2) counselors and recent graduates of cot _selor education' programs

to improve interpersonal skills; (3) school administrators to develop an

acceptance of the need for change, to acquire team-Vuilding skills and to

develop a collaborative process; and (4) district and college level admini-

!strators 'become acquainted with the total training program, with the need

for planned, change, and with the understanding of what project-trained

counselors would be capable, of doing when they returned to their districts.

As the project advanced through its third funded year, it sought to

implement, in a Variety of settings, revised versions of the models that

-had been shown to be most effective in previous years. Following the third

project year, those models that proved most successful during the previous twos

years were implemented in large city schools with the, goal of their becoming

permanent component's offthe Satellite school systems. As in all the

Center/Satellite projects, it was hoped that the local school districts would

5.
"

2 0
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continue to provide support for the programs which brought greatly expanded

services not only to the students :but to the staff, parents and community

./t1
at large.

(Texa EPDA-PPS Center/Satellite Project, Pan'American University,

Edinburg, TX.

Co-Directors: Louis Casaus, George Smith and Niguel Martinez).

California.EPDA-PPS Center /Satellite Project

Asian Americans who number about 1-1/2 million form another highly

visible and very distinct ethnic group. Several personality characteristics

of this population, while:dhey may be very difficult for others to compre-

hend, must be acknowledged and accepted by non-Orientali, trying to'serve

Asian Americans in a helping role. At the core of the Asian American person-

ality, particularly the Japanese' Americans whoconstitute'the largest sub-

group among American Orientals, is the need to maintain anewsence of

order, obedience and conformity (Meredith, 1966). Asian Americans meet

these needs in several basic and specific ways: (1) self-denigration to

ward off'envy; (2) social conformity to prevent shame, especially to family;

and (3) modesty and:reserve as respect for authority. We have already

noted historical and cultural differences-which make it particularly

difficult for Anglos Co be effective inhelping.roles with Blacks; the

situation is no different vis-a-vis Asian Americans.

While, several EPDA projects focused specifically on Blacks and Hispanic

Americans, only one concerned itself additionally with Asian Americans.,

The,Califernia Center/Satellite Project at California State University,

Hayward, sought to effect institutional changes .in pupil personnel training

1programs with Oa hopes eventually of briAging dienge_to schaoleand

school systems, making them better able to serve. Third World students and

'their communities. This project was initiatedAihrough a summer workshop
1
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witch included Asian, Black and Chicano students from school psychology

and counseling and school social work; as well as faculty, representatives

from the local schools, school administrators and community representatives.

A heavy emphasis in.the Center/Satellite project was to create permanent

mechaAisms which would ensure leadership training and employability

of Third World graduate students in high level leadership positions--

goals which were, in,fact, accomplished. Several Satellites pledged,

as part of their commitment, to help place their graduates in their

affiliate school districts. (Similar attempts to place graduates were

actually made' by adios t of the EPDA Projects,)

In other major respects the California project operatedin wayt

quite similar to other projects, wherein University departments

worked with local schools to prepare pupil personnel'speciallsts to

serve minority group youngsters and their communities.

Satellite institutions participating in the. California project were

the University of California at Berkeley and the California State

Universities at San Jose, Hayward, and San Francisco. (Stanford Univ- 1

ersity participated for the first year but was not re-funded

(CaliforniaEPDA-PPS Center/Satellite Project, California State

University; Hayward, CA.

Director: Alvin H. Jones, Jr.)

op

Northwestern EPDA -PPS Center/Satellite Project

American Indians are one of the most sorely underrepresented

minority groups in Our nation in the helping professions. Of the more

than half a million Indians in the country, between 300,000 and 400,000

live' on reservations while the reseave attempted assimilation in

the cities. Non-Indian counselors trying to work among Indians, part-
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icularly those on reservations, fate many difficulties directly related

to culture. In addition to the language barrier- (English - speaking vs.

non-English-speaking,-abstract vs. concrete reasoning, verbal fluenpy

vs. taciturnity) Indians tend to be suspicious of those they perceive

as being better than they, Indians or others. %They:resist outside

attempts to help them upgrade themtelves academically or financially

lest it be thought they are tying to be better than their peers

(Vontress, 1972). Since non-Indians often find it difficult to

empathize fully with cultural values so often at odds with their own,

they encounter problems in trying to serve in a helping role. With

this in mind, there becomes apparent a great need to develop a sizable
4 4

corps of Indian personnel' workers to serve the needs ,f their peers.

The only EPDA Program designed to-train American Indians to work

as counselors for American Indians, this program .centered at the

versify of South Dakota at Vermillion had three general objectives:`

(1) to establish career ladders to enable lw-income persons to move

through a gradUate program in personnel services and become eligible

for employment as counselors, supervisors and trainers of additital

personnel service workers from the target population; A2) to invtive

the target communities as well as professional educators and trainees

in decision-making; the purpose being to revamp the counseling curriculum

to make it more responsive to those special groups it sought to serve;

and (3) to act as change agents 'in. the target school systems so that

the systems themselves would become More respohsive to the needs of

their students.

Satellites affiliated with the University of South Dakota were

Eastern Washington State ColAlege at Cheney. University of Montana at

25
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Missoula, University of/Wyoming at Laramie and)fie University of- North

Dakota at Grind Forks: Each Satellite had its own advisory board

and director, and its own target schools which provided nine-week

field placement opportunities for the trainees. All trainees were

ofIndian descent, committed to the field experience internship in

a school system in the reservation area. Trainees.rgceiVid a'stioend
.

!

.

plus tuition and fees. One direct result of the"program has been a

series of changes in the counselor education program which was moved

from a primarily didactic to an experiential approach with internships

now being integral program components. The.Northwestern Center/Satellite

Project produced, in its first year of implementation, more Indian

guidance and counseling graduates than in the entire previous history
. .

-of the region. As was intended by the program objectives, these

personnel workers are working in Indian communitie's to help today's

.

Indian youth meet tomorrow's challenges.- .

(Northwestern EPDA -PPS Center/Satellite Project, University of South

Dakota, Vermillion, SD.

Co-Directors: ,,Eric LaPointe and Joe Dupris

N

School District Level

When the Majority Ls, the. Minority .

When is the majority the minority? When it finds itself trans-
,

ported, in small numbers,'into the midst of another culture! Such

happenings occur when pet,ple travel not only to other parts of our

country but to other parts of the world. When travel is of short

duration, the need for acclimatizing is minimal and temporary.., When,

259
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however, travel results in long-term residence within another cultural

milieu then the need fox understanding, accepting and interacting with

the host culture becomes a virtual-necessity.

Such a situation exists in overseas military service where families.

are moved for several years duration. While they often live in their

own communities, shop in their own stores and attend their own schools,

they,certainly have contact with the'local, population - -by choice and/or

necessity. What a golden opportunity to learn. about each other!

One localized but highly ambitious program designed to encourage,

such cultural awareness among junior Nigh school military dependenti

has been developed and implemented at a United States' dependent school
0

in Puerto Rico. The 60-hour 'course was designed to help students

devAop.an'Understanding aid- acceptance of cultural pluralism and

acquire a knowledge of language and culture-specific areas sufficient

to ihcryse their involvement and effective participation in the Puerto

0.'
Rican culture (NavalStation,: 1974). Students assumed responsibility

for their learning which was largely experiential. Each of the

aforementioned goals Incorporate d specific objectives which were primarily

0

behavioral. Emphasis was placed on verbal as well as non-verbal

communication wherein,itudents learned *_hat specific behaviors and

words have different meiftingsin the two cultures.

Students were exposed to social con- ditioning experiments to help.

them 'become aware.cii.how cultUral conditioning provides, for all of us,

a\backdrop for our perceptions. Elementary Spanish-language.expressions

were incorporated intp the course with.the'hope that some knowledge

of Spanish Could go. a long way totiard helping students feel at ease-
1

with the indigenous population, thereby opeiling doors 'of learning and'

.4
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ekperiepeift would otherwise remain closed to them. Role playing

chniquep encouraged students to.use their limi4d knowledge of language
\

customs in everMaysituations and prepared them for actual mini- .

,

field trips to such places as the grocery store, bus stop, record
t ;

store, or a local restaurant. Regular classroom visits and presentations
1, a.

by a Host National (local resident) gave students exposure to the spoken

_languige as well as social customs and manners from the Puerto Rican

viewpoint . ,

The_basic premise of the course was teat, since all people do not
.

/think and act alike under similar circumstances, and since such dif-

fer nci ..es do not make one ,set of behaviors right and one wrong, everyone

111

,
.

shO d make:grester efforts to familiarize himself with what makes .

. , 4
.

otheA peopleltick. In this way people can learn from each other and
1A

1

partAipate in: 'a mutual exchange.

Single-Institution Level

Not all prOgramare extensive and elaborate. Not all are' funded

tArough;gpvernmental levels.' Many are designed and implemented to

meet specific needs in Specific settings. Sometines,they can be

replicated with other grOups in other places; sometimes they cannot.

One program developed to meet a specific client need in a specific

educational environment, with some revision, it could be replicated in

pther settings with other populations.
-- "

I 0

MinorityMinority Student Peer Counseling.

The staff at the Student Health.Psychiatric4Clinic at UCLA,

realizing that, although minority. students constituted 20% of the campus

student body, they were very poorly represented among those utilizing
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tbe services of the Clinic, decided to investigate. Since it would

have been utopian to speculate that these students did -not 'suffer

emotional and psychological prabkes7s similar to Caucasians, they deter-

mined that there must be other explanations for the problems.

In an effort to stimulate usebof the Clinic facilities by minorities

on campus, the Clinic staff met with the directors of the four ethnic

study programs at UCLA,(American Indian,'Asian Americ n,131ack and

JaChicano) to determine possible reasons for the rtluc ance to seek help
.

i

on the part of their students, and ways to overcome such reluctance.

Consensus led to several generalizations: (1) minorities had difficulties

relating to White therapists; (2) minorities considered the Clinic

as well as the University in general, a White mide--classsinstitution

not interested in their concern; and.(3) minorities perceived.White

therapists as attempting not to help them achieve ethnic identity

but to mold them to conform to the majority middle -class (Sue, 1972)..

The directors and Clinic staff suggested establishing a program

to train student volunteers from the four, ethnic groups to serve as
ti

potential /paraprofessional Counselors to minority students who rizshedt

to consult a counselor of their own race. Twice as many students'

volunteered for the traipingsessions as had been project000_vs. 40),

which' pleased and surprised, the staff. Twenty were to be.selected-to

serve as trer counselors following completion of the course.

The'focus of the class was to be on the development'. of inter-

personal skills, but the g-roup, hostile to what they perceived as

another institutional attempt to mold them, demanded several changes

in the class structure. Compromise was effected wherebYthe students

accepted ;he need for skill development and the staff offered to .

provide exposure to campus services such as financial, tutorial and

health facilities; 2 2
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As class sessions progressed, encounter sessions proved most

stimulating, with the general focus being on the development of skills

similar to Carkhuff's facilitative and action conditions. The parti

cipants came Lc) realize how their own biases affected the counseling

process and outcome, and that minority status was not, in and of it

self, suffircient for providing effective, counseling.

As a final step in the program, students in each small group

were asked tAelect five group members who, they felt, would make

the befit counselors. Selections by staff and students were amazingly

congruent. Twenty paraprofessionals were selected, as had been

initially planned. The program*as considered quite succes'sful with

a number of studenti functioning as counselors on the campus. Ix

was anticipated that the couises in minority student peer counseling

Would become part of an ongoing program to provide all students with '

adequate campus services.
O

Summary

With increased emplasis on school integration and the special

needs of minority your sters, particularly in integrated school en--
f
. .

vironments, governmental units as well as training institutions, school
1

.

.

i 1

1

t
districts' and idcal communities have accepted th need for extensive

e .

/

chpnges in the delivery of helping services. Ftom.the establishment'

i

'of policies at the federal and state levels, down to school distric

-..

of:

i

.

and community levels, a wide variety of programs are attempting to +

1

respond to these changes. This chap ter examined a sampling of

ti

what has been and is being done. Discussed here are some rather elab

orate efforts of the Federal Government through the Education,Professions

Development Act (EPDA) Pupil Personnel Services (PPS) guidelines under



whose auspices the Center/Satellite Projects were developed; the attempt

of one state, Maryland, encourages equalized entry opportunities for

all students to 'all state colleges and universities; 'the program

developed by a school district in Puerto Rico, which views trans
a

cultural counseling from a very different vantage point; and the

successful, programmatic effort in a single institution.

Needless to say, much remainsto be done. This chapter has

attempted to show that changes can be developed and implemented, even

in a single school. 44.th federal funding no longer as readily available

as in previous years, future change may well have to come through the

local schools and school districts.

Changes have to start with people--people with, ideas that work

for them in their settings. Once people accept the premise that

- I
change is inevitable and controllable, they will be in positions to

help their institution .and communities;develop and implement programs that

can lead to greatly improved educationl climates for their students,

teachers, parents and community.
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